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Migrant Willow Warblers Phylloscopus trochilus

observed foraging preferentially in low

desert shrubs much in the manner of Asian

Desert Warblers Sylvia nano, Lulu island,

Abu Dhabi
OSCAR CAMPBELL

The Willow Warbler Phylloscopus trochihis is a common spring migrant through the United

Arab Emirates (Pedersen & Aspinall 2010) and occurs predominately in areas with nati\-e

though often planted trees, especially Ghaf Prosopis cineraria and to a lesser extent Sidr

Zizyphiis spina- christi. In these it feeds arborealh; in t\-pical PJii/Uoscopus manner. This

generally involves active gleaning and sallying through the canop\' with birds often

concentrating on the outermost branches.

Spring passage through Abu Dhabi emirate, UAE, generally peaks in the first half of

May. On 7 May 2010 I found many Willow Warblers amongst a selection of other passerine

migrants on Lulu island, off Abu Dhabi city. In all, I counted 31 Willo^v Warblers in four

hours of surveying. Almost all sho\ved characteristics of the subspecies yakiitensis (or

acred^da/yakutensis intergrades). These birds were unusual in that they ^vere foraging

almost exclusivelv on the ground. Lulu island is entirely man-made (mainly less than 15

years old) with much irrigated planting, but also some areas of unwatered semi-natural

vegetation doubtlessly resulting from germination of an imported seedbank. The island

has extensive areas of young date palms Phoenix dactylifera, overgro^vn ornamental gardens

and watered strips of Eucalyptus, Salvadora persica and Zizypluis all grooving as trees to 5-10

m high, although relative to the rest of Abu Dhabi island fe^v Prosopis cineraria occur.

Despite the abundance of apparentlv suitable trees in ^vhich to feed, I was surprised to

observe that, almost \vithout exception, the Willow Warblers frequented the flattest, least

vegetated areas in the centre of the island. Here, coarse sand plains amidst sand dunes

are sparsely covered in low shrubs comprising Heliotropium kotschyi, and especially Salsola

imbricata, Tribuhis sp, ZygopliyUum sp and Indigofera colutea. The warblers almost exclusiveh'

utilised Zygophyllum or Salsola bushes, either perching on the edge or top (and hence no

more than half a metre above the ground) or perching on the ground and reaching up
to glean from the underside of leaves, much in the manner of the Asian Desert Warblers

Sylvia nana that winter in these areas on Lulu. I located 20 Willo^v Warblers in less than

a hectare, including loosely associating Tlocks' of six and nine individuals. All foraged

exclusively in the manner described. When approached too closeh- the\' merelv moved
some tens of metres ahead, before settling in another Salsola.

Willow Warblers located elsewhere on the island that morning were all obser\-ed

foraging in this manner and this included individuals located alongside a dense strip of

Salvadora and Zizyphus trees. Although they flew up into the trees on close approach, they
soon returned to forage on adjacent Zygophyllum shrubs. Fi\-e other species of warbler,
totalling 15 individuals, were located on the same morning but, apart from one Upcher s

Warbler Hippolais languida, all utilised small trees or large bushes.
Willow Warblers are known to forage at all vegetation heights, although with a marked

preference for the canopy (Cramp & Simmons 1992). Studies referenced therein included
observations on migrants in Phragmites reedbeds in France, these birds spending 10% of
their time feeding on the ground, and on birds (presumably breeding) in S^veden in June,
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where feeding site preference varied with the weather: during cold and rainy conditions

90% of the Willow Warblers fed on the ground, compared with 10-35% when conditions

had improved. Of course, migrant warblers of any genus grounded or stopping over in

treeless sand desert would have no option but to feed or rest in small shrubs, but on Lulu

island a choice existed.

Chiffchaffs P. coUybita wintering on Abu Dhabi island sometimes descend from the

canopy to feed on the ground and this behaviour may correlate at least partly with damp,

cool conditions (pers obs). However, the behaviour of the Willow Warblers on Lulu island

cannot be accounted for in this way, as conditions were sunny and warm (c32°C), with

light winds. Interestingly, a migrant Yellow-browed Warbler P. inornatiis on Lulu island 24

October 2009 fed in exactly the same manner as the Willow Warblers there on 7 May 2010.

It seems possible that naturally colonising native shrubs such as Zygophyllum and Salsola

are richer in insect food (of suitable size for Phylloscopiis warblers) than more recently

planted trees, and this might account for the manner and method of feeding observed.

However, on many visits to this site, I have never observed other common wintering or

passage species (such as Lesser Whitethroat Sylvia curruca minula, Menetries's Warbler

S. mystacea or Eastern Olivaceous Warbler Iduna pallida) feeding in this manner, with the

exception of Asian Desert Warbler for which ground-feeding is, in any case, the norm.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Many thanks to Simon Aspinall who provided suggestions that greatly improved the quality of this note.
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A new breeding location of Spectacled

Warblers Sylvia conspicillata in Turkey
ORHAN GUL &MEHMET ATAHAN

The Spectacled Warbler Sylvia conspicillata is a small warbler which generally breeds in

low, dry, coarse vegetation, especially shrubs, characteristic of garrigue, salt flats, or semi-

desert habitats in the Mediterranean zone (Cramp 1992).

On 23 April 2010, we were bird watching around Balik lake in eastern Hatay province,

southern Turkey, c4 km from the Syrian border. We stopped near a stony hill (Plate 1, 36°

28' N, 36° 30' E) which was covered with Thorny Burnet Sarcopoterium spinosiim. At the top

of the hill we observed a pair of Sylvia warblers on the top of a Sarcopoterium bush, with

another pair c30 m away. We quickly identified the birds as Spectacled Warblers. As both

pairs were very agitated and remained in a very small area we didn't approach them too

closely but took photographs from c50 m away.

On 1 May we visited the area again and Spectacled Warblers were found at the same

location. We concealed ourselves and soon saw a male Spectacled Warbler carrying food.

Directly, it went into a bush and quickly appeared again while the female waited on the

top. From this behaviour we decided they were breeding. When the birds became aware

of us, they quickly moved to nearby bushes and performed distraction displays and gave

frequent alarm calls (Plates 2 & 3). These behaviours are classified as confirmed breeding

according to breeding evidence codes promoted by the European Bird Census Council

(Hagemeijer & Blair 1997). This location clearly is a breeding area for the species. We did

not want to disturb them more and moved on. An additional two pairs were observed

*
^^^''^ Spectacled Warblers Sylvia conspicillata were observed near Balik lake, Hatay, Turkey. 23

April 2010. © Orhon Giil
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Plate 2. A male Spectacled Warbler Sylvia conspicillata Plate 3. A male Spectacled Warbler Sylvia conspicillata

on the top of a rock, performed a distraction display and performed distraction displays and gave frequent alarm

gave frequent alarm calls, I May 2010. © Mehmet Gul calls on the nearby bushes, I May 2010. © Orhan GUI

clOO m away and they also performed distraction displays and gave frequent alarm calls.

When we moved away from their territories, all returned.

On the two visits combined, c3 km of track were walked and four pairs of Spectacled

Warblers were observed. This represents a new breeding location of Spectacled Warbler,

only the second known in Turkey.

DESCRIPTION

Males: like a small Whitethroat Sylvia communis with rusty-brown wing panel and an eye

ring, but differed in darker greyish head, blackish area from bill to below eye and wings

more rufous. The dark alula was very noticeable and contrasted with rusty-brown wing-

covert fringes. The underparts were brownish-pink. The throat had a central patch of grey

and white on the fore cheek contrasted with pinky-buff underparts.

Females: first impression was of a small Whitethroat, but with plainer wing. They had

shorter primary projections and slimmer bills. Head, mantle, wing coverts and tail were

distinctly greyish brown, contrasting with bright rufous-brown wings. The dark alula was

noticeable and contrasted as that of a male.

HABITAT
Balik lake is the northeastern part of the old Amik lake, which was drained between

the 1940s and 1970s. The lake is surrounded by several hills, the highest rising to c490 m
asl. The hill where the Spectacled Warblers were seen rises to c290 m. All of the hills are

covered with rocky steppe vegetation and trees are absent. Many areas are dominated by

Thorny Burnet.

DISCUSSION

Spectacled Warbler was first confirmed as a breeding species in Turkey at Karacadag in

Diyarbakir province, in 2002 (Welch & Welch 2004). Balik lake, our location, is c400 km
southwest of Karacadag. Prior to the Welchs' study there were only five records of the

species in Turkey: Side (Antalya) 15 April 1969, east of Silifke (Mersin) 19 October 1970,

near Iskenderun (Hatay) 4 October 1974, in the Belen area (Hatay) 10 September 1981 and

near Burdur lake 16 October 1982 (Kirwan et al 2008). Following its discovery breeding on

Karacadag, the species has been confirmed breeding there on three occasions (Ku§bank

Database 2010).
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In Welch & Welch (2004), Spectacled Warbler was described as breeding in low

cushion-formations of Astragalus scrub above 1700 m asl. Using GIS/Remote Sensing they

identified a small number of sites in the vicinity with the same vegetation reflectance

pattern and above 1700 m but, unfortunately, no further Spectacled Warblers were found.

At our location the habitat structure was generally similar except that the dominant

species was Sarcopoterium rather than Astragalus and the maximum elevation was only

c490 m. Interestingly, there are several hills between Balik lake and the Syrian border that

have very similar habitat to the new breeding location so there may be other breeding sites

in the area still to be discovered.

There were at least three camps of local people with sheep and goats grazing the area.

On Karacadag, Spectacled Warbler was only observed in areas where grazing pressure

was low (Welch & Welch 2004), so grazing may be a threat at Balik lake.
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The first confirmed breeding record of Bay-
backed Shrike Lanius vittatus in the United
Arab Emirates, with comments on field

characters of juveniles

OSCAR CAMPBELL, WENDY HARE & NIGEL MILIUS

Bay-backed Shrike Lanius vittatus breeds

widely across the Indian subcontinent,

from southeastern Iran, Afghanistan, and

the terai of Nepal southwards, although

is absent from Sri Lanka and northeastern

India (Porter et al 1996, Grimmet et al 1999).

It is a rare migrant in the United Arab

Emirates and Oman, with most records

from mid March to late April (Pedersen

& Aspinall 2010, Eriksen et al 2010),

although one of the Omani records refers to

confirmed breeding (Harrison & Sargeant,

1995). Even so, the discovery of an adult pj^^e I. Adult Bay-backed Shrike Lanius vittatus, Masafi

Bay-backed Shrike feeding two juveniles Wadi, UAE, June 2010. © /Vl/ke Bortfi

at Masafi Wadi, Ras al Khaimah, UAE (25°

20' 40.55" N, 56° 10' 16.57" E) in June 2010 was unanticipated; the possibility of this was
not discussed by Aspinall (2010) in a comprehensive review of breeding birds of the UAE.
This short paper documents the 2010 breeding event, outlines field characters for juvenile

Bay-backed Shrike and presents circumstantial evidence indicating that the species may,

in fact, have bred in the UAE (or nearby) in 2009 as well.

DISCOVERY OF THE BIRDS IN 20 1

0

On 7 June 2010, NM and WH visited Masafi Wadi to look for breeding Scrub Warblers

Scotocerca inquieta. Having found these and observed them for some time, they then

noted two interesting juvenile shrikes. The appearance of both birds seemed rather odd

for the only locally breeding shrike (Southern Grey L. meridionalis) and this impression

was confirmed when a striking adult Bay-backed Shrike appeared to feed them. NM and

WH informed local birdwatchers, many of whom were able to observe the birds over

subsequent days. These included OC who made detailed notes on 11 June, some of which

are incorporated below. The family was last recorded 23 July, in exactly the same area

where they had been discovered (Mark Smiles pers comm). The record has been accepted

by the Emirates Bird Records Committee (EBRC).

Throughout the period of observation, only three individuals (the adult and two

juveniles) were observed. Incidences of broods (in particular, late ones) being fed by only

one parent (of either sex) have been reported for Red-backed Shrike L. collurio (Cramp

& Perrins 1993). Bay-backed Shrikes are generally very difficult to sex but the western

race nargianus (which, on geographic grounds, almost certainly accounts for all Arabian

records) shows greater average differences between the sexes than nominate vittatus:

females tend to be duller, greyer and with less striking colours (Lefranc & Worfolk 1997).

Close examination of the adult (Plate 1) indicated that it exhibited a rather drab, dark

(sooty) grey forehead and lores (contrasting with glossy, black ear coverts) and a very

Sandgrouse 33 (2011) 7



Plates 2-4. juvenile Bay-backed Shrikes Lanius vittatus, Masafi Wadi, UAE, June 2010. © Mike Barth

white underside with a creamy-rust tinge limited to a small area of the breast side, perhaps
suggesting that it was a female.

FIELD APPEARANCE OF THE JUVENILES
Photographs of the juveniles are presented in Plates 2 to 4. Literature consulted
(Rasmussen & Anderton 2005, Harris & Franklin 2000, Lefranc & Worfolk 1997) suggested
that juvenile Bay-backed Shrike is very similar to jux enile Red-backed Shrike. However,
our observations do not support this and, for this reason, we present some comments on
the field ch.^r .,-tor? of juvenile Bay-backed Shrike.
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Like the adult, both juveniles appeared structurally fairly distinct from both Red-

backed and Turkestan Shrikes L. phoenicuroides. They were markedly short-winged (with

just 4 primaries projecting beyond the tertials), very long-tailed (which was narrow at the

base and slightly wider at tip) and had a rather large-headed, bulky appearance. Just like

the adult, they regularly gave continual long, sweeping waves of the tail in a manner more
reminiscent of Masked Shrike L. nubicus than any other congener. In combination, to an

experienced observer, this created an overall jizz that was rather different to either Red-

backed or Turkestan Shrike.

With regard to plumage, the juveniles differed from juvenile Red-backed Shrike, as

described by Cramp & Perrins (1993), by a number of features that, used in combination,

should allow confident separation of the two species. The overall effect is of a more

variegated, contrasting bird than juvenile Red-backed. This is a consequence of the

following plumage features:

A paler, greyer crown and nape contrasting with rather solid, blackish-brown ear

coverts. (Overall effect much more subdued on Red-backed, due to the much warmer
ground colour to the crown and nape, essentially concolorous with the mantle).

Much of the mantle appeared similar to the nape, with the scapulars forming

contrastingly rather plain, warm brown panels on either side. (Again, Red-backed much
more uniform).

Virtually unsealed white underparts that exhibited a creamy tinge. (Some—and often

extensive— scaling is typical of Red-backed).

Median and lesser coverts were essentially milky-grey (with a prominent dark central

crescent) and so appeared as a prominent pale 'shoulder' patch compared to the warmer,

tawny-brown greater coverts. It seems unlikely that juvenile Red-backed will ever show

this pattern.

Although images and descriptions of juvenile (as opposed to first winter) Turkestan

Shrike are hard to come by, the plumage features described above, in combination, should

also serve to distinguish juvenile Bay-backed Shrike from juvenile Turkestan Shrike. Of

course, such considerations are academic when the birds are in the company of a parent

but these features allowed a confident, retrospective identification of a lone juvenile Bay-

backed Shrike photographed in the UAE in 2009 (see below).

BEHAVIOUR
On the morning of 11 June, all three birds were very active, ranging along their favoured

wadi and flying up the shallow slope behind. At one point they crossed the ridge into

an adjacent wadi before, eventually, returning. The adult was especially mobile, rarely

staying still for long periods and covering up to 100 m on many flights. It generally utilised

low Acacia tortilis trees as perches and seemed to have no preference for any part of the

crown. The appearance of a Southern Grey Shrike precipitated immediate alarm and the

adult was seen to mob the larger species by 'floating' over it on open, rounded wings and

fully splayed tail, before abruptly dropping onto a nearby perch. This was repeated several

times. Similar high, soaring flights were also made in pursuit of winged insects, which

were then brought down and fed to the juveniles. Feeding occurred about once every 10

minutes and inevitably resulted in loud, harsh begging and much wing-fluttering from the

young. The young were still vociferously begging for food on 23 July. Otherwise the birds

were silent, apart from a dry, raspy, rather insect-like 'churr' given by the adult frequently

before 07.00 h but not afterwards.

The juveniles were considerably less active than the adult and spent longer periods

perching in shade. They were also regularly observed on the ground, where they readily

perched on small boulders and low twigs for prolonged periods. Here they were seen

Sandgrouse33 (2011) 9



attempting to forage for themselves, although no evidence of success was observed.

This ^vas done by hopping from stone to stone with tails erect in a manner curiously

reminiscent of a South African rockjumper Chaetops.

HABITAT AND ASSOCIATED SPECIES

The shrikes frequented an arid, narrow wadi running off the edge of a much larger, wider

wadi. The altitude was 490 metres asl and the birds were less than 300 m from the main

Masafi-Dibba road. The predominant vegetation comprised small scattered trees of A.

tortilis and Ziziphiis spuia-christi. The only herbs evident (in mid-summer) were dried,

sun-blasted examples of Tephrosia appollinea and Eiipiliorbia larica. The nest was searched for

but not found. However, as both juveniles showed traces of down (and one the remnants

of a gape line) when they were discovered, the nest was presumably not far away. Other

species observed nearby included Lichtenstein's Sandgrouse Pterocles lichtensteinii, Little

Owl Athene noctua, Desert Lark Ammomanes deserti, Hume's Wheatear Oenanthe albonigra,

Scrub Warbler and Southern Grey Shrike. Interestingly, a male Turkestan Shrike was

located close by on 11 June; this is one of very few^ mid-summer records of this species in

the UAE (T Pedersen pers comm).

PREVIOUS RECORDS OF BAY-BACKED SHRIKE IN THE UAE AND THE
BREEDING RECORD FROM OMAN
Prior to this breeding record at Masafi, Bay-backed Shrike had been recorded 16 times

in the UAE, 1970-2010. Eleven records were in spring, including nine 11 March-21

April (Pedersen & Aspinall 2010). It is probably no coincidence that this breeding record

followed a particularly strong spring showing: there were three records of migrant Bay-

backed Shrikes in the UAE in 2010, all of which were located within 40 km of Masafi. This

compares with no previous records since 2006 and only one previous spring (1995) had

more than one record. Spring 2010 was generally perceived as a relatively wet one locally

and this may have encouraged migrant shrikes to settle and breed.

As mentioned above. Bay-backed Shrike

has been recorded breeding once before in

Arabia. This was in Musandam, Oman in

2004 (Harrison & Sargeant 2005, Jennings

2010, Eriksen et al 2010). There, a nest

was found on 22 April with the female

apparently incubating. The location, at 418

metres asl and with scattered Z. spina-christi

and A. tortilis trees, was not dissimilar to

Masafi Wadi.

DID BAY-BACKED SHRIKE BREED IN

OR CLOSE TO THE UAE IN 2009?

While this paper was in preparation. Tommy
Pedersen passed to OC some photographs of

an unidentified juvenile shrike, purportedly

Red-backed or Turkestan, as part of an
unrelated discussion. The bird in question

(Plate 5) was photographed at Kalba, on the

east coast of the UAE, on 3 July 2009. After

some thought, OC realised that this bird

was not a good match for either juvenile
Plate 5. Juvenile Bay-backed Shrike Lanius vittatus, Kalba,

UAE, July 2009. © Derrick Wilby
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Red-backed or Turkestan Shrike and, in fact, was very similar to the juvenile Bay-backed

Shrikes at Masafi. Comparison of photographs confirmed this, and the Kalba bird

exhibited all features indicative of juvenile Bay-backed Shrike, as discussed above, and
the record has now been accepted as Bay-backed by the EBRC. It is fascinating, although

purely speculative, to consider the origins of this individual. Whilst probably unlikely

to have originated from a nest exactly where it was photographed (at sea level), there are

many wadis close to Kalba that are similar to Masafi Wadi and it is entirely conceivable

that the bird was recorded as it dispersed away from a nearby natal site. It was still almost

entirely in juvenile plumage. We have not been able to source data on the timing of the

post-juvenile moiilt of Bay-backed Shrike but both Turkestan and Red-backed Shrike

juveniles have a partial post-breeding moult that starts rapidly (within 3-4 weeks of

fledging, and certainly before migration. Cramp & Perrins 1993). Assuming Bay-backed

Shrike to be similar, the possibility of a bird from southern Iran reaching the UAE in such

a plumage seems unlikely. Note that local breeding does not necessarily imply breeding

in the UAE; Kalba is close to the Omani border beyond which there is also much suitable

habitat.
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Breeding birds in Iraq: important new
discoveries

KORSH ARARAT, OMAR FADHIL, RF PORTER & MUDHAFAR SALLM

Nature Iraq sur\'evs 2005-2010 discovered or confirmed 50 ne^v breeding species for Iraq, bringing

the total number of breeding species for the countr)' to 190. This paper summarises the findings for

the 50 and puts them into their regional context. Probable breeding species, \vhich number 19, are

also listed.

INTRODUCTION
Iraq (Figure 1) is located in the southeastern corner of the Western Palearctic biogeographical

region, sensu BWP, between 29-38°N and 39-49°E. It covers a land area of 438 320 km=

with a Gulf coastline of some 58 km into which flow the major rivers of the Tigris and

Euphrates. Much of Iraq experiences a desert climate though it is semi-arid or sub-

humid in the north and northeast. Iraqi Kurdistan (Dohuk, Erbil, Kirkuk and Sulaimani

provinces) contains many upland areas, the highest mountains of which border Iran and

Turkey. The southern marshes lie in the flood plain of the lower Tigris and Euphrates in

the provinces of Missan, Basrah, Thi Qar, Qadissiva and Wasit and include the Hu\vaiza,

Al-Hammar, Central and Dalmaj marshes

In 2005 the newly created conservation NGO Nature Iraq (NI) commenced a

programme of surveys to identify Key Biodiversity Areas (KBA) in Iraq. Since then over

220 sites have been visited throughout the country in summer and ^vinter and valuable

data has been gathered for site assessments, the aim being to identify priority sites for

Turkey

Figure I. Location of the provinces, rivers and southern marshes of Iraq.
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Plate I. Sakran mountain, Erbil province, Iraq, May Plate 2. Sargalu in the Peramagroon range, Sulaimani

2010. © Korsh Ararat/Nature Iraq province, May 2010—a typical Iraqi Kurdistan habitat. ©
RF Porter/Nature Iraq

Plate 3. Oak v^oodland at Parazan, Sulaimani province, Plate 4. Hazarmerd, Sulaimani province, Iraq, June 2010.

Iraq, June 20 1 0. © RF Porter/Nature Iraq © RF Porter/Nature Iraq

Plate 5. Al Tharthar lake, Anbar province, Iraq, October Plate 6. Arid rangeland of Al Haqlaniya, Anbar province,

2009. Surveying sometimes needs army protection. © Iraq, April 2010. © Omor Fod/i/7/Noture /roq

Mudalal H Al Faidh

conservation. During the summer surveys many new breeding species for the country

were discovered as well as confirmation of hitherto suspected breeders and a few cases

where breeding had simply not been properly documented previously. This paper gives

details of these 50 new discoveries and also lists those species for which breeding is now
suspected but not yet proven.

The KBA bird surveys were led by KA, OF and MS and comprehensively covered Iraqi

Kurdistan, the arid rangelands of western and central Iraq and the southern marshes.

Some typical habitats of these regions are shown in Plates 1-12. Assistance in the field

was given on various occasions by Laith Ali and RFP (of NT) and Muhammed Fadhil, Ali
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Plate 7. Degraded desert, typical landscape of western

Iraq, October 2010. © Omar Fadh'tlINature Iraq

Plate 8. Liheis, west Basrah province, June 2010. Typical

landscape of the southern Iraqi desert. © Mudhafar Saliml

Nature Iraq

Plate 9. The Central Marshes, east Thi Qar province, Plate 10. The Huwaiza marshes, Missan province, Iraq,

Iraq, May 2005. © Mudhafar Salim/Nature Iraq April 2008. © Mudhafar Salim/Nature Iraq

Plate I I. The Huwaiza marshes, Missan province, Iraq,

summer 2006. © Mudhafar Salim/Nature Iraq

Plate 12. Kermashiya (western part of Al-Hammar
marshes, Thi Qar province, Iraq), May 2008. A typical

landscape of the southern marshes in summer. ©
Mudhafar Salim/Nature Iraq

Ne'ma and Mariwan Qadir (Ministry of the Environment). The new checklist of the birds

of Iraq (SaUm et al in prep) Hsts 396 species that have been reHably recorded in the country.

Of these, 190 have now been proven to breed and a further 19 probably breed.

SPECIES ACCOUNTS
TA' in the following accounts refers to Porter & Aspinall (2010). Also: Ap, Anbar province;

Dop, Dohuk province; Ep, Erbil province; Mip, Missan province; Nip, Ninawa province;
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Qp, Qadissiya province; SDp, Salah ad Din

prov; Sup, Sulaimani province; TQp, Thi

Qar province (Figure 1).

Glossy Ibis Plegadis falcinelliis

Fairly common and widespread in the

southern marshes and other wetlands

(Ticehurst et al 1922, NI winter surveys

data); present all year. It was considered

to probably breed in the southern marshes

(Allouse 1953, 1963, Moore & Boswell 1956)

though this was not confirmed until the

NI KBA surveys. In 2005, local people and

hunters frequently reported an isolated

breeding colony in the northern Huwaiza
marshes (Mip). The location was inaccessible

but the ibises were reported breeding alongside Little Egrets Egretta garzetta, Pygmy
Cormorants Phalacrocorax pygmeiis, African Darters Anhinga rufa, Sacred Ibises Threskiornis

aethiopicus and Squacco Herons Ardeola ralloides. In May 2010 a colony was reached in the

Al-Hammar marshes (TQp) by MS. It was estimated to be 60 pairs and the nests examined

contained two young on average (Plate 13). The colony was in dense Phragmites and Typha

in a water depth of c80 cm and there were no other accompanying species. Otherwise, in

the Middle East, the Glossy Ibis nests in a few isolated colonies in Turkey, Iran and the

Levant (Kirwan et al 2008, PA).

Red-crested Pochard Netta rufina

Until the NI KBA summer survey of 2009

proved breeding, the status of this duck

was that of a winter visitor {eg Allouse

1953), being shown by the NI winter surveys

to be especially common in the southern

marshes. Whilst the 2005-2010 surveys of

these marshes have shown it to be fairly

widespread in small numbers in the

breeding season, the first proof of nesting

was obtained 26 May 2009 by MS when
adults with non-flying young aged 5-6

weeks (Plate 14) were observed at two sites

at Al-Hammar marshes (TQp), which held

460 and 31 adults respectively. Later, the species was found breeding in Dalmaj marshes

(Qp) where a large number of non-flying young with their parents were observed in late

May and early June in 2009 and 2010. The breeding habitat in both Al-Hammar and Dalmaj

was open-water marsh of cl m depth with adjacent dense reed-bed where parents can hide

nests. This is the southernmost breeding area known in the Middle East (PA).

Ferruginous Duck Aythya nyroca

According to Allouse (1963) and Salim et al (2009) this Near Threatened species (BirdLife

International 2010) is an uncommon winter visitor in Iraq. During the NI KBA summer

surveys in the southern marshes 2005-2010, Ferruginous Ducks were recorded and

breeding was suspected at Al-Hammar marshes (TQp) and Dalmaj marshes (Qp). In 2009,

Plate 1 3. Fledgling Glossy Ibis Plegadis falcinellus,

Al-Hammar marshes, Thi Qar province, 14 June 2010. ©
Mudhafar SalimlNature Iraq

Plate 14. Red-crested Pochard Netta rufina and young,

26 May 2009, Al-Hammar marshes, Thi Qar province. ©
Mudhafar Salim/Nature Iraq
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Plate I 5. Ferruginous Duck Aythya nyroca

marshes, Qadissiya province, 9 May 2010.

Salim/Nature Iraq

nest, Dalmaj

© Mudhafar

six parties of young birds and their parents,

were observed by MS at these wetlands,

totaUing 26 birds, and five nests w^th eggs

were found and photographed at Dalmaj

marshes 9 May 2010 (Plate 15). The breeding

habitat was relatively deep but open water

with dense walls of Phragmites. The families

tended to share a similar habitat to Red-

crested Pochards, but showed a preference

for deeper water. The mean outer diameter

of the nests was 35 cm, and they were lined

by the blackish belly-feathers; they were a

few centimeters above the water level inside

the thickest reed-beds; the mean clutch

size was 9 eggs. Ferruginous Duck has a

scattered breeding distribution throughout

the Middle East (PA).

Black-winged Kite Elanus caeruleus

This small kite was first recorded in Iraq

in 2001 (Salim 2002) but breeding was not

proven although one of the birds observed

was a juvenile. Full confirmation of breeding

came in May 2008 when MS found three

nests, two with chicks, in one day c30 km
northwest of Diwaniya city (cl20 km south

of Baghdad). The nests were in date palms

at a height of 8-10 m in an area of wheat,

barley and rice fields and date orchards.

Both parents were taking care of the young

at one of the nests closely observed. On 20

February 2009 OF discovered two nearly-

fledged juveniles in captivity (Plate 16) that

had been taken from a nest at Tarmiya

(cl6 km northeast of Baghdad); their age (c30-35 days Peter Castell pers comm) would

indicate egg-laying in mid December. On 15 May 2009, OF counted and photographed nine

recently fledged juveniles in a market at Al Khalidiya of Ramadi (Ap); they had been taken

from nests in Bohriz, Khalis and Attariya areas of Diala province. Furthermore, in the Al

Gazaliya area of Baghdad, OF was informed of two young being raised in a nest c20-25

m up in a Eucalyptus; they were taken from the nest by locals 21 June 2009. The nearest

breeding Black-winged Kites are in Pakistan (Roberts 1991) and southwest Arabia (PA),

but in eastern Arabia the species has been recorded more frequently since the early 1980s

(Jennings 2010) suggesting an expansion of range.

Short-toed Snake Eagle Circaetus gallicus

Prior to the NI surveys this eagle was considered to be only a passage migrant in Iraq,

especially in autumn. In May and June 2008 several pairs were observed during KBA
surveys in Iraqi Kurdistan, apparently holding territory, but it was not until 2009 that

breeding was proven. On 20 April a nest was found at Chami Razan (Sup) with an adult

sitting tightly. It was situated on a sprawling bush growing on a ledge of a steep cliffside

Plate 1 6. Two nearly fledged Black-winged Kites Elanus

caeruleus (with Common Kestrel Faico tinnunculus) in

captivity, Baghdad, 20 February 2009. © Omar Fadhill

Nature Iraq
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at 700 m asl; a change-over was witnessed. Also, on 20 May 2009, a female was sitting on a

nest at Doli Smaquli (Ep) at 1250 m asl. During these annual surveys in Iraqi Kurdistan at

least 24 pairs have been found holding territory and display was observed at 14 sites. In

neighbouring Turkey this species is a widespread breeding bird (Kirwan et al 2008) as it

is in parts of Iran (PA).

Booted Eagle Aquila pennatus

Allouse (1953) gave the status of this small eagle as 'probably a winter visitor', but

supported this with few records. During the NI KBA summer surveys in Iraqi Kurdistan

2007-2010, pairs or individuals were observed in montane areas with deciduous oak forest

at 15 sites (seven in Sulaimani province, five in Erbil and three Dohuk)— all suitable areas

for breeding. However, the first actual proof was obtained 7 August 2007 when an adult

and two juveniles were watched perched at a nest on a rocky cliff at Qara Dagh (Sup).Three

adults were observed at the cliff 19 May 2010. These are the southernmost breeding sites

for Booted Eagle in the Middle East (PA).

Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos

Allouse (1953) was uncertain about the status of Golden Eagle in Iraq, but indicated it

was probably a winter visitor, having been observed in that season in the Karun district

of Iraqi Kurdistan. However, Moore & Boswell (1956) saw a pair in Ser Amadia (Dop)

between 7-9 July and thought they were probably breeding. It was listed in the breeding

bird assemblage of the mountains of north and northeast Iraq by Ctyroky (1986) and a pair

was observed at Silopi (Ep) in January and a single bird at Koysanjaq (Ep) in February 1994

(MacKenzie in litt to MI Evans 2007); on 6 May 1994 MacKenzie {in litt to MI Evans 2007)

also observed a Golden Eagle at Dukan (Sup). During the NI KBA surveys, 2008-2010, a

total of 18 Golden Eagles were observed at six sites. In 2010 adults were observed at three

nests, on cliffs in mountains at Barzan (Ep, 5 May, contents unknown), Sakran (Ep, 8 May,

contents unknown) and Peramagroon (Sup) where a juvenile was seen on 16 June. The

Golden Eagle is a vv^idespread resident in eastern Turkey and western Iran (PA).

Lammergeier Gypaetus barbatus

Considered to be a winter visitor, Allouse (1963) also mentioned the possibility that it

breeds on Pishtko mountain (Sup) on the eastern border of Iraqi Kurdistan with Iran.

During the NI KBA summer surveys in north Iraq 2007, three adults and two juveniles

were seen and photographed soaring above Zraran mountain (Ep) on 22 August— clearly a

family party. NI surveys also discovered five Lammergeiers 22 August 2008 in the Barzan

area (Ep). On 11 May 2009 an adult was observed on Peramagroon mountain (Sup) and

then, on 17 June 2010, the nest was found on a high cliff at c2400 m asl, with an adult and

nestling (appeared to be quite young—about the size of a Red-billed Chough Pyrrhocorax

pyrrhocorax which were nearby). Proof of breeding is not surprising given the nearby

resident distribution in Turkey (Kirwan et al 2008).

' Steppe Buzzard Biiteo {buteo) vulpinus, probably menetriesi

[Note: Taxonomy within Buteo [buteo] is complex and there is much debate as to the

validity of constituent taxa, due largely to clinal variation. Whilst using 'Steppe Buzzard'

and 'vulpinus', we do so to imply that the taxa are of the vulpinus group which includes

menetriesi. There is good evidence to suggest that the birds breeding in Iraqi Kurdistan

are menetriesi and this is discussed below. The form of the Common Buzzard that breeds

in western and southern Europe, Buteo buteo buteo, has not been reliably recorded in Iraq.]

Prior to the NI surveys the status of Steppe Buzzard was uncertain. Allouse (1953)

listed it as a passage migrant, but because of the difficulty at that time of separation from
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Plate 1 7. Juvenile Steppe Buzzard Buteo (buteo) vulpinus,

probably menetriesi, at nest site, Hazarmerd, Sulaimani

province, 2 June 2010. © Korsh Ararat/Nature Iraq

Plate 1 8. Steppe Buzzard Buteo (buteo) vulpinus, probably

menetriesi, Hazarmerd, Sulaimani province, 2 June 2010.

This was one of the parents of the juvenile in plate 1 7. ©
Korsh Ararat/Nature Iraq

Plate 19. Steppe Buzzard Buteo (buteo) vulpinus, probably

nienetriesi, Hazarmerd, Sulaimani province, 2 June 2010.

Same bird as in Plate 18, a parent of the juvenile shown

in plate 1 7. © Korsh Ararat/Nature Iraq

Long-legged Buzzard Buteo riifimis, Moore

& Boswell (1956) did not record any with

certainty. It was not listed among the

species in the breeding bird assemblages for

northeast and north Iraq by Ctyroky (1986).

During the NI winter surveys, 2007-2010,

Steppe Buzzards were observed in small

numbers in Iraqi Kurdistan. They were

not recorded in summer until 2008, but

these were considered to be late passage

migrants. However, in 2009, birds were

observed apparently holding territories

and/or displaying at 17 localities in April,

May and June (nine in Sulaimani province,

three Erbil and five Duhok) and a pair

seen copulating at Dukan (Sup) on 13 May.

In 2010 Steppe Buzzards were observed in pairs in suitable breeding habitat and often

displaying at 12 sites in Sulaimani province, four sites in Erbil province and three in

Duhok. Two pairs were present at Hazarmerd (Sup) on 2 June 2010, one pair with a nest

containing one juvenile (Plate 17, age c40 days Peter Castell pers comm); it was on a high

cliff at 1035 m asl, rising from an arid plain that was largely given over to agriculture (Plate

4). One of the attendant adults is shown in Plates 18 and 19.

The identity of these birds (vulpinus versus menetriesi) was discussed by the authors

with Dick Forsman who commented as follows, 'T was surprised by the apparent large

size of the young bird for vulpinus (of which I have much experience) as it looked too

heavy and the adults showed certain plumage traits similar to Long-legged Buzzard.

The moult of the attacking adult in Plate 18 is not the moult of a migrant vulpinus, but

that of a resident bird. The explanation is that the birds are probably menetriesi. This is

the taxon that breeds closest to Iraq (eg Glutz von Blotzheim et at 1971, Vaurie 1965). The
description of the birds, habitat, cliff nesting and behaviour given in Dementev et al (1966)

are consistent with the birds discovered breeding in Iraq. Also from a personal view when
I first saw adult menetriesi in nearby southeast Turkey my first reaction was they were
Long-legged Buzzards! According to the literature, the uniformly dark rufous form is the

most common in menetriesi, just like the bird in Plates 18 and 19." Kirwan et al (2008) are
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unconvinced of the validity of menetriesi, and simply list those breeding in Turkey under

Common Buzzard Buteo buteo. There is clearly much to be learnt about this species and its

status in Iraq. Are the birds breeding in Iraq resident for example? A reference database of

all birds photographed will be established by NI.

[Note: The Long-legged Buzzard Buteo rufinus is the commonest large raptor breeding

in north Iraq and was found in the same areas as Steppe Buzzard. It is resident, or largely

so, with similar numbers recorded in summer and winter by NI. During the 2007-2010

KBA summer surveys. Long-legged Buzzards were found at 14 sites in Sulaimani province,

ten in Dohuk and seven Erbil. Nests were found at four sites in April and May (Sup).]

Lesser Kestrel Falco naiimanni

Listed as a passage migrant (Allouse 1963), it was not until the NI KBA summer surveys

in Iraqi Kurdistan 2007-2010 that breeding was suspected and proven. In Dohuk province,

birds were found breeding at seven sites: Ser Amadia (four pairs with young in the nest 31

May 2008, and a cliff-nesting colony of over 50 birds in 2009 and 2010), Sararu (three

adults in June 2008), Mangesh (two in June 2008), Garagu (one to three pairs 2008-2010),

Gali Balinda (one-three pairs 2009 and 2010), Chamanke (nine pairs 14 May 2010 nesting

in cliff holes).

Lesser Kestrels were recorded breeding at five sites in Erbil province and ten sites in

Sulaimani province. The main colonies of the latter province being at Dukan (11 pairs

2009), Peramagroon (minimum of five pairs with nests on cliffs April 2010, but 75 catching

insects there 23 April 2009 may have been from a breeding colony), Ahmed Awa (c8 pairs

with three juveniles 24 May 2010), De Lezha (clO pairs). Homer Qawm (c3 pairs), Chami
Razan (c6 pairs) and Qara Dagh (at least ten pairs with nests/fledged young 2008-2010).

In Salah ad Din province. Lesser Kestrels were in suitable habitat in the breeding

season at Abu Dalaf (one pair), Jabal Hemreen (one pair), and Jabal Makhool (two

pairs nesting in rock crack in a cliff, display observed 13 April 2010). In Anbar province 29

April 2009, two pairs were watched displaying and copulating at Rutba; they appeared

to be nesting on a 130 m high isolated rocky hill in semi-desert. In the Middle East, the

globally Vulnerable Lesser Kestrel breeds widely in Turkey, Iran and the Levant (PA).

Levant Sparrowhawk Accipiter brevipes

Al-Dabbagh (1998) recorded this raptor for the first time in Iraq at Al Tharthar lake

(Ap, Plate 5) and described it as a passage migrant. The first confirmed breeding came

from a video taken by KurdSat TV station and examined by KA and RFP. It showed a

pair of Levant Sparrowhawks at a nest

at Qara Dagh (Sup) in May 2008. On 12

May 2009 at Parazan (Sup) during the NI

KBA surveys of Iraqi Kurdistan, a nest was

located in an oak Quercus aegilops at a height

of c9 m and photographed. The female was

sitting and later the male took over, but

the nest contents could not be determined

(Plate 20). The extensive NI surveys indicate

that the Levant Sparrowhawk is a regular

and fairly widespread summer visitor to

Iraqi Kurdistan. In 2007 several pairs or

individuals were seen in suitable breeding

habitat in Dohuk province in August. On 20

May 2008 a pair was seen at Peramagroon

Plate 20. Levant Sparrowhawk Accipiter brevipes in

nesting tree at Parazan, Sulaimani province, 12 May 2010.

© Korsh Ararat/Nature Iraq
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(Sup), on 4 May 2009 an adult ^vas present in ^voodland at Qara Dagh (Sup), another on 16

May at Doli Plingian (Sup) and a single at Dure (Dop) on 26 May 2009. In the Middle East

this species has a patchy breeding distribution in Turkey and western Iran (Kirwan et al

2008, PA).

Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrimis

[Note: When Allouse (1953, 1963) published his avifauna and birds of Iraq \ oIumes,

Peregrine Falcon Falco pieregrinus and Barbary Falcon Falco pelegrinoides were listed under

Lesser Peregrine Falcon which included F. peregimis brookei and f. pereginus babi/lojiicus. In

this and the follo^ving account we have adopted the view of keeping brookei as a race of

Peregrine and placing babylonicus as a race of Barbary Falcon f. pelegrinoides.]

Until the NI KBA surve3^s the Peregrine was only known as a \vinter \ isitor to Iraq

{eg Allouse 1963). Then during the NI breeding season surveys birds considered to be

F. peregrimis were observed at suitable breeding sites in mountains at Qopi Qara Dagh

and Qarasird (Sup). Breeding, howe\^er, was not proven until 24 May 2010 during the

survey of Ahmed Awa (also Sup), when on high cliffs at 950 m asl a pair was obser\'ed

and photographed for several minutes whilst displa^dng, including talon-grappling, and

calling. They returned to what was clearly

a nesting ledge, before the male fle^v off

and left the female to settle on ^vhat ^vere

presumably eggs, but possibly chicks. In

appearance they conformed to the race

brookei, which is not unsurprising as it

is the taxon breeding widely in Turkey,

including the southeast close to the Iraq

border (Kirwan et al 2008).

Barbary Falcon Falco pelegrinoides

[Note: During the NI surveys no attempt

was made to distinguish between the verv

similar F. pelegriniodes peleginoides and F.

peleginoides babylonicus. Both appear to

breed in Iraq but their true range, status and

ecological separation require critical study.] Plate 21. Juvenile Barbary Falcons Falco pelegrinoides in

captivity, Erbil province, 28 July 2007. © Omar Fadhil/

Nature Iraq

Plate 22a. Barbary Falcon Falco pelegrinoides,

Peramagroon. Sulaimani province, June 2010. © Korsh

Ararat/Nature Iraq

Plate 22b. Barbary Falcon Falco pelegrinoides,

Peramagroon. Suiaimani province. June 2010. © Korsh

Ararat/Nature Iraq
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Breeding was first indicated by Sassi (Allouse 1953) who recorded a juvenile babylonicus

at Mosel (Nip) on 10 June (date prior to 1912). Al-Dabbagh (1998) listed Barbary Falcon

as breeding in the Hemrin hills (SDp) but gave no details. On 28 July 2007 two recently-

fledged juveniles of the subspecies pelegrinoides were photographed in captivity (Plate 21);

they had been trapped by locals near a nest at Bradost mountain (Ep) where a bird was also

observed in May 2010. Elsewhere in Iraqi Kurdistan, singles or pairs were observed during

NI KBA surveys, April-July, 2008-2010, at six sites in Sulaimani province: Sargalu, Dukan,
Homar Qawm, Qara Dagh, Peramagroon and Hazarmerd (Plate 4). Two singles were also

observed at Zmnako mountain, Darbandikhan (Sup) January 2010. One of a breeding pair

at Peramagroon is shown in Plates 22a and b.

Plate 23. Juvenile Little Crake Porzana parva, Baghdad,

30 July 2010. © Omar Fadhil/Nature Iraq

Little Crake Porzana parva

Allouse (1953, 1963) described this species as

a passage migrant and winter visitor and it

was regularly observed near Ramadi during

the later half of March and throughout

April 1954 (Chapman & McGeogh 1956) and

during the NI winter KBA surveys of the

southern marshes. However, the summer
KBA surveys found no evidence of breeding

and it was not until 2010 that evidence was
forthcoming. On 30 July, a recently fledged

youngster was examined and photographed

by OF at a local bird market in Baghdad

after it was caught at a nearby marsh at

Jazerat Baghdad AlSiyahiya (Plate 23). The

age of the bird and date it was caught (too early for a migrant) was considered sufficient

proof of local breeding (RFP; Simon Aspinall and Peter Castell pers comm).The breeding

status of this highly secretive species is uncertain in the Middle East, with only three

breeding localities recorded: Kuwait, north Saudi Arabia and south Turkey (PA).

Common Black-headed Gull Chroicocephalus ridihundus

Until 2007, Common Black-headed Gull was considered to be only a passage migrant and

winter visitor in Iraq {eg Allouse 1953, NI surveys). Breeding was first suspected 4 August

2007 at Dukan lake (Sup) when c50 were present and a juvenile bird was witnessed food-

begging to an adult. However, it was not

proven until 24 April 2010 when the colony

was revisited and copulating birds (Plate

24) and nests with eggs were observed

(clutch size three in all nests examined)

and later in the season juveniles seen. The

nesting site was an island in the middle of

the lake and they were breeding alongside

Slender-billed Gulls Chroicocephalus genei,

Gull-billed Terns Gelochelidon nilotica and

Common Terns Sterna hirundo. This is the

southernmost breeding of Common Black-

headed Gull and the nearest known colonies
T /-oAx Plate 24. Black-headed Gulls Chro/cocetiho/us nd/bundus

are m western Iran (PA).
copulating, Dukan. ,ake. Sulaimani province. 24 April

,

' ^ © Korsh AraratlNature \raq
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Laughing Dove SpUopelia senegalensis

AUouse (1933) noted this small dove as a rare Avinter visitor; Moore & Bos^vell (1956) did

not record it, nor was it listed bv Ctyroky (1986). The first proof of breeding came in 1993

when MacKenzie {in lift to Ml Evans 2007) sa^v 'lots' in Sulaimani cit\- (Iraqi Kurdistan)

in September and found three chicks aged t^vo ^veeks (one dead) 26 October. In the earh'

90s, MS found the species as a common resident breeder in several cities from Mosul

in the north to Basrah in the south. In 2006 during the XI KBA sur\"e\-5 of the southern

marshes, birds ^vere located at six sites and recently fledged young Avere obserxed.

In summer 2007, OF recorded fledged young in Baghdad. During the NI KBA summer
surveys of Iraqi Kurdistan 2007-2010, Laughing Do\-es ^vere frequent!}- observed eg

in 2007 they ^vere recorded at 21 sites and fledged young were seen. Nests were built

in trees and on ledges of buildings. In 2009 and 2010 it ^vas considered to be the third

commonest breeding bird in Sulaimani city (after House Sparrow Passer doniesticiis and

Eurasian Collared Dove Strepto-pelia decaocto). Clearh- this species has rapidh" colonised

Iraq in the last 20 years.

Long-eared Owl Asio otiis

Until breeding ^vas discovered in 2010, the

status of this o^vl was that of uncommon,
possibly irregular, ^vinter visitor {eg Allouse

1963, Moore & Bos^vell 1956). On 10 July 2010

whilst in pine "woods at Azmar mountain,

near Sulaimani city, Iraqi Kurdistan, MS
discovered a pair of Long-eared O^vls -with

t^vo young (Plate 25). They ^vere aged c45-

50 davs (Peter Castell pers comm), in ^vhich

case egg-laving \vould have been in late

April. The nearest knoAvn breeding Long-

eared O^vls are in southeast Turkey (Kir^van

et al 2008) and it is likely to be a more

widespread breeder in north Iraq.

Plate 25. Juvenile Long-eared Owl As\o otus. Azmar
mountain. Sulaimani province, 10 July 2010. © Mudhafar

SalimiNature Iraq

Alpine Swift Tachymarptis melba

Moore & Boswell (1956) indicated that this species probablv breeds in north Iraq, with

records from three areas in May including presence at a likely breeding ca\-e. Howe\-er, it

was not until the NI KBA surveys in Iraqi Kurdistan 2007-2010 that breeding ^vas pro\"en.

In Erbil province, 47 were counted around the cliffs of Zozik mountain 18 August 2007

and were probably nesting, four ^vere seen 22 May 2009 near Sakran mountain and ten 30

May 2009 at Ser Amadia; in Dohuk province, 12 were at Gali Balinda 31 Ma\- 2009— all m
likely breeding habitat. In 2010 in Sulaimani province, birds were present at Peramagroon

mountain cliffs in April, a colony of at least 18 ^vas discovered at Assos mountain, whilst

a total of 40 were watched repeatedly entering caves in the mountains at Ahmed Awa in

late May and early June. In Erbil province, a colom- of 30 was watched nesting in cliffs near

Bekhal waterfall in June. In the Middle East, Alpine 5^vift is a ^videspread breeding species

in Turkey, Iran, the Levant and parts of the Arabian peninsula (PA).

Little Swift Apus affinis

Historical occurrence in Iraq would suggest a \-er\- rare summer visitor or migrant {eg

Allouse 1953, 1963, Moore & Bos^vell 1956). The first evidence of breeding \vas obtained

during the NI KBA surveys in 2009 when 20 \vere counted entering a cave at Chami Kazan
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(Sup) on 13 May and discovered to be nesting.

On 21 April 2010 a total of seven were seen

there and later, on 23 May, a full assessment

suggested that the colony comprised at least

75 pairs and nests that had fallen from the

cave roof were photographed (Plate 26).

Also in Sulaimani province, 20 birds were

found at Little Zab 25 April 2010 nesting

below rocky projections of the cliffs. The

northern breeding limit of Little Swift in the

Middle East is southeast Turkey (Kirwan et

al 2008, PA).

Lesser Spotted Woodpecker
Dendrocopos minor

The first mention of occurrence in Iraq was by Ctyroky (1986) who listed it as being part

of the breeding bird assemblage of north and northeast Iraq but no details were provided.

The NI KBA surveys in Iraqi Kurdistan in 2008 and 2009 found the species resident in

montane oak forest at Zrara (Ep) at c570 m asl. On 21 May 2008 a single was seen and the

following year two pairs were located, one of which was watched entering a hole in an

old oak Quercus aegilops 5 May. Allouse (1963) mentioned that Moore saw "a small, spotted

woodpecker at the woods close to Ser Amadiya [Ep], in August" but was not able to

identify it. He added that breeding of this species is possible in the Kurdistan mountains

based on it being resident in southeast Turkey and northwest Iran.

Middle Spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopos medius

Allouse (1963) mentioned the possibility of this species being resident in the remote oak

woodlands of Iraqi Kurdistan. The first indication of occurrence was by Ctyroky (1986)

who listed it without details as being part of the breeding bird assemblage of north and

northeast Iraq. The NI KBA summer surveys in Iraqi Kurdistan 2009 and 2010 found the

species commonly in montane oak forests at Parazan (Sup) where 18 were counted 12

May 2009 and 26 on 26 April 2010, demonstrating abundance there; on 1 June 2010 at least

three nest holes were found in old oaks at 4-5 m above the ground; adults were regularly

attending and appeared to be feeding young. At Barzan (Ep) a pair was observed on 5 May
2010. Middle Spotted Woodpeckers breed in the neighbouring Zagros ranges in Iran (PA).

Yellow-billed Chough Pyrrhocorax graculns

Allouse (1963) gave Yellow-billed Chough as a probable breeder in Iraq and Ctyroky (1986)

listed it amongst the breeding assemblages for the mountains of north and northeast

Iraq. MacKenzie {in litt to MI Evans 2007) observed the species on 22 April 1994 at Korak

mountain (Ep). During the NI KBA surveys of 2008-2010 it was proven to breed in high

mountains (1600-3000 m asl) in Iraqi Kurdistan. On 21 May 2008 four were observed at

Barzan (Ep); on 14 May 2009 a pair was found on a nest on Peramagroon mountain (Sup)

at 2000 m asl and another pair 19 April 2010; whilst on 17 June 2010 ten pairs were found

there in the subalpine zone, their nests being in crevices and holes in the cliff face. Also

in Sulaimani province, a colony of 63 birds was discovered 30 April 2010 nesting in the

cliffs of Assos mountain at 2100 m asl. Yellow-billed Chough is resident in neighbouring

southeast Turkey and western Iran (Kirwan et al 2008, PA).

[Note: The Red-billed Chough Pyrrhocorax pyrrhocorax is a resident breeding bird in the

mountains of northern Iraq (Allouse 1953, NI surveys).]

Plate 26. Little Swift Apus affinis nests that had fallen to

the ground from the roof of their nesting cave, Chami
Kazan, Sulaimani province, 23 May 2010. © Mudhafar

Salim/Nature Iraq
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Plate 27. Sombre Tit Parus lugubris at nest hole, Homar
Qawm, Sulaimani province, 1 3 April 2009. © RF Porterl

Nature Iraq

Sombre Tit Pnnis lugubris

Although recorded regularly in the rocky,

wooded hills of Kurdistan and suspected

of breeding (Allouse 1953, Vaurie 1959,

Moore & Boswell 1956), Sombre Tit was

first listed as a breeding species in north

and northeast Iraq by Ctyroky (1986) but

without supporting details. During the NI

KBA surveys 2007-2010, Sombre Tits were

found to be widespread in the hills of

northeast Iraq with eg records from 21 areas

May-June 2008. Most were in open oak

Quercus sp woodlands; the few nests found

were in holes in old trees at a height of c3

m above the ground. It is unclear when the first definite proof of breeding was obtained

but fledged young were observed in August 2007 at Zraran mountain (Ep) and on 12 April

2009 adults were observed feeding young in a hole nest in a mature oak tree at Homar
Qawm (Sup, Plate 27). Globally, the Sombre Tit has a distribution limited to southeast

Europe, Turkey, Iran and the Levant (BWP).

Woodlark Lullula arborea

Allouse (1953) described the Woodlark as an uncommon winter visitor to northern Iraq.

The observations of Moore & Boswell (1956) suggest it is not uncommon in winter and

they found the species to be abundant in the Amadia valley (Dop) in late March where a

male was observed displaying. Ctyroky (1986) listed it without details in the breeding bird

assemblages for the mountains and sub-mountains of north and northeast Iraq. During

the NI training course in April 2009, a pair of Woodlarks was found with a recently

constructed ground nest, perfectly hidden between low bushes on Qara Dagh mountain

(Sup). One of the adults flew up from the nest after it was nearly trodden upon; it quickly

returned; later a second nest was found, under construction. In 2010 fledged young were

observed at Peramagroon (Sup) on 6 May. The NI KBA summer surveys of 2009 and

2010 recorded Woodlarks at ten sites in Iraqi Kurdistan. Breeding in northern Iraq is not

surprising given the Woodlark's distribution in neighbouring areas of Turkey and Iran

(PA).

Horned Lark Eremophila alpestris

The first recorded sightings of Horned Lark

in Iraq were by Boswell and Niller in the

Haji Omran area (Ep) at 1800-2700 m asl

where they observed adults and collected

one specimen in late April 1957 (Allouse

1963). The first proof of breeding was during

the NI KBA survey of Kurdistan in 2009. On
23 May, 24 were found at the summit of

Halgurd mountain (Ep) at 2600-3000 m asl,

pairs were observed displaying and four

recently constructed nests were found and
one photographed (Plate 28). The nests were
built at the base of the endemic Astragalus

helgurdensis and leaves and stems of Salvia sp used as lining. On 24 May an adult was

Plate 28. Nest of Horned Lark Eremophila alpestris,

Halgurd mountain, Erbil province, 24 May 2009. © Korsh

Ararat/ Nature Iraq
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seen at the top of Sari Hassan Bag mountain (Ep) at 2500 m asl. The discovery of breeding

in north Iraq is not surprising as the species breeds close to the Iraq border in southeast

Turkey and northwest Iran (PA).

Pale Crag Martin Ftyonoprogne (fuligula) obsoleta

On 24 May 2009, during the NI annual summer KBA survey in Iraqi Kurdistan, two
Pale Crag Martins were observed and photographed at Sari Hassan Bag mountain (Ep)

at 2500 m asl; they were collecting mud for nest building. In the same area 12 Eurasian

Crag Martins Ptyonoprogne rupestris were nesting under a bridge. The following year an
occupied Pale Crag Martin nest, with an attendant pair, was found 16 June at Peramagroon
mountain (Sup), The species is a breeding summer visitor to the neighbouring Zagros

mountains of Iran (PA), but has not been recorded in Turkey (Kirwan et al 2008).

[Note: Eurasian Crag Martin Ptyonoprogne rupestris is a resident breeding bird over

northern Iraq (Allouse 1963, NI surveys).]

Long-tailed Tit Aegithalos caudatiis

First recorded by Moore & Boswell (1956)

in summer, in the high areas of Iraqi

Kurdistan. Although they saw birds with

short tails (probably 'birds of the year') in

May and foraging parties with young
in August, 1944, they summarized their

observations as 'no doubt breeds on some
mountains'. Ctyroky (1986) listed it amongst

the breeding bird assemblages in north

and northeast Iraq but gave no details. The

NI KBA survey in Sulaimani province in

2009 provided the first proof of breeding, ^'f
^

'^l'

Long-tailed Tit Ae^tholos caudatus nest

^ ^ building, Peramagroon, Sulaimani province, April 2009. ©
With a pair nest building at Peramagroon c5 r/: Poner/Nature Iraq

m above the ground in a Walnut tree Juglans

regia, 20 April (Plate 29). On 6 May 2009, a

pair was found incubating eggs or young in a nest at Awesar (Sup), the nest again was
built close to the trunk of a Walnut c5 m above the ground. Both of the above nests are

relatively high for this species. In Europe 80-90% of nests are usually much lower than

these, but there is no detailed information for countries in the Middle East (Peter Castell

pers comm). These surveys, 2007-2010, showed Long-tailed Tits to be present at nine sites

in north Iraq. This is not surprising given their close breeding distribution in southern

Turkey and western Iran (PA).

Eurasian Reed Warbler Acrocephalus

scirpaceus

Allouse (1953, 1963) indicated this species

to be a passage migrant, supported by

Al-Dabbagh (1998). It is apparent, however,

that some observers {eg Moore & Boswell

1956) were reluctant to identify 'reed'

warblers and thus their historical status

is not sufficiently clear. The first proof of

breeding was obtained in 2007 during a piate 30. Recently fledged Eurasian Reed Warbler

NI KBA survey of the southern marshes. Acrocephalus scirpaceus, Zichri marsh, Thi Qar province,

21 July 2007. © Omar Fadhil/Nature Iraq
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On 21 July in a mixed habitat of Phragiiiites and Tamavix at Zichri marsh (TQp) both Basra

Reed "Warblers Acrocephahis griseldis and Great Reed "Warblers .4. aruudinaccus were found

breeding. A recently fled2;ed Eurasian Reed Warbler, at first thought to be Basra Reed, m
a nearby Tamavix, was obseryed and photographed b\- OF (Plate 30): it was then joined by

its agitated parents. Eurasian Reed Warbler is a summer yisitor to the Middle East with a

patchy distribution from Turke^ and Iran south to central Saudi Arabia (PA). The race that

breeds in the Middle East is fiiscus {eg Kennerley & Pearson 2010).

Upcher's Warbler Hippolais langinda

The first indication of possible breeding

in Iraq ^vas obtained by Gumming
^vho thought it bred at Eao, near the

Gulf (Gumming 1918, Allouse 1953). In

August 2007, juyeniles \vere obseryed at

Wadi Al Ashad, near Erbil cit\', during \T

suryeys; hcweyer these ^vere more likeh'

to have been migrants from Turkey ^vhere

the latest that fledged ^^oung ha\'e been

observed is 6 July (Kir^van et al 2008). The

KBA surveys have no^v shown Upcher's

Warblers to be quite widespread in the

breeding season in Iraqi Kurdistan, ^vith

many males singing and pairs present in

suitable breeding habitat at hill slopes along

valley ^vatercourses in Dukan, along the

Eittle Zab, in Qara Dagh, Homer Qa^vm and

Shadala valley (Sup) and Sakran (Ep). It was

not until 2010, though, that breeding "^vas

actually proven. On 22 Islav a nest with 4

eggs ^vas found at Kopi Qara Dagh (Sup)

at 1203 m asl (Plate 31). It ^vas built in the

outer branches of a ha^vthorn tree Crataegus

sp 1.75 m above the ground; an adult ^vas

sitting (Plate 32). In addition to breeding, the

NI sur\-eys have sho'^vn Upcher's Warbler

to be a regular passage migrant in Iraq.

In the Middle East the species breeds in

neighbouring southeast Turke}-, the Le\'ant

and ^vestern/southern Iran (PA).

Eastern Orphean Warbler Sylvia

crassirostris

Surprisingly, given the known breeding

range in Turkey and Iran (Kirwan ef al

2008, PA), until' the NI KBA survey's this

species was only known in Iraq from \-er\-

few records. However, in the summers of

2009 and 2010 during the KBA summer
surveys it was found in se\^eral areas of

Iraqi Kurdistan: Qara Dagh, Homar Qa^vm,
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Plate 31. Upcher's Warbler's Hippolais languida nest in

hawthorn tree at Kopi Kara Dagh, Sulaimani province. 22

May 2010. (5: RF PorteriNature Iraq

Plate 32. Upcher's Warbler Hippolais languida on nest,

Kopi Kara Dagh, Sulaimani province. 22 May 2010. ^ RF

Porter Nature Iraq

Plate 33. Eastern Orphean Warbler Sylvia crassirostris

nest, Peramagroon, Sulaimani province. 5 June 2010. ^
Omar Fadhil/Nature Iraq



Shadala valley and Peramagroon in Sulaimani province, and Doli Smaquli in Erbil

province, with males singing and pairs present in suitable habitat. On 3 June 2010 breeding

was proven during a visit to Homar Qawm (Sup) where a female was observed carrying

food to a nest containing four young aged clO days and nearly ready to leave the nest; the

nest was built 70 cm above ground level in an isolated small oak tree Quercus sp. Another

nest with four 2-3 days old chicks was found at Peramagroon (Sup) on 5 June 2010 in the

outer branch of a Quercus aegilops c60 cm above the ground (Plate 33).

Winter Wren Troglodytes troglodytes

According to Allouse (1963) and Moore & Boswell (1956) Winter Wren is only a winter

visitor. However, Ctyroky (1986) listed it amongst the breeding bird assemblage for north

and northeast Iraq, but did not offer further details. During the extensive NI summer
KBA surveys the species was not observed until 17 June 2010 during a trip by a NI team
to the top of Peramagroon (Sup). At c2400 m asl, near a small patch of snow and scattered

plants (mostly Astragalus sp) in rock crevices, a recently fledged youngster was observed

and photographed; at one stage it chased a butterfly but its parents were not seen. This is

a rather isolated breeding record in the Middle East from the species' main distribution in

northern Turkey, Iran and through the Levant (PA).

Eurasian Nuthatch Sitta europaea

Moore & Boswell (1956) gave its status as 'probably resident' in suitable wooded localities

in the hills of northern Iraq. They listed it as being present in at least ten sites and found

it to be common at Piris Dagh (Ep). Later it was listed (as the race S. e. leventina) without

details as part of the breeding bird assemblage for the mountains and sub-mountains of

north and northeast Iraq (Ctyroky 1986). The extensive NI breeding season surveys 2007-

2010 also showed it to be widespread in the wooded hills of Iraqi Kurdistan with eg birds

present at 12 sites in 2007 with breeding proven at four. It was found mainly in localities

with the following tree species: Quercus aegilops, Q. infectoria, Juglans regia and Moms alba.

A newly fledged youngster was observed and photographed at Awesar (Sup), 30 July 2007,

foraging on tree trunks and outer branches, watched by agitated calling parents. This is

the first reported sighting of a recently fledged juvenile in Iraq. The breeding of Eurasian

Nuthatch in north Iraq is a continuation of its range in southeast Turkey and the Zagros

mountains of Iran (PA).

Common Starling Sturnus vulgaris

This species was listed {^Sturnus vulgaris? caucasicus; purpurescens' sic) by Ctyroky (1986)

as being part of the bird community of mountainous and sub-mountainous habitats of

north and northeast Iraq, but he provided no further details. The NI surveys observed

27 Common Starlings in Iraqi Kurdistan 22 May 2008. On 29 April 2010, four were seen

at Haji Omran (Ep) one of which was visiting a nest site; breeding was proven on 9 May
when an adult was seen carrying food and entering the nest hole. Common Starlings were

also observed visiting nesting holes in trees at Sitak (Sup) where three recently fledged

young with attendant adults were observed and photographed 18 May. They were of the

race purpurescens, the breeding range of which was suspected by Vaurie (1959) of reaching

northern Iraq. In winter the Common Starling is a widespread visitor to Iraq.

Mistle Thrush Turdus viscivorus

Known to be a winter visitor in small numbers (Moore & Boswell 1956, Allouse 1963)

and considered by them to possibly breed. Ctyroky (1986) listed it in the breeding bird

assemblages for north and northeast Iraq but without supporting details. The NI KBA
summer surveys indicate that this thrush is a thinly distributed breeding species in Iraqi
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Kurdistan. A recently fledged juvenile was photographed with an adult in Hawraman
area, Awesar (Sup), 1 August 2007; it was in a mountainous area with deciduous oak forest

and old Walnut trees. On 12 May 2009, nine Mistle Thrushes were observed including

pairs and singing males in an old deciduous oak forest at Parazan (Sup), and then on

22 May 2009 a pair was watched on Sakran mountain (Ep). In 2009 and 2010 pairs were

observed in open woodland at Qara Dagh (Sup) in April and May.

Black Redstart Phoenicurus ochriiros

Historically this bird was regarded only as a fairly common winter visitor with two races

occurring: the more western ochruros and the eastern phoenicuroides (Allouse 1953, Moore &
Boswell 1956). Ctyroky (1986) listed it in the breeding bird assemblages for the mountains

of north and northeast Iraq but without details. The extensive NI KBA summer surveys

2007-2010 found birds present in the breeding season at three sites on Peramagroon (Sup),

but only in 2009 and 2010. On 23 April 2009 a pair was seen and considered probably to

be of the race semirufus. In 2010, a single bird was seen there on 11 May, and four recently

fledged young and six adults were seen in the subalpine zone 17 June. These were

considered to be of the race ochruros, which is the subspecies that breeds in eastern Turkey

and western Iran (Kirwan et al 2008, PA).

Common Redstart Phoenicurus phoenicurus

Historically considered only a passage migrant in Iraq (Allouse 1953, 1963, Moore &
Boswell 1956, Al-Dabbagh 1998). However, Ctyroky (1986) recorded the race samamisicus

in the breeding bird assemblages of the mountains/sub-mountains in north and northeast

Iraq (without explicit proof). During the NI KBA surveys in 2007, it was recorded at five

sites in Iraqi Kurdistan with a pair of the race samamisicus observed and photographed

feeding two recently fledged young at Girtik (Ep) in mature oak Quercus sp woodland

at 1200 m asl in August, NI surveys 2008-2010 discovered birds in suitable habitat for

nesting at eight sites in the breeding season in April and May. Breeding, however, was

not proven and all appeared to be of the race phoenicurus. The Common Redstart breeds

in neighbouring southeast Turkey and western Iran (PA). Kirwan et al (2008) discussed

the occurrence of races samamisicus and phoenicurus in Turkey and concluded that most

breeding birds there are probably intergrades between the two races; this may be the case

with most of those apparently breeding in Iraq.

Siberian Stonechat Saxicola maurus

In Iraq, Siberian Stonechats are not

uncommon passage migrants and winter

visitors (Allouse 1953, NI surveys). However,

it was not until comprehensive summer
surveys by NI in Iraqi Kurdistan in the

summers of 2008-2010 that breeding was
proven. All records are from Erbil province:

on 22 May 2008 three pairs were observed

on a grassy hillside near Haji Omran; on
22 May 2009 seven pairs, including a male
visiting a nest with food (Plate 34) and
males displaying, were seen at Sakran in

an open grassy area at 1900 m asl; on 23

May 2009 five were found in the subalpine

zone of Halgurd mountain; on 8 May 2010

Plate 34. Siberian Stonechat Saxicola maurus of the race

armenica carrying food to a nest, Sakran, Erbil province,

22 May 2009. © Korsh Ararat/Nature Iraq
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three were seen in the Sakran area and the following day 12 were watched at Haji Omran,
including pairs, displaying birds and a female visiting a nest with food. In the Middle East,

Siberian Stonechats of the race armenica breed in eastern Turkey and western Iran (Kirwan
et al 2008, PA); this is also the race that has been discovered breeding in Iraq (Plate 34).

Northern Wheatear Oenanthe oenanthe

Northern Wheatear has previously been listed as a passage migrant with few records in

winter and the suggestion of breeding in north Iraq (AUouse 1953, 1963, Moore & Boswell

1956, Al-Dabbagh 1998). The first indication of breeding was obtained during the NI KBA
summer survey of 2007 when a family party including three recently fledged juveniles

was observed in Haji Omran (Ep) in August foraging among scattered rocks on a grassy

slope. During the 2009 survey two pairs were found at Homar Qawm (Sup), 23 April. A
male was watched carrying a caterpillar to the nest, between two rocks, to feed the chicks,

which could be heard cheeping. In the Middle East, Northern Wheatears breed throughout

Turkey, the eastern Mediterranean coast and west and north Iran (PA).

Kurdistan Wheatear Oenanthe xmithoprymna

Until a pair was observed on Korak mountain (Ep) 22 April 1994 (MacKenzie in litt to MI
Evans 2007) the status of this wheatear had been described as a passage migrant (Allouse

1953) and a rare passage migrant (Moore & Boswell 1956). Surprisingly it was not listed

by Ctyroky (1986) in the breeding bird assemblages for the hills of north and northeast

Iraq. The extensive NI KBA summer surveys 2008-2010 showed that it is an uncommon
breeding bird, recorded at four foothill sites in Sulaimani province and two in Erbil.

Breeding was first proven 19 April 2010 when a nest with eggs was found in a crevice in

a rocky projection on a slope at Peramagroon (Sup) and on 29 May a pair were feeding

young at a nearby location. This wheatear only breeds in the Middle East: outside Iraqi

Kurdistan its breeding range is restricted to southeast Turkey and through the Zagros

mountains of western Iran (Kirwan et al 2008, PA).

Eastern Mourning Wheatear Oenanthe lugens

Prior to the NI KBA surveys this wheatear had not been recorded in Iraq, though it breeds

widely in Iran, where it is a summer visitor, and from Syria south to Saudi Arabia, where

mostly resident (PA). In Iraqi Kurdistan

a male was seen on a rocky hillside at

Peramagroon mountain (Sup) at 1300 m
asl 22 April 2009. The following year a

pair with two juveniles was observed and

photographed 19 April 2010 in the same

area (Plate 35); they or another pair were

seen and photographed on 30 May and 9

June. At Hemreen lake (SDp), two adults

were watched and photographed making a

change over at a nest 3 March 2010. The nest

was situated between two rocks and much
agitated behaviour accompanied by alarm

calling was observed from the attendant

adults, suggesting the nest contained young,

rather than eggs.

I

Plate 35. Eastern Mourning Wheatear Oenanthe lugens

juveniles, Peramagroon, Sulaimani province, 19 April

20 1 0. © Korsh Ararat/Nature Iraq
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Plate 36. Finsch's Wheatear Oenanthe finschii juvenile,

De Lezha. Sulaimani province, 1 6 April 2009. © RF Porter/

Nature Iraq

Finsch's Wheatear Ocunuthe finschii

Allouse (1953) described this wlieatear as

a passage migrant and Moore & Boswell

(1957) a winter visitor but with a bird heard

singing in August. It was not recorded

amongst the breeding bird assemblages in

the mountain slopes of north and northeast

Iraq by Ctyroky (1986) but was given as

resident in central Iraq by Al-Dabbagh

(1998) but without supporting evidence.

It was the NI KBA summer surveys in

Iraqi Kurdistan 2007-2010 that confirmed

breeding and showed that Finsch's

Wheatears are not uncommon, being

recorded in pairs, singing or displaying in the foothills in Sulaimani province (14 sites),

Erbil (8 sites) and Dohok (3 sites). Breeding was first proven in 2009 when recently fledged

young were seen and photographed at De Lezha (Sup) 16 April (Plate 36) and a nest with 4

young found at Peramagroon (Sup) 23 April in a crevice in a large rock on a grassy slope.

In a global distribution largely confined to the Middle East, Finsch's Wheatear breeds

widely in eastern Turkey and western and northern Iran (PA).

Spotted Flycatcher Muscicapa striata

Spotted Flycatchers were seen on territory by Moore & Boswell (1957) in several areas

in north Iraq and concluded it probably breeds (Allouse 1963). It was listed as a breeding

bird by Ctyroky (1986) in north and northeast Iraq (but he gave no details). During the

summer NI KBA surveys, the species was observed in suitable breeding habitat at 31

sites (four in Erbil province, 14 in Sulaimani and 13 in Dohuk), and on 30 May 2009 the

first confirmed breeding evidence was recorded in the montane woodland at Sulav resort

(Dop) where a nest was found on the branch of a Walnut c6 m above the ground. A bird

was sitting, but the contents could not be seen.

White-throated Dipper Cinclus cinclus

Allouse (1963) gave its status as a rare winter visitor, whilst MacKenzie {in litt to MI Evans

2007) mentioned it as breeding 22 April 1994 at Bekhal (Ep), northeast Iraq, but without

details. Since the NI KBA surveys started in Iraqi Kurdistan in 2007, this species has been

observed in three areas with fast running water and waterfalls. In Dohuk province up
to five birds were seen at Garagu in May and June, 2008-2010; on 12 May 2010 one was
watched there visiting a nest built in the roots of a Platanus orientalis tree growing in the

bank of the stream. At Sakran (Ep) four pairs were seen on 22 May 2009, and one on 8 May
2010. In Sulaimani province, near Ahmed Awa waterfall, two pairs were seen 13 June 2008

and one pair observed 6 May 2009. Breeding in northern Iraq is contiguous with that in

the mountains of southeast Turkey and the Zagros of western Iran (PA).

Spanish Sparrow Passer hispaniolensis

Moore & Boswell (1956) and Allouse (1953, 1963) gave the status of this sparrow as a

common winter visitor to Iraq. This is supported by the NI KBA winter surveys since

2005. The 2007 NI summer surveys in Iraqi Kurdistan produced the first proof of breeding:

on 16 August two recently fledged juveniles, accompanied by an agitated adult male,

were observed in dense bushes at Haji Omran (Ep). During the 2008-2010 breeding

season surveys, Spanish Sparrows were recorded in Erbil province at Bekhma, Bahrka
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and Fishkhaboor— all riparian sites dominated by Tamarix; and in Sulaimani province at

Darbandikhan, Dukan, Qara Dagh, De Lezha, Homar Qawm and Sargalu, again all sites

near water. Breeding in north Iraq is not surprising as this is contiguous with its range in

neighbouring Turkey and Iran (PA).

Pale Rockfinch Carpospiza hrachydactyla

Allouse (1963) recorded this as a passage migrant in Iraq with no suggestion of even
possible breeding. However, during the NI KBA summer surveys in Iraqi Kurdistan

2008-2010 it was found in four areas where breeding was either proven or suspected— all

in Sulaimani province. Three pairs were singing in suitable breeding habitat on hilly

ground at Dukan lake 14 May 2008; pairs were also present and singing there 13 May 2009

and 25 April 2010. On 14 June 2008 eleven Pale Rockfinches were found, including adults

and juveniles, at Sangaw—the first actual proof of breeding in Iraq. At Qara Dagh, one was
found singing 6 May 2009 (13 individuals present 11 May and one 19 April 2010). At De
Lezha three were singing 5 May 2009 and 21 May 2010. In the Middle East the breeding

range can vary annually, but it nests regularly in neighbouring southeast Turkey and Iran

as well as at other scattered localities (Kirwan et al 2008, PA).

Rock Sparrow Petronia petronia

The first reference to probable breeding

was on 14 May 1944 near Harir (Ep) when
birds were seen entering mud nests with

circular apertures considered to have

been constructed by another species (Moore

& Boswell 1957). Ctyroky (1986) also listed

it amongst the breeding community of

the mountains of north and northeast Iraq

but provided no details. The NI surveys

summer and winter 2007-2010, showed
this species to be present and probably

resident at seven sites in Iraqi Kurdistan

with breeding first proven 11 May 2009 at

Peramagroon (Sup) where nests and fledged

young were observed. They were also found

breeding at Peramagroon in 2010 (Plate 37)

and at one site there it was the commonest

species, nesting in holes and crevices

Plate 37. Rock Sparrow Petronia petronia feeding young,

Peramagroon, Sulaimani province, 30 May 2010. © Korsti

Ararat/Nature Iraq

m noies ana crevices m
rocks and trees but also using the old nests of Eastern Rock Nuthatches Sitta tephroiiota.

The Rock Sparrow is a widespread resident in Turkey and western Iran (PA)

White-winged Snowfinch Montifringilla nivalis

Moore & Boswell (1957) provided the first evidence of occurrence in Iraq when they

observed a flock of 150 on Ser Amadia mountain (Dop) 18 March 1945, with Bramblings

Fringilla montifringilla, Chaffinches Fringilla coelebs and Rock Sparrows Petronia petronia.

There are no other records until those of the NI KBA summer surveys in Iraqi Kurdistan

when on 23 May 2009 a pair was observed displaying at Halgurd mountain (Ep). On 16

June 2010 on Peramagroon mountain (Sup), near snow patches at clMO m asl, 43 were

found including several juveniles with their parents (see Plates 3 & 4, by KA, in Balmer

& Murdoch 2010)—the first breeding evidence of this bird in Iraq. In the Middle East, the
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White-winged Snowfinch has a patchy distribution in the mountains of eastern Turkey

and western Iran (Kirwan et al 2008, PA).

Common Chaffinch Fringilla coelebs

Until the time of the NI KBA surveys this species was regarded only as a common winter

visitor to Iraq {eg Allouse 1953, Moore & Boswell 1957). It was not even included by Ctyroky

(1986) amongst the breeding bird assemblages for the hills of northeast and north Iraq. On
a visit to Ahmed Awa (Sup) on 1 August 2007 a juvenile was photographed (OF), the first

proof of breeding. However, none were seen during the NI KBA summer survey that year.

They were, though, observed at a total of 12 sites during the 2008-2010 summer surveys-

singing or in pairs in apparently suitable breeding habitat 26 April-1 June. The Common
Chaffinch has a local distribution in neighbouring southeast Turkey (Kirwan et al 2008).

Red-fronted Serin Seriniis pusilliis

Allouse (1963) listed Red-fronted Serin as a winter visitor, but Ctyroky (1986) included it

in the breeding bird assemblages for the mountains/sub-mountains of north and northeast

Iraq but without substantiation. On 31 May 2008 during the NI KBA survey of Kurdistan,

a pair was found on montane rocky slopes in Ser Amadia (Dop). On 19 April 2010 a pair

was seen in the subalpine zone of Peramagroon (Sup) at 2440 m asl, the male displaying;

on 17 June 2010 on a rocky slope on the same mountain a pair and two juveniles were seen

and photographed. This species breeds in southeast Turkey and the Zagros mountains of

Iran (PA), so the discovery of breeding in north Iraq is not surprising.

Eastern Cinereous Bunting Emberiza cineracea semenowi

Allouse (1953) noted this as a scarce passage migrant. However, Moore & Boswell (1957)

described it as "a characteristic but shy bird, present in small numbers on scrub-wooded

hills and gorges in Kurdistan". They recorded it singing or holding territory in April

and May 1944-45 at eight sites, though the only evidence of breeding was juveniles on

15 August which at that date may have been early migrants. Ctyroky (1986) listed it,

without details, in the breeding bird assemblage for the mountains and sub-mountains

in north and northeast Iraq. The NI KBA summer surveys 2007-2010, found this globally

Near Threatened species at a total of 12 sites in Sulaimani province, 12 sites in Erbil and

6 sites in Duhok. On 30 May 2010, adults were observed with recently fledged young at

Peramagroon (Sup)—the first proof of actual breeding though clearly this is a widespread

and not uncommon summer visitor to the hills and mountain slopes of north Iraq. The

known breeding range of the race semenowi is small, extending from southeast Turkey

through to the Zagros mountains of Iran (Kirwan et al 2008, PA).

PROBABLE BREEDING SPECIES

The following species probably breed in Iraq, but hitherto this has not been confirmed.

All have been recorded during the NI summer KBA surveys with varying degrees of

'breeding' evidence including pairs present in suitable nesting habitat and, in several

cases, apparently holding territory and/or displaying. Thus they should be regarded as

possible or probable breeding birds whose status will be investigated carefully in future

surveys.

Caspian Snowcock Tetraogallus caspius (based on reports of hunters to NI), Northern

Shoveler Anas clypeata, Garganey A.querquedula, Eurasian Bittern Botaiirus stellaris, Grey
Heron Ardea cinerea, Common Sandpiper Actitis hypoleucos, Eastern Bonelli's Warbler

Phylloscopus orientalis, Moustached Warbler Acrocephalus melanopogon, Sedge Warbler

A.schoenobaenus, Common Whitethroat Sylvia communis, Whinchat Saxicola nibetra, Red-
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tailed Wheatear Oenanthe chrysopygia, Hume's Wheatear O. albonigra, Alpine Accentor

Prunella collaris, Radde's Accentor P. ocularis, Black-headed Wagtail Motacilla flava feldegg,

Desert Finch Rhodospiza obsoleta, Rock Bunting Emberiza cia and Grey-necked Bunting E.

buchanani.
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Conservation genetics and management
of the Chukar Partridge Alectoris chukar in

Cyprus and the Middle East
PANICOS PANAYIDES, MONICA GUERRINI & FILIPPO BARBAXERA

The Chukar Partridge Alectoris chukar (Phasianidae) is a popular game bird whose range extends

from the Balkans to eastern Asia. The Chukar is tlireatened by human-mediated hybridization either

with congeneric species (Red-Legged .4. rufa anci Rock A. graeca Partridges) from Europe or exotic

conspecifics (from eastern Asia), mainly through introductions. We investigateci Chukar populations

of the Middle East (Cyprus, Turkey, Lebanon, Israel, Armenia, Georgia, Iran and Turkmenistan: n =

89 specimens) in order to obtain useful genetic information for the management of this species. We
sequenced the entire mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) Control Region using Mediterranean (Greece:

n = 27) and eastern Asian (China: n = 18) populations as intraspecific outgroups. The Cypriot

Chukars (^\ild and farmed birds) showed high diyersity and only native genot\^pes; signatures of

both demographic and spatial expansion \vere found. Our dataset suggests that Cyprus holds the

most ancient A. chukar haplot}'pe of the Middle East. We found A. rufa mtDNA lineage in Lebanese

Chukars as -well as A. chukar haplots^es of Chinese origin in Greek and Turkish Chukars. Gi\'en the

yer\' real risk of genetic pollution, we conclude that present management of game species such as

the Chukar cannot avoid anymore the use of molecular tools. We recommend that Chukars must

not be translocated from else^vhere to Cyprus.

INTRODUCTION
The distribution range of the most widespread species of Alectoris partridge, the Chukar

(A. chukar, Phasianidae, Plate 1), is claimed to extend from the Balkans to eastern Asia.

Several A. chukar morphologic subspecies inhabit the Middle East: (1) A. c. kleini in north

Turkey and Georgia, (2) A. c. Cypriotes in south Turkey, Cyprus, north Syria, Lebanon, and

north Israel, (3) A. c. sinaica in south Israel and Jordan, (4) A. c. kurdestauica in east Turkey,

Transcaucasia, north Iraq and northwest Iran, (5) A. c. werae in east Iraq and southwest

Iran, (6) A. c. koroviakovi in east Iran and (7) A. c. shestoperovi in Turkmenistan (Figure 1,

Madge & McGowan 2002, Clements 2007). The Chukar is a popular game bird. Hunting

pressure, poaching and habitat degradation have warranted its inclusion in the Species

Plate L Chukar Partridge Alectoris chukar photographed in the wild, Cyprus. © P Panayides
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Figure I . Distribution of the Chukar Partridge Alectoris chukar (black line) with the subspecies investigated in this

study. The Middle East region as understood in this paper is indicated by the rectangular dotted line (white squares

indicate sampling sites). In China, black circles show sampling sites A: sampling sites in Crete; B: sampling sites in

Cyprus.

of European Conservation Concern (BirdLife International 2004) yet it is listed as Least

Concern by lUCN (BirdLife International 2010).

In 2004 the Cypriot government promoted a project for the conservation of the

Chukar. The strong pressure on wildlife resources over the last 20 years due to human
overcrowding, rapid land-use change and economic development have largely contributed

to habitat loss and/or degradation. Resort building sprawl, construction of a dense road

network, change of traditional agriculture with increased mechanization and pesticide

use as well as hunting pressure represented other important threatening factors to the

Chukar as well as to the rest of the wildlife resources of Cyprus (Panayides 2005). Since

the 1970s the number of suitable hunting territories has greatly decreased, the land-use

pressures and potential limiting factors have increased whereas the number of hunters

basically remained unchanged (c50 000 in the government controlled area). In order to

face these increasing challenges, the Game Fund Department, Ministry of the Interior,

started in 1990 a release program of Chukars in Cyprus. Releases started from 18 000

(1990), reached a maximum of 270 000 in 1999 (Kassinis 2001), and then levelled to about

120 000-130 000 birds/year (2005-2010).

The release of captive-bred individuals without genetic control represents a potential

major pathway of introduction of exotic genotypes, a threat that may lead to genetic

homogenization by gradually disrupting adaptations of local biotas through hybridization

(McKinney & Lockwood 1999, Olden et al 2004, Romagosa et al 2009, Barbanera et al 2010).

Although in the wild about 10% of avian species do hybridize (McCarthy 2006), among
the game birds human-mediated hybridization can be much more common. This is the
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case in the order Galliformes (21.5% of hybridizing species: Grant & Grant 1992) and

especially of the genus Alectoris, where anthropogenic hybridization occurs between the

Chukar and Rock Partridge A. graeca (in Greece and Turkey: Barilani et al 2007, BirdLife

International 2010) or Red-Legged Partridge A. riifa (in southwest Europe: Barbanera et al

2007, 2010). Natural hybridization between the Chukar and the Rusty-necklaced Partridge

A. magna occurs in China (eg Huang et al 2009). In general, a few morphological pointers

can be used to identify first-generation Alectoris hybrids, but strong uncertainty remains

as backcross hybrids are easily missed (McCarthy 2006). As a result, when farmed birds

are released to reinforce wild populations the risk of 'pollution' is strong in the absence

of genetic controls.

Cyprus still harbours a healthy Chukar population. Genetic investigation is fundamental

to bring adaptive conservation management of a given species into line with kinship of

its populations. This paper aims to provide genetic information (population structure and

demographic inferences) to aid management of the Chukar in Cyprus and the Middle

East using data of Barbanera et al (2009b). We analysed Cypriot and Asian mainland

populations by sequencing the entire mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) Control Region and

using both Mediterranean and eastern Asian Chukars as intraspecific outgroups.

METHODS
Biological sampling

One hundred and thirty-four Chukar

samples were collected (Table 1). In

Cyprus, liver samples from wild birds

were obtained from hunted specimens

in the areas of Larnaka and the Karpas

peninsula, whereas feathers were taken

from Chukars kept in the Stavrovouni

government farm (Figure IB). We obtained

Chukar samples collected on the ground

(feathers) or obtained from trapped

birds (blood) from most of the Middle

Eastern countries. Finally, we used both

Mediterranean (A. c. Cypriotes Crete) and

east Asian Chukars {A. c. potanini and

A. c. piibescens China) as intraspecific

outgroups (Table 1, Figure 1). The Natural

History Museum of Crete and the Hunting

Greek Confederation provided the Cretan

samples, while the Xinjiang Institute of

Ecology and Geography (Urumqi) and the

School of Life Sciences (Lanzhou) those

from China.

DNA extraction, amplification and
sequencing

DNA was extracted from liver and blood

using the puregene core kit-a (Qiagen)

following the manufacturer's instructions,

and from feathers as in Barbanera et al

(2005). We amplified the entire mtDNA

Table I . Geographical location, number of samples and

type of tissue used for Chukar Partridges investigated

in this study.

Country Region/locality Samples Tissue

(n)

MIDDLE EAST
Cyprus Paphos 12 Liver

Cyprus Larnaka 12 Liver

Cyprus Stavrovouni farm 12 Feather

Cyprus Karpasia 12 Liver

Turkey Adiyaman 1 Feather

Turkey Mersin 2 Feather

Lebanon Aammiq 6 Feather

Israel Several localities 7 Liver

Georgia Kahetia 2 Liver

Armenia Garni 2 Blood

Armenia Yeghegnadzor 4 Liver

Iran Ham 4 Feather

Iran North Khorasan 4 Feather

Iran Razavi Khorasan 4 Feather

Turkmenistan Garrygala 5 Blood

Sub-totol 89

EUROPE
Greece Crete 27 Liver

Sub-total 27

ASIA

China Aibi 2 Feather

China Qi-Lian 2 Blood

China Baytag 5 Feather

China Zheng 9 Feather

Sub-total 18

TOTAL 134
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Control Region gene (CR) as in Barbanera et al (2005). We purified and directly sequenced

the PCR products on both DNA strands as in Barbanera et al (2009a).

Genetic diversity

We aligned 134 CR sequences using clustalw (v. 1.81: Thompson et al 1994). We employed
MEGA (v. 4.1: Kumar et al 2008) to check for neutral evolution of the entire mtDNA ingroup

using Tajima's D (Tajima 1989). The partition of genetic diversity was investigated by
AMOVA (analysis of molecular variance, with two hierarchical levels: among populations

and among individuals within populations) with arlequin (v. 3.01: Excoffier et al 2005)

using the (\)^^ analogous of Wright's (1951) f statistics (1000 permutations). The cf)^^ distance

values were plotted on the first two axes of a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using

STATisTicA 5.0/W (Statsoft Inc., USA). Arlequin was also used to calculate the nucleotide

diversity (n), the mean number of pairvv^ise differences (k) and the haplotype diversity (h).

We created a network using the Median Joining method (Bandelt et al 1999) with network
(v. 4.5.1.0, © 2004-2009 Fluxus Technology).

Demographic inferences

We pooled together all wild and farmed Cypriot specimens (n = 48) in order to get

an approximate estimate of the demographic history of the Chukar on the island.

Computations were carried out using dnasp (v. 5.1: Librado & Rozas 2009). Ramos-Onsins

& Rosas (2002) demonstrated that Fs statistics of Fu (1997) have the greatest power to

detect population expansion {versus R^ statistics or Tajima's D) especially when sample

sizes are large (~ 50). Fs statistics are based on the probability of having a number of

haplotypes greater or equal to the observed number of samples drawn from a constant-

sized population. We tested the significance of the Fs statistics (H^: population constant

size) by examining the null distribution of 5000 coalescent simulations using dnasp as in

Ramirez-Soriano et al (2008). Only highly significant and negative Fs values were retained

as evidence of population expansion (Pilkington et al 2008). The mismatch distributions

(MD, H^: sudden expansion model) of mtDNA pairwise distances were examined using

ARLEQUIN to get iusight into both pure demographic and spatial population expansion. In

the first case, the more ragged the shape of the distribution, the closest the population

to a stationary model of constant size over a long period. We computed Harpending's

raggedness index (r, Harpending et al 1993). This index takes larger values for multimodal

distributions commonly found in a stationary population than for unimodal and smoother

distributions typical of expanding populations. While MD describes the pairwise

differences between haplotypes, the raggedness index indicates the variation along the

curve. MD tests observed parameters of the expansion to perform coalescent simulations

and to create new estimates of the same parameters. We tested departure from a model

of expansion by summing the squared differences (SSD) between observed and estimated

MD (Excoffier 2004). In arlequin the parameters of a spatial expansion are estimated using

the same least-square method as in the estimiation of a pure demographic expansion (see

arlequin v. 3.01, user manual, pp 93-96). The use of 'SSD' statistics herein refers to the MD
test for pure demographic expansion, whereas that of 'SSD'^' statistics refers to the MD test

for spatial expansion.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Genetic diversity

All specimens showed the expected A. chukar mtDNA lineage, with the exception of three

Chukars from Lebanon holding the A. riifa mtDNA lineage. Ihis result did not come as a

surprise as the introduction for hunting of A. rufa and A. gr'aeca in Lebanon is well-known
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Figure 2. The PCA plot with the pairwise 6^, distances (Table 3) calculated using the sequences of all Chukar

Partridge Alectohs chukar populations. allochthonous A. rufa sequences are excluded from Lebanon as well as those

of Chinese origin from Crete and Turkey. White squares are used for Middle East populations while black squares

for outgroups. Cyp, Cyprus.

Table 2. MtDNA haplotype diversity (h), mean number of pairwise

differences (k) and nucleotide diversity (ti, %) values computed for

all Chukar Partridge populations (± SD, standard deviation) together

with sample size and number of haplotypes (na). * five Chukars

of Asian origin were excluded (Figure 4), two Chukars of Asian

origin were excluded, three Chukars with A. rufa mtDNA lineage

were excluded. Cyp, Cyprus; Farm, Stavrovouni farm.

(Madge & McGowan 2002,

Third National Biodiversity

Report to the Convention on

Biological Diversity 2005, http://

biodiversity.moe.gov.lb).

The alignment of 131 {ie

134 - 3) A. chukar CR sequences

defined a set of 1156 characters

and fitted to a neutral model

of evolution (Tajima's D for

the entire ingroup = - 0.330,

P = 0.39). When the mtDNA
diversity among all populations

(Table 2) was analysed, amova
indicated that 56.0% of the

total genetic variability was
distributed among populations

and 44.0% among individuals

within populations (cf>^^
= 0.56, P

< 0.001). When the (p^ distance

values (Table 3) were plotted on
a PCA (Figure 2), the two components explained 82.1% of the total diversity. The Cypriot

and Lebanese populations clustered in the lower right corner of the plot, whereas all

the remaining Middle East Chukars grouped in the opposite one, the Cretan population

lay in between (but see below and Figure 4). All aforementioned populations were well

separated with respect to the Chinese subspecies. For instance, the cj)^^ distance value

between Cyprus (or Lebanon) and the remaining Middle East populations (also Crete)

Population n na h ± SD k ± SD 71 ± SD (%)

Crete* 22 6 0.76 ± 0.06 3.40 ±1.81 0.29 ±0.17

Cyp-Larnaka 12 7 0.88 ± 0.07 1.44 ± 0.94 0.12 ± 0.09

Cyp-Paphos 12 6 0.84 ± 0.07 2.14 ± 1.28 0.18 ± 0.12

Cyp-Karpasia 12 3 0.67 ± 0.09 0.80 ± 0.60 0.07 ± 0.06

Cyp-Farm 12 4 0.56 ±0.15 I.IO ± 0.78 0.10 ± 0.07

Turkey** 1 1

Lebanon*** 3 3 1.00 ± 0.27 1.34 ± I.IO 0.1 1 ±0.10

Israel 7 5 0.86 ±0.13 3.72 ± 2.14 0.32 ± 0.21

Armenia 6 4 0.87 ±0.13 3.01 ± 1.82 0.26 ±0.18

Georgia 2 2 1.00 ± 0.50 4.01 ±3.17 0.35 ± 0.38

Iran 12 5 0.83 ± 0.07 2.98 ± 1.67 0.27 ±0.16

Turkmenistan 5 3 0.70 ± 0.21 1.60 ± 1.13 0.14 ± 0.1 1

China 18 7 0.90 ± 0.31 1.86 ± I.I 1 0.16 ± 0.1 1
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Table 3. For each Chukar Partridge population pair the (p^^ pairwise distance values among all populations are

reported under the diagonal, while the P values are reported above it. Allochthonous sequences of Chinese origin

in Cretan and Turkish populations were excluded. Cyp-L, Cyprus-Larnaka; Cyp-F, Cyprus-Farm; Cyp-P, Cyprus-

Paphos; Cyp-K, Cyprus-Karpasia; Turkm., Turkmenistan.
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Crete
* < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 <0.00l < 0.001 0.001 0 0 >0.99 0.03

China 0.79
* < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 >0.99 < 0.001 0.00! 0 0 0 0.01

Cyp-L 0.65 0.84 0.79 0.05 0.32 >0.99 < 0.001 0.28 0 < 0.001 0 0.01

Cyp-F 0.65 0.84 0 0.06 0.02 >0.99 <0.00l 0.16 0 0 0 0.02

Cyp-P 0.64 0.80 0.09 0.10 004 >0.99 < 0.001 0.09 0 < 0.001 < 0.001 0.01

Cyp-K 0.67 0.86 0.02 0.13 0.14
*

>0.99 < 0.001 0.08 0 0 < 0.001 0.01

Turkey 0.50 0.73 0.62 0.66 0.52 0.77 0.15 0.25 0.25 0.12 0.17 >0.99

Iran 0.47 0.76 0.44 0.45 0.43 0.51 0.1

1

0.004 0.003 0.02 0.04 0.49

Lebanon 0.60 0.83 0.06 0.1! 0.13 0.22 0.50 0.38 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.10

Israel 0.56 0.7! 0.43 0.45 0.32 0.51 0.14 0.25 0.30 0.003 0.005 0.22

Armenia 0.51 0.78 0.42 0.46 0.42 0.50 0.12 0.18 0.27 0.24 O.M 0.61

Turkm. 0.52 0.81 0.62 0.65 0.54 0.72 0.58 0.20 0.58 0.30 0.15 0.33

Georgia 0.49 0.81 0.48 0.55 0.43 0.63 0 0.03 0.31 0.13 0 0.17
*

were all highly significant (P < 0.001, not shown), the genetic distance (Tamura and Nei

1993 algorithm; data not shown) ranging around 0.30% (versus Chinese Chukar, around

0.80%). This average value does not support the existence of several A. chukar subspecies

in the Middle East (see Introduction).

Haplotype diversity, nucleotide diversity and mean number of pairwise differences

of wild Cypriot populations of Paphos and Larnaka did not significantly differ from

each other as well as versus populations with comparable sample size {eg Crete, Iran

and China). Larnaka and Paphos populations showed higher genetic diversity than the

Karpasia peninsula population and the stock kept at the Stavrovouni farm (Table 2).

However, an in-depth investigation carried out using microsatellite DNA markers proved

that wild populations of Paphos-Larnaka and Karpasia peninsula should be treated as two

separated management units {sensu Palsboll et al 2007, see Barbanera et al 2009b).

The network in Figure 3 shows that all Middle East populations were connected to each

other and lay between the Cretan and Chinese groups. We found 45 haplotypes among
the 131 sequences (GenBank accession codes: Barbanera et al 2009b). The most frequent was

H30, which was shown almost only (95%) by Cypriot Chukars (5% by Lebanese Chukars).

Of these former, 42% were captive-bred birds kept in the Stavrovouni farm. Although the

sample sizes of investigated populations were not all comparable (Table 1), the coalescent

theory (Crandall & Templeton 1993) predicts that the most frequent and widespread

haplotype is the most ancient one. Our dataset suggests that Cyprus holds the most

ancient A. chukar haplotype of the Middle East, although this result needs to be confirmed

by the investigation of a larger sample size for each continental Asian population.

Furthermore, the star-like topology (Figure 3) showing many haplotypes (H27 to H29, H31

to H38: the very large majority from Cyprus) stemming from the most common one (H30),

suggests population expansion of the Cypriot Chukar (see below, also Randi et al 2003).

The network also indicated that five Cretan and two Turkish specimens shared haplotypes

with Chinese Chukars (HI and H3, respectively. Figure 3). In this regard, Barbanera et al

(2009a) proved the existence of a human-mediated A. chukar gene flow from eastern Asia
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topologj

Figure 3. The mtDNA network computed for all 45 Chukar Partridge Alectons chukar haplotypes (H). Each

population is marked by its own colour; the length of the bar refers to a single mutational change, while the diameter

of each circle is proportional to the number of specimens with a given haplotype.

(from China, see also Martinez-Fresno et al 2008) to the Mediterranean. In contrast to the

A. nif'a mtDNA-introgressed Lebanese Chukars, the Greek and Turkish Chukars holding

genes of Chinese origin sho^ved A. clmkar intraspecific pollution. However, in both cases,

genetic controls could have prevented the mixing of Chukars.

Dem ogra piJiic in fe rences

We grouped all Cvpriot Chukar sequences in order to get useful vet approximate insight

into the liistorical demographv of the species on the island {eg see Zink e: 2006). U'e found

a highly significant and negative fs value (fs = - 19.60, P < 0.001), \vhich provides strong

evidence for Cvpriot population expansion, hi Figure 4 the mismatch distribution (MD)

of the pair^vise mtDXA differences is given. The L-shaped cur\'e with a small number of

differentiating mutations among indi\"iduals suggests recent population expansion. The

relative statistics revealed that models of demographic (SSD) and spatial (SSD^) expansion

could be not rejected (P = 0.29 and P = 0.43 respectiveh'). Moreover, the non-significant

value of the raggedness index (r = 0.06, P = 0.2S) indicates that the fit of our data to a model
of population expansion ^vas good. Although the failure to reject the null hypothesis of

expansion did not necessarilv mean that the C\-priot population had undergone one,

the curve in Figure 4 does not support anv alternative hvpothesis of stability and fitted

to the star-like topology of Figure 3. Thus, it seems very likely that the C}-priot Chukar
population has recently experienced both demographic and spatial expansion.
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Pairwise differences (n)

Figure 4. Distribution of the pairwise differences (observeH; dotted; expected: line) calculated for the entire Cypriot

population of Chukar Partridges Alectoris chukar sampled (n = 48, Table I). Harpending's raggedness index (r) and Fs

values are given with their significance; the P values of the SSD and SSD* statistics from the mismatch distribution

(MD) are also reported under a model of sudden demographic and spatial expansion, respectively (see text for

details).

Management implications

Increasing pressures such as habitat loss, rapid land use changes and severe hunting

pressure represent the most relevant threats to the conservation of Alectoris chukar.

Management of the Chukar including the release of farmed birds must safeguard the

indigenous populations, as the preservation of native genotypes is crucial. For instance.

Potts (1989) reported that the release of A. rufa x A. chukar hybrids in the UK has decreased

the reproductive rate of local A. rufa populations because hybrids have lower fitness in the

wild than pure partridges. In Cyprus, careful management including genetic screening

has warranted purity and diversity of the local Chukars. Barbanera et al (2007), using

nuclear DNA markers, showed that the same Cypriot populations of that paper did

not include any A. rufa x A. chukar hybrids. It follows that the import of Chukars from

Lebanon to Cyprus must be strictly prohibited because of the genetic pollution affecting

the former population. Preventive measures against potential illegal introductions should

be also enforced. In order to comply with the Chukar intraspecific structure (Figure 2), it

would be also highly recommendable not to import Chukars to Cyprus from any other

Middle Eastern country {eg Turkey) or Greece. On the other hand, Cypriot Chukars could

be suitable founders for an ex-situ programme to improve the conservation status of the

Lebanese A. chukar (Figures 2 & 4).

We realize that use of molecular techniques can be costly. Nonetheless, it would be in

the best interest not only of governmental institutions but also of hunters and farmers.

The Cypriot Game Fund Department pursued the adaptive conservation management of

the Chukar Partridge bringing the exchange of captive stocks into line with knowledge of
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their genetic kinship with wild populations. We encourage all countries of the Nhddle East

to apply similar molecular screening.
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First record of Baird's Sandpiper Calidris bairdii

for Cyprus
OWEN ROBERTS

On 2 December 2009 my wife Glynis and I were birding at Ladies Mile on the Akrotiri

peninsula, the southernmost point of the island of Cyprus, when I picked up a wader that

was obviously something different to the many Kentish Plovers Charadrius alexandrinus

and Little Stints Calidris minuta that were in the general area at the time. Ladies Mile is an

area of highly saline and very sparsely vegetated marsh that lies approximately between

a long sand beach and the large Akrotiri salt lake. The bird in question, seen at a distance

through binoculars towards the afternoon sun (13.30 h), was obviously small with a

pronounced long primary projection and a finely streaked breast sharply delineated below.

My past experience of the species in the Americas and a couple of vagrant individuals in

the UK led me instantly to identify the bird as a Baird's Sandpiper Calidris bairdii. Glynis

obtained some digiscoped images of the bird with our less than state of the art equipment

that were good enough to put the identity of the bird beyond doubt.

However, on returning home to Paphos I was still concerned about the identification

given the extreme rarity of the find. Fortunately, I was able to email Killian Mullarney of

Collins Bird Guide fame a couple of the better images that evening. Much to his surprise

Killian realised at once the images were of the real thing and not merely an aberrant

Temminck's Stint Calidris temminckii. This was the first Baird's Sandpiper for Cyprus and

only the second record for the Middle East following an earlier record in Oman (Eriksen

et al 2003, Porter & Aspinall 2010). This high Arctic breeding species of northeast Siberia

and North America is a vagrant to Europe (annual Britain) including Greece (BWPz 2006,

Chris Bradshaw in litt).

That same evening I contacted Stavros Christodoulides and other island birders with

the news, and the next morning saw what, for Cyprus, was a major twitch with a half

dozen birders lined up at Ladies Mile enjoying views of the bird. Stavros was able to take

many photographs {eg Plates 1-3).

DESCRIPTION

Obviously larger than nearby Little Stints, but obviously smaller than accompanying

Kentish Plovers. It appeared elongated with wings projecting beyond tail tip and had a

straight black bill and black legs. Head and breast were buff with throat paler. Darker

breast streaking formed a clearly defined pectoral band, sharply demarcated from the

white underparts. The supercilium was paler buff but indistinct and the upperparts grey-

buff with off-white fringes giving a scaly impression. Not heard to call. It was constantly

feeding, picking at the dry mud surface.

With regard to the most important identification features, Killian Mullarney noted the

following: "The very long projection of the folded primaries beyond the tips of the tertials

is especially important: superficially similar Temminck's Stints have longer tertials that

end closer to the wing-tip than in Baird's. Similarly, the projection of the wing-tips beyond
the tail is important; in Temminck's Stint the tail actually projects slightly beyond the

wing-tip. These structural features are very reliable, but the plumage too is spot-on for

Baird's. Juvenile White-rumped Sandpiper Calidris fuscicollis is very similar in shape to

Baird's and occasionally, especially from photographs where there is no view of the rump,
telling the two apart can be tricky. One difference that is very clear from the photographs

is that the bird lacks the usual distinct white tips to the third row of scapulars, that
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Plates l~3. Baird's Sandpiper Calidris bairdii, Ladies Mile, Akrotiri peninsula, Cyprus, 3 December 2009. © Stavros

Christodoulides

in White-rumped (as well as Pectoral Sandpiper C. melanotos and others) produces a

prominent white stripe (though first years usually commence moult of this row of feathers

by October). This bird has commenced its post-juvenile moult with quite a few mantle and

scapular feathers having been replaced, the new second generation feathers being intact

(rather than extremely worn at the tips) with a more rufous-buff tip and a distinct dark

shaft-streak."
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The Talish mountains region in Azerbaijan
KAI GAUGER & MICHAEL HEISS

Situated in southeastern Azerbaijan between the Iranian border and the Caspian shore,

the Tahsh mountains region of Azerbaijan offers a rich variety of habitats. Ranging from

sea level to elevations of almost 2500 m asl over a distance of only c50 km, this region

covers huge coastal wetlands, lowlands that are mainly agricultural, several types of

forest, montane meadows, semi-deserts and steep, inaccessible, rocky cliffs (Figures 1 & 2).

Such a diversity of landscapes harbours a large number (cl70) of breeding bird species. Of

special interest are Shikra Accipiter badiiis, White-throated Robin Irania giitturalis, Eurasian

Crimson-winged Finch Rhodopechys sanguineus, Radde's Accentor Prunella ocularis and the

endemic Caspian Tit Poecile hyrcanus.

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS
Climatically, the region can be divided into two very different parts. The eastern slopes

of the Talish mountains down to the coastal lowlands are characterised by a warm and

humid climate. The annual rainfall exceeds 1000 mm, peaking in February and October.

The summers are warm and winters are mild, but with occasional sub-zero periods

(Mammadov et al 2007, Muhr 2007).

However, the climate of the Zuvand upland (Figure 2) resembles that of the adjacent

Iranian semi- desert, being much drier due to a rainshadow effect. The annual mean
temperature of the Zuvand lies between 4-8°C. Winters are cold, the temperature

dropping occasionally to below -20°C. The summer, June-October, is the dry season and

the annual rainfall is only 200-400 mm. The best time to visit the Talish mountains region

is mid May-July when heavy and long-lasting rain is scarce (Mammadov et al 2007, IRIMO
2010).

Figure I. The Azerbaijan part of the Talish mountains and the main landscape types of the region (after Heiss 2010).
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Figure 2. Altitudinal distribution of landscape types in the Talish mountains region, Azerbaijan (after Heiss 2010).

TRAVEL INFORMATION
As an international tourist you will

normally reach Azerbaijan by air, arriving

in Baku, the capital. It will take you about

4-5 hours to reach Masalli (Figure 1),

a good base from which to explore the

lowlands and the coast and where there

is a variety of accommodation (Schmidt et

al 2008). There are several resorts where

sleeping accommodation comprises small

huts adjacent to a restaurant. A reasonable

option is the 'white complex' at the crossing

southeast of Masalli (39.0213° N, 48.6971°

E), just opposite the large Olympia sports

centre. There are other hotels, mainly of

this style, along the road to the locally-

famous hot sulphur springs of Masalli Isti

Su (38.9723° N, 48.5543° E). From there you

can also explore the lower forest belt and

travel up the mountains to Yardimli, or even

further.

The second road into the mountains,

which you will have to take to get to the

Zuvand upland, goes from Lenkoran to

Lerik. We recommend staying in the Tebessum resort (38.7404° N, 48.6115° E) on the left of

the road, about 20 km past Lenkoran. Just beside the river, the huts are beautifully situated

in natural forest (Plate 1). The restaurant offers good local food. Unfortunately there is

Plate I. The Tebessum resort, Talish mountains,

Azerbaijan, offers excellent opportunities to search for

typical forest species, April 2008. © NWchael Heiss
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no hotel open in Lerik itself at present and

so it is probably best to base yourself at

Tebessum for exploratory trips. If you prefer

to camp, you may also do this here.

Camping is the best option when visiting

the Zuvand. This way, you have no need to

traverse daily the long gravel road up from

Lerik. There are two very suitable sites, each

with a spring of cool and clean mountain

water. The first is in the canyon on the

left just before the only bridge (38.7105° N,

48.4250° E). The second is near Gosmalian

in the riparian forest (38.6799° N, 48.3720° p,,,, 2. Camping in the riparian forest is the

E, Plate 2). All you have to do is ask the recommended way to spend the night in the Zuvand—

friendly locals for the 'Zuvand Bulag' or Gosmalian. Talish mountains, Azerbaijan, May 2008. ©

take the road at the crossing (38.6874° N,
^^'^^

48.3762° E) into the floodplain.

The main roads up to Lerik are asphalt and good, but a 4WD is essential for the

entire Zuvand region. Cars can be rented in Baku, eg from Avis or SPC Motors. For the

adventurous birder, the public transportation system might be a cheaper alternative. Buses

to Lenkoran leave every morning from the main bus station in Baku. From Lenkoran you

can go on to Lerik by bus or taxi. There it may be possible to rent a jeep with driver for

some days. As the mountains border Iran, you must be careful not to upset the military.

If you meet them, they are as a rule friendly and hospitable and might even offer you

some tea and bread when you are completing any necessary documentation, such as

registering with a hotel or at a camp site, but they may also ask you to leave the Zuvand

area for whatever reason. You should avoid getting too close to the border, where soldiers

are patrolling permanently. The village of Kalakhan hosts a military post and you should

not go beyond the village. The Caspian shore is also under the control of the military and

birding around the military post in Balikchilar is not recommended.

KIZILAGACH
The huge bay of Kizil Agach is the largest

wetland of Transcaucasia. It is easily

accessible from the dam between Liman and

Nerimanabad (38.8759° N, 48.8283° E, Figure

3). Just turn east in Liman (38.8820° N,

48.8057° E) and you will find the dam. At the

roadside, good bird observation locations

are the western end of Nerimanabad village

(38.8673° N, 48.8345° E), the southernmost

tip of the outer sand beach (38.8623° N,

48.8668° E) and the lagoons and sandbanks

(38.8995° N, 48.9059° E) further north

towards Balikchilar (Figure 3).

The area harbours immense numbers of

waterbirds (Sultanov 2008), including all the

European heron species. Pygmy Cormorant

\ to Masali

\ Balikchilar f

\
Little Kizil Agach

Liman 1

I
Nerimanabad

\^to Lenkoran

Microcarbo pygmeus, Purple Swamphen Figure 3. The southern part of Kizil Agach bay, Talish

Porphyrio porphyria and breeding colonies of mountains region, Azerbaijan.
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Plate 3. Whiskered Tern Chlidonias hybrida between
Liman and Nerimanabad, May 2008. © Kai Gauger

Plate 4. In winter the coastal lagoons near Nerimanabad

often harbour a wide variety of bird species in huge

numbers, February 20 1 0. © Michael Heiss

thousands of Whiskered Chlidonias hybrida (Plate 3) and White-winged Terns C. leucopterus.

Among the passerines, Caspian Reed, Acrocephalus (scirpaceus) fuscus, Great Reed A.

arundinaceus, Moustached A. melanopogon and Eastern OUvaceous Iduna pallida Warblers,

Bearded Tit Panurus biarmicus, Penduline Tit Remiz pendulinus and Spanish Sparrow Passer

hispaniolensis are common.
During migration, Dalmatian Pelicans Pelecanus crispus and many wader, tern, gull and

duck species pause here in large numbers to rest and feed (Plate 4). Arctic Skuas Stercorarius

parasiticus can appear along the beach, but the littoral habitats are superb for migrant Terek

Sandpipers Xenus cinereus and other waders. Passerines rest in the Tamarix shrubs along

the beach and Citrine Wagtails Motacilla citreola are common during migration. Scarce

migrants or vagrants such as Daurian Shrike Lanius isabellinus, Desert Wheatear Oenanthe

deserti and Buff-bellied Pipit Anthus (rubescens) japonicus have been recorded.

In winter there are masses of waterbirds but although most of the wetland is a state

nature reserve and protected, shooting pressure is very high. In the villages of the region,

Eurasian Coots Fulica atra, ducks and geese are sold in markets and along the main road

to Lenkoran. This is especially relevant as Lesser White-fronted Geese Anser erythropus,

White-headed Ducks Oxyura leucocephala, Ferruginous Ducks Aythya nyroca and Marbled

Teal Marmaronetta angustirostris occur in serious numbers. Unfortunately, foreigners are

not allowed to enter the actual 'protected area'. Even on the dam, which is an official road,

associates of the 'sanctuary' try to hinder people counting or even watching birds. There is

no doubt that they want to avoid the shooting being seen. Usually, there are several boats

chasing the flocks of waterfowl from one end of the bay to the other.

LENKORAN LOWLAND
A southern strip of the wide Kura/Arax plain, the Lenkoran lowland stretches from the

shore of the Caspian west to the foothills of the Talish mountains. From Celilabad in the

north, it narrows steadily, reaching Masalli, Lenkoran and then Astara at the Iranian

border. Formerly covered by subtropical broadleaf forest and impassable wetlands (Radde

1886), the Lenkoran lowland was cleared to eradicate prevalent malaria and to gain needed

agricultural land (Patrikeev 2004). A widespread system of drainage channels is all that

indicates the extent of the former large wetlands, whose existence can scarcely be gauged

from the present-day fields, pastures and inhabited settlements (Plate 5).

Nevertheless, some oak forests remain to accommodate some remnants of the former

bird community. Shikra Accipiter badius is the most sought-after bird species (Plate 6). It is

distributed throughout the Lenkoran lowland, easily recognisable by its disyllabic "kee-
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Plate 5. Fields, grazing and an afforested strip east of

Masalli, Talish mountains region, Azerbaijan, June 2008.

© Kai Gauger

Plate 6. Male Shikra Accipiter badius near its nest,

Masalli, June 2010. © Kai Gauger

vick, kee-vick" calls (Heiss & Gauger 2009).

Recently, this species has also been found

much further north in Azerbaijan and also

near Yerevan in Armenia (Ananian et al

2010), which suggests a more widespread

breeding range than had been expected.

Good places for finding Shikras in the

Lenkoran lowland are, first, around the

above mentioned 'white complex' at the

main road crossing southeast of Masalli

(39.0213° N, 48.6971° E), and second, the 90

ha 'Moscow forest' near Avrora (38.6430° N,

48.8238° E). This last remnant of the former

lowland woodland is now part of the Hyrcan

national park. Some forest-interior species

like Eurasian Nuthatch Sitta europaea and

Red-breasted Flycatcher Ficedula parva can

be found only here, whereas other species

such as Syrian Woodpecker Dendrocopos

syriacus, Eurasian Golden Oriole Oriolus

oriolus and Eurasian Hobby Falco subbuteo

breed in other woodlands.

Typical of the numerous breeding birds of the cultivated landscape, which in parts

is densely settled, are Eurasian Hoopoe Upupa epops, Red-backed Shrike Lanius collurio,

Penduline Tit, Black-headed Wagtail Motacilla feldegg and Corn Bunting Emberiza calandra.

The colourful European Bee-eater Merops apiaster breeds in steep banks along rivers,

whereas its greener counterpart Blue-cheeked Bee-eater M. persicus (Plate 7) digs its tunnel

nests in more even ground, such as the colony in the railway embankment north of Liman
(38.8935° N, 48.8012° E). North of Masalli, the landscape becomes drier, suitable for steppe

and semi-desert species, such as Black Francolin Francolinus francoUnus, Calandra Lark

Melanocorypha calandra, Lesser Short-toed Lark Calandrella rufescens, Eastern Olivaceous

Warbler, Menetries's Warbler Sylvia mystacea, Rufous-tailed Scrub Robin Cercotrichas

galactotes and Black-headed Bunting Emberiza melanocephala.

Plate 7. Blue-cheeked Bee-eater Merops persicus breeds

only in the lowlands, Liman, May 2008. © Michael Heiss
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FOREST BELT
The deciduous broadleaf forest of the Talish

mountains (the Hyrcanian or Caspian
forest), stretches from sea-level up to 1800

m asl, but due to logging and cultivation

the treeline nowadays is mostly well below
the natural limit (Scharnweber et al 2007),

but some natural areas remain (Plate 8).

The number of tree species is very high,

including many endemic or tertiary relict

species like Persian Locust Tree Gleditsia

caspica, Persian Ironwood Parrotia persica,

Chestnut-leaved Oak Quercus castaneifolia,

Hyrcanian Boxwood Buxus hyrcana and
Caucasian Persimmon (Date-plum) Diospyros

lotus.

Currently, the forest outside the Hyrcan
national park is under threat from over-

exploitation (Plate 9), because, after the

collapse of the Soviet Union, the only way
the locals could earn money was through

selling logs, coppiced stems and fuel wood
and grazing livestock in the woodlands.

Forest degradation then followed on a

dramatic scale (Noack & Hidayatov 2007).

However, one of the best ways to examine

a natural part of the forest is to enter it

just behind the Tebessum resort.' In the

tourism centre of the Hyrcan national park,

in Hyrcan village (38.6792° N, 48. 8057° E),

you might ask for guiding services into

protected areas.

The breeding bird community of this

forest, except for a few specialities like

Green Warbler Phylloscopus nitidus and Semi-

collared Flycatcher Ficedula semitorquata

(Plate 10), is similar to that of European

forests, common species being Tawny Owl
Strix aluco, tits, Icterine Warbler Hippolais

icterina, Coal Tit Periparus ater, Eurasian

Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla, Eurasian Blackbird

Turdus merula and Common Chaffinch Frmgilla coelebs. In the more natural parts of the

forest. Black Stork Cicorna nigra, Lesser Spotted Eagle Aquila pomarina, Black Woodpecker

Dryocopos martins, Great Spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopos major (Plate 11), Red-breasted

Flycatcher, Eurasian Treecreeper Certhia familiaris and Bullfinch Pyrrhula pyrrliuln occur.

The shrubby or park-like areas of heavy degradation provide breeding habitats preferred

by species like Eurasian Wryneck Jynx torquilla, European Turtle Dove Streptopelia

turtnr, European Nightjar Caprimulgns enropaens, Woodlark Lidhila arborea and Eastern

Nightingale Lnscinia (megarhynchos) golzii.

Plate 8. A small creek in a natural part of the Hyrcanian

forest, Talish mountains, Azerbaijan, April 2008. © Kai

Gauger

Plate 9. Open park-like forest affected by silvopasture

and intensive forestry, Tengivan, Talish mountains,

Azerbaijan, April 2008. © Kai Gauger
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Plate 10. Male Semi-collared Flycatcher Ficedula Plate II. Great Spotted Woodpecker Dendrocopos

semitorquata, Masalll Isti Su, May 2007. © Kai Gauger major of the Talish subspecies poelzami, Yardimli, May
2007. © Kai Gauger

A species that has become more and more enigmatic to birders who visit the Talish

mountains is one that prefers such degraded forest, Caspian Tit Poecile hyrcanus. This

species, formerly regarded as a subspecies of Sombre Tit P. lugiibris, according to older

literature was quite abundant in some locations comprising shrubby woodlands scattered

with a few old dead tree trunks (Loskot 1978). Nowadays, Caspian Tit has been seen but

rarely in recent times, in the Lerik and Yardimli region, although much of the Talish

region has not been surveyed, even casually. Visiting birdwatchers could play a vital role

in helping to establish the status of this south Caspian endemic in Azerbaijan.

MONTANE MEADOW BELT

Above the forest belt, montane meadows and agriculture form an open landscape

dominated by gentle slopes, eg around Lerik, Shingedulan and Yardimli at altitudes

ranging from 700 to 1200 m asl. Structured, established forests are rare, but patchy

woodland and shrub occur on steep slopes and along field edges and roads (Plate 12).

Common Quail Cotiirnix coturnix, Eurasian Skylark Alauda arvensis, Northern Wheatear

Oenanthe oenanthe, Black-headed (Plate 13) and Corn Buntings are regular occupants of the

meadows, and with luck, one might encounter Grey Partridge Perdix perdix or Corncrake

Plate 12. Flower-rich montane hay meadow near Plate 1 3. Black-headed Buntings Ember/zo me/onocepho/o
Shingedulan, Talish mountains, Azerbaijan, May 2008. © are a common sight in the hay meadows, Shingedulan,
Michael Heiss May 2008. © Michael Heiss
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Crex crex. In bushes and shrubs Red-backed and Lesser Grey Shrikes Laniiis minor are

common. The open landscape allows a good arc of view for observations of raptors such as

Short-toed Snake Eagle Circaetiis gallicus, Lesser Spotted Eagle, Booted Eagle Aquila pennata

and the local Buzzard Buteo biiteo menetriesii

that breeds in the adjacent forest belt or

smaller forest remnants and hunts in the

meadows.

MONTANE SEMI-DESERT

Behind a steep mountain ridge a montane

semi-desert landscape has developed

southwest of Lerik, called the Zuvand. It

includes the villages of Gosmalian, Mistan,

Kalakhan, Pirasora, Orand and Allar (Figure

4). Thorny cushion-forming tragacanthic

vegetation thinly covers the gentle slopes

of this montane semi-desert. Tree growth

is inhibited by low annual precipitation

and the long summer drought. Cultivation

is marginal and abandoned fields can be

found at several sites (Plate 14).

Asmightbe expected, thebird community
of this landscape is less diverse but contains

characteristically common and perhaps

unexpected species such as Woodlark Lulhila

arborea, Horned Lark Eremophila alpestris,

Isabelline Wheatear Oenanthe isabellina and

Tawny Pipit Anthus campestris. Bimaculated

Larks Melanocorypha himaculata occur mainly

on abandoned fields on older terraces (Plate

15). Pale Rockfinch Carpospiza brachydactyla

is probably an irruptive breeder, in line with

its characteristic semi-nomadic behaviour,

for it occurs irregularly (Plate 16).

^/"^o Lenkoran ..^

Lerik i j

M

Orand \

)

Pirasora\

1

Gosmalian Z' (

J
Razgov

/
Kalakhan ^ Mistan

Figure 4. The Zuvand region showing its main villages,

Talish mountains, Azerbaijan.

Plate 14. Sparse vegetation in the hills and river oases

in the valley, Kalakhan, Zuvand, Talish mountains,

Azerbaijan, June 2008. © Kai Ganger

Plate 15. Bimaculated Lark Melanocorypha bimaculata

north of Gosmalian, May 2007. © Kai Gauger

Plate 16. Pale Rockfinch Carpospiza brachydactyla,

Gosmalian, May 2010. © Michael Heiss
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ROCKY HABITATS
At higher altitudes, 1400-2500 m asl, there

are some impressive rock formations

comprising inaccessible cliffs and rocky

terrain. Generally common and ^videspread

rock-dependent bird species are Chukar

Alectoris chukar, Alpine S^vift Tachymarptis

melba, Eurasian Crag Martin Ptyoiwprogne

rupestris, Common House Martin Delichon

iiiinami, the semiriifus subspecies of Western

Black Redstart Phoeniciiriis ochriiriis, Finsch's

Wheatear Oenanthe finschii, Western Rock

Nuthatch Sitta neumayer, Rock Sparro^v

Petronia petronia. Red-fronted Serin Serinus

pusiUus and Rock Bunting Emberiza cia.

Restricted to cliffs and rocky slopes

of louver altitudes (1400-1900 m asl) in an

altogether more humid environment. Blue

Rock Thrush Monticola solitarhis occurs

regularly in the Lerik canyon (38.7201° N,

48.4249° E, Plate 17).This is the only kno^vn

(and recentlv-discovered) place at present

for Caspian Sno^vcock Tetraogallus caspius

in the Talish region. The mountain ridge

east of the canyon offers the best chance of

seeing this species, but it is very wary, and

given the vast unexplored areas of suitable

habitat, especially along remote ridges close

to the Iranian border, it could ^vell be much
more widespread than assumed. The Lerik canyon holds breeding Steppe Buzzard Buteo

b. vulpimis, Long-legged Buzzard B. riifiniis, Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos and Eurasian

Eagle Owl Bubo bubo.

The contrasting rocky habitats of higher altitudes (1900-2500 m asl, Plate 18) in the

Zuvand region are much drier, scattered with sparse \'egetation and such bushes as

Ha^vthorn Crataegus sp. Almond Amygdalus dulcis, Juniper Juniperus sp and Snowball Bush

(Guelder Rose) Viburnum opulus. The highest rock habitats are around Mistan (38.6452'

N, 48.4480° E) and Pirasora (38.7283° N, 48.3526' E) \-illages. Pirasora can be reached by

turning north up the hills at 38.6897° N, 48.3815' E. In Pirasora take the small road at

38.7160° N, 48.3793° E to the left and follo^v this road until you reach the rocks. For Mistan

take the crossing at 38.6874° N, 48.3762' E. Follo^v the road directly through the riparian

forest. After^vards you will pass an almond plantation and reach Gosmalian. In the

village, turn to the left at 38.6694° N, 48.3767' E and follo^v the road up the valle\-.

Typical birds of the rocky habitats at these higher altitudes are Eastern Black-eared

Wheatear Oenanthe Qiispanica) melanoleuca, Rufous-tailed Rock Thrush Monticola saxatilis,

Ring Ouzel Turdus torquata, Caspian Stonechat Saxicola maurus rariegatus, Barred "Warbler

Sylvia nisoria and White-throated Robin Irania gutturaUs (Plate 19). With a bit of luck,

one might also find Eurasian Crimson-\vinged Finch Rhodopechys sanguineus (Plate 20).

An exceptional ornithological highlight \vould be a documented sighting of Radde's

Accentor Prunella ocularis, the type specimen of which was shot by Gustav Radde in 1880

Plate 17. The view up the Lerik canyon, scattered with

bushes and rocky terrain. Talish mountains, Azerbaijan.

June 2010. © Ka'\ Gauger

Plate 18. The rock exposures east of Mistan. Talish

mountains. Azerbaijan, are habitat for many interesting

species and comprise the only place in the region where

Radde's Accentor Prunella ocularis has been found. May

2008. © Kai Gauger
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Plate 19. Male White-throated Robin Irania gutturalis, Plate 20. Crimson-winged Finch Rhodopechys songu/neus,

Mistan, May 2008. © Kai Gauger Mistan, May 20 1 0. © Michael Heiss

on nearby Kyzuirdy mountain (Radde 1886). Despite being found at several locations in

Transcaucasia subsequently, it was not recorded in the Talish mountains again until Dr
Hartmut Miiller rediscovered this species in May 2008 on a rocky cliff northeast of Mistan,

where it was seen several times, but not in more recent years (Heiss 2010).

RIPARIAN FOREST OF THE ZUVAND REGION
Punctuating the barren montane semi-desert along small streams are narrow extended

strips of open park-like riparian forest of willow Salix sp and poplar Populus sp. The

streams have formed floodplains 1200-1800 m asl with their greatest extent around the

Plate 21. Lush green meadows in the floodplains near Gosmalian, Talish mountains, Azerbaijan. May 2007. © Kai

Gauger
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Plate 22. Syrian Woodpecker Dendrocopos syriacus is Plate 23. In 2008, Trumpeter Finches Bucanetes

a common breeder in the riparian forest. May 2008. © githagineus were seen for the first time in Zuvand

Kai Gauger and occurred at several sites. They were not seen in

subsequent years. Pirasora, June 2008. © Kai Gauger

villages of Gosmalian, Kalakhan and on the wav to Mistan. The inhabitants of the A'illages

along the rivers created a complex irrigation system to ^vater their lush and flo^ver-rich

meadows, fields and gardens. The large terraces used as orchards or almond plantations

were built centuries ago. In the manner of oases, this habitat t\'pe attracts particular bird

species to breed.

Common where there are taller trees (Plate 21) are Syrian Woodpecker Dendrocopos

syriacus (Plate 22), Green Woodpecker Picas viridis, Eurasian Scops Owl Otus scops, Eurasian

Hoopoe Upupa epops and Eurasian Golden Oriole. Common Kestrel Falco finnunculus and

Eurasian Hobby breed in old corvid nests. As in the montane meado^v belt, the shrubs

and bushes are full of Red-backed and Lesser Grey Shrikes, but Common Whitethroat

Sylvia communis and Eastern Nightingale are also present. During the migration periods,

in spring and autumn, many different species have been recorded here. Among them are

flycatchers, many species of ^varblers, finches, buntings and also regular Little Bitterns

Ixobrychiis minntiis.

IN CONCLUSION
Birding in the Talish mountains region offers much more than attracti\'e species. Here,

you will always have the feeling that in the next minute or so behind the next rock

something new and different might appear. During our work over the last fe^v years ^ve

were able to update the status of se\^eral species not seen for decades or even a century.

We have also found breeding species not expected in the region. Ho^ve\'er, after 5e\'eral

trips to the Talish mountains, there are many species that are still kno^vn only from the

literature (Radde 1886, Patrikeev 2004), that we have not recorded so far. Amongst these

are Wallcreeper Tichodroma muraria, Little Swift Apus affinis, White-throated Kingfisher

Halcyon smyrnensis or some mysterious large reed ^varblers during the winter at Kizil

Agach. Also still unclear is the status of Trumpeter Finch Bucanetes githagineus (Plate
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23), Grey-necked Bunting Emberiza buchanani and Upcher's Warbler Hippolais languida,

all of which are at the boundaries of their distribution here. They have been seen only

irregularly. We want to share our enthusiasm about the region and the excitement of

finding something new with other birdwatchers. We hope that more and more people will

visit this hotspot of biodiversity at the very edge of the Western Palaearctic.
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A breeding event of Pale Rock Sparrows
Carpospiza brachydactyla in northeast Jordan

FARES KHOURY & MOHAMMED JANAYDEH

The Pale Rock Sparrow Carpospiza brachi/dacti/la breeds in the Middle East, including

Iran and southern Turkey. It is an erratic summer visitor to its breeding grounds, which

comprise of arid or semi-arid hills and mountain sides with low scrub. It is a short distance

migrant that moves south/southwest to winter in parts of southwest Arabia and eastern

Africa (Shirihai 1996, Snow & Perrins 1998).

In Jordan, the species is considered a rare and irregular breeding species and

migrant (Andrews 1995). Records of singing males indicate the possibility of localized

and irregular breeding in various parts of the country eg along the high rift margins

from Nebo mountain south to Ras En-Naqab and in the eastern desert between Azraq

and Ruweished. There is only one confirmed breeding record and that comes from the

southwestern highlands: two singing males and an adult feeding two juveniles at Dana in

May 1994 (Andrews 1995, Andrews et al 1999).

In spring of 2010, Pale Rock Sparrows were recorded nesting along the shallow wadis

of the Ruweished desert in northeast Jordan. This unprecedented record of many breeding

pairs followed a relatively wet rainy season with frequent floods during February and late

March. We report the results of observations carried out on breeding Pale Rock Sparrows

during ecological field work in the Ruweished desert during 2010.

METHODS AND STUDY AREA
The two study areas, Wadi Abu Hifnah (32° 25' N, 38° IT E) and Wadi Al-Qassab (32°

33' N, 28° 33' E, Plate 1), are located south and southeast of Ruweished town in flat or

undulating desert landscape (c600 m asl) covered with flint stones (hamada). The average

annual rainfall is c75 mm falling mainly between November and March. Due to the low

average precipitation, vegetation cover is naturally sparse but is usually more dense

(above 5% cover) and clustered in microhabitats with favourable conditions eg wadi beds

and depressions ('run-off hamada vegetation' of Al-Eisawi 1996). Grazing occurs mainly

by sheep owned by Bedouins. Wadi Al-Qassab consists chiefly of flat sections that have

sandy or rocky banks and the vegetation is dominated mainly by Achillea fragrantissima,

Heliotropium sp and Deverra triadiata. Wadi Abu Hifnah is similar to Wadi Al-Qassab,

but also includes a marrab: a wide, flat section of several kilometers in length where

water flows more slowly, and over a wider area, during floods (Marrab Al-Bgheilah,

Plate I. Wadi A, Qassab, Ruweished desert, Jordan,

with seasonal pool, May 2010. © Rangeland Department,

Ministry of Agriculture

Plate 2. The edge of Marrab Bgheileh, Wadi Abu Hifnah,

Ruweished desert, Jordan, May 2010. © Mohannmed

Janaydeh
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Plate 2); vegetation cover in the marrab is very sparse except for the margins and at the

wadi mouth, where Achillea fragrantissima, Pegamun hermala, Ducrosia anethofolia, Cleome

amblyocarpa and Astragalus spinosiis are common plant species. A feature of all wadis in the

eastern desert is the formation of seasonal pools in deeper sections after flooding events.

Field visits were carried out during spring and early summer 2010. Wadi Al-Qassab was
visited three times, 22-24 April, 31 May-1 June and 5 July; while Wadi Abu Hifnah was
visited once during the breeding season, 6-7 May. The sites had previously been visited

during May 2009 and January-March 2010. We carried out a total of 11 line transects,

1 km each, within the study wadis and counted all birds including Pale Rock Sparrows.

The core of the marrab was excluded from this study as it was nearly devoid of vegetation

and apparently unsuitable habitat for most bird species including Pale Rock Sparrow.

We calculated the total number of individuals of Pale Rock Sparrows in all transects and

frequency of occurrence (transects in which the species was recorded divided by total

number of transects). Few Pale Rock Sparrow nests were found incidentally along the

line transects, but where activity eg singing occurred, the vegetation, mostly consisting

of dwarf shrubs, was searched systematically for nests. The identification of the nest

as belonging to this species was always verified by observing one of the parents (most

probably always the female) leaving the nest while being approached. The species of plant

supporting the nest was noted. The proportion of plant species (the number of individual

plants/species surrounding nest to a distance of 50 m relative to total number of plants of

all species, excluding annuals) was estimated in the plant community in three separate

breeding areas that varied in location and vegetation cover (Wadi Abu Hifnah, Marrab

Bgheilah, Wadi Al-Qassab). To study the preference for certain dwarf shrub species as nest

support, the observed frequencies of nests built in each plant species were then compared

with expected frequencies derived from the average proportion of the species in these

areas using the test.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 12 nests and more than 45 different individual Pale Rock Sparrows including

many singing males, were recorded in the study areas April-early June, mainly close to

seasonal pools with a relatively high density of dwarf shrubs. The frequency of occurrence

of Pale Rock Sparrows was nearly 82% along the wadis and Marrab margins close to the

wadi mouth. The highest density of Pale Rock Sparrows was 14 individuals and 4 nests

along one transect (1 km).

Most nests were being built or in the egg-

laying stage May-early June, except for one

nest at Wadi Al-Qassab that had apparently

a full clutch of 5 eggs and was probably

in the incubation phase. At the same

time, other resident birds eg Temminck's

Eremophila bilopha, Thick-billed Ramphocoris

clotbey and Bar-tailed Larks Ammomanes

cinctura had completed their first brood,

with some apparently starting a second.

The last visit to Wadi Al-Qassab, in July,

did not produce any records of Pale Rock

Sparrows indicating a sudden departure

of birds after concluding their broods or

possibly premature abandonment due to

the drying out of water pools.

Table I . Plant species used by Pale Rock Sparrows as

nest supports in the Ruweished desert in 2010, total

number of nests in each plant species, and x\ i^est sta-

tistic for comparing between expected (based on plant

species relative abundance) and observed frequencies

(E = expected, O = observed).

Plant species Number of

nests

Astragalus spinosus 8 = 32.8,
f)
< 0.0

1

(0>E)

Echinops sp 2 x'^ = P ^ ^.05

{0 = E)

Achillea fragrantissima I
= 6. \ , p = 0.05

(O < E)

Heliotropium sp I x' = 0-5. P > 0.05

(O = E)
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Plate 3. Nest of Pale Rock Sparrow Carpospiza Plate 4. Nest of Pale Rock Sparrow Carpospiza

brachydactyla in Astragalus spinosus, WadI Al-Qassab. brachydactyla in Heliotropium sp, Wadi Al-Qassab,

Ruweished desert, Jordan, May 2010. © Mohammed Ruweished desert, Jordan, May 2010. © Mohammed
janaydeh Janaydeh

All nests were built in dwarf shrubs, within 2-40 cm from the ground (Plates 3 & 4). Nests

were cup-shaped and very similar in structure to the nests of Desert Finches Rhodospiza

obsoleta breeding in Jordan (Khoury et al 2009). The plant species that were used to support

nests are given in Table 1. The Pale Rock Sparrows showed a significant preference to build

their nests within the spiny dwarf shrub Astragalus spinosus as the observed frequency

of nests in this plant species exceeded the expected frequency derived from the plant's

relative abundance (Table 1). Another thorny plant, Echinops sp, was selected for nest

building where available though it had a very localized and patchy distribution. Although

Achillea fragrantissima, which has no thorns or spines, was the dominant dwarf shrub at the

study sites, it was selected only once by a pair of Pale Rock Sparrows as a nest support.

This particular individual Achillea was large and located hanging on the upper edge of

a steep bank, thus being relatively inaccessible to ground-dwelling nest predators. We
identified during this survey at least two potential ground-dwelling nest predators at the

study areas—Red Fox Vulpes vulpes and Desert Monitor Varanus griseus. For a bird species

that usually nests in low vegetation, building nests within thorny vegetation is probably

the best way to protect the nest from predators. This species appears to breed only if water

(seasonal pools), sufficient food and dwarf shrubs which provide cover and/or protection

are available in spring and was not recorded breeding in the study areas in the previous

breeding season (2009) which followed a relatively dry winter.
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Letters to the Editor

The slaughter of wild birds in
Kuwait continues
This year my luck was in. My cousin took

a job in Kuwait so, in October, I visited

a country that is typically conspicuous in

its absence from most Europeans' holiday

wish list destinations. I had a great time

there, one of the high spots being the Tareq

Rajab museum which houses a breathtaking

collection of cultural artefacts, mercifully

protected from destruction during the Iraqi

invasion by someone using their common
sense.

Tourists aren't common in Kuwait so

everyone I met, both ex-pat and Kuwaiti, was
keen to know how I'd been passing my days.

When I mentioned that I'd been all round the

country birding I was, without exception, met
with incredulity.

"Are there any birds in Kuwait?"

"Oh yes. How many species do you think

there are?"

"Er...pigeons...sparrows.. .er, two?"

"Nope, almost 400 have been recorded."

"Whaat? You have got to be kidding!"

The birding, courtesy of an ex-pat who
took me to most of the key sites, was a real

highlight of my visit. As an inexperienced

Gulf birder, this was 'listing magic'— nearly

100 species, 22 of them lifers in just a couple of

days. I haven't listed at that rate since my first

visit to southern Africa a decade ago!

Top ofmy list was Crab Plover and it turned

out to be every inch the strange and elegant

bird I'd seen in the field guide. The sight of

Steppe Buzzards and Blue-cheeked Bee-eaters

lined up like so many starlings along the

irrigation pivots was a treat, as was the sheer

density of waders along the shoreline joined

by a thousand Greater Flamingos flying in to

feed and finding Cream-coloured Coursers

camouflaged against cream and brown desert.

Now, I'm not what you'd call a 'ticker',

but there were some birds that I really wanted

to see. One of these was the Greater Spotted

Eagle, rd seen the Lesser Spotted in Zambia

so this would neatly 'complete the set' (ok

then, I am a bit of a ticker). When we reached

the appropriate site it didn't take us any time

at all to find it and photograph it close up.

That's because it was dead, shot out of the sky

and left to rot on the ground. The sickening

irony won't have escaped you— a dead lifer.

I already knew that Kuwait 'permits'

indiscriminate shooting of birds (and other

wildlife). That's why we avoided al-Abraq

al-Khabari because it was likely that shooting

would be going on there and I couldn't trust

myself to be a silent bystander. But, emotion

apart, I didn't want to be at a site where bullets

were flying around! Nevertheless, there were

constant reminders of such shooting with

spent cartridges all over the place at some
sites.

Now, I'm no expert on the Gulf, but I've

birded in Bahrain, and I didn't come across

any evidence of shooting there. I also know
that Islam calls for respect for the natural

world and, from what I could see, Kuwait's

observance of the Qu'ran is pretty enthusiastic.

So what on earth is going on here? A tiny

country with little water boasting nigh on 400

species recorded and it's on a major migration

route, yet it is allowing people to go out and

destroy its wildlife. Why?
That museum I mentioned, Tareq Rajeb,

is a jewel in Kuwait city's crown and the

reason the collection is still there is because

it was protected from those who would have

destroyed it. Is it unreasonable to expect the

Kuwaiti government to step up and do what

any responsible government would do and

protect the wildlife that graces its land?

Annie Woodhouse

I am totally appalled by the continued

behaviour of the indiscriminate shooting

parties throughout Kuwait— it is the worst

killing of birdlife that I have seen throughout

the entire region. I have vowed never to

return with tour parties.

I caused absolute mayhem during my
last two visits in 2009 after seeing a Common
Cuckoo shot at point-blank range, as well

as an adult Barred Warbler, and after seeing

both immature Greater Spotted and Eastern

Imperial Eagles shot dead, as well as African

Purple Gallinules. I remonstrated with
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shooters and got all four tyres shot out on

nw 4x4 tor my troubles (and was later made
to endure the sight of 12 shot European Bee-

eaters lined up alongside each other on my car

windscreen).

These locals shoot and kill anything

feathered that moves in Kuwait, regardless

of whether it is in a designated nature reserve

or not and particularly favour the water hole

at Tulha oasis and beside the Sulaibikhat

reserve. It was criminal seeing Pied

Wheatears, Woodchats, Isabelline Shrikes

and an array of Stonechats being killed for

'fun', the 'armies' of hunters carefully hunting

down their quarry by slowly driving up to the

bushes and waiting for the migrant birds to

appear. At every location visited in Kuwait,

bird killing was rife— absolutely disgusting,

heartbreaking, murderous and illegal. This

senseless slaughter must be halted before it

has a permanent effect on these migrating

birds.

Kuwait is not a third-world country—

it is one of the richest in the world—and
was saved from being taken by Iraq by the

American and British armies. Wild birds are

fully protected by law in all EEC countries

and this should be extended to the Arabian

peninsula and elsewhere in the Middle East.

Lee G R Evans

UK

[Clearly the decades-long slaughter

continues— see eg Gregory et al 2001

Sandgroiise 23(1): 34-38. The first writer

mentions avoiding al-Abraq al-Khabari in

the west of Kuwait. I received an e-mail

from a contact in Kuwait which stated, "Last

weekend [September 2010] at Al Abraq there

were between 15 and 20 cars patrolling the

boundary of the farm shooting at anything

flying in or out— it truly is depressing, but if

Plate 3. Common Kestrel Fa\co tinnunculus, Kuwait.

Plate I . Spotted Crake Porzana porzana, Kuwait. Plate 4. 'I think this was a buzzard of some sort...',

Kuwait.

Plate 2. Little Bittern Ixobrychus minutus, Kuwait. Plate 5. This kestrel was either used as bait, or

somehow got trapped in the tree with its leggings and

died...', Kuwait.
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we make too much noise the owners might

just withdraw our permission to bird on this

critical and important birding site. So, we
accept the status quo and have to turn the

other cheek even when getting showered in

shotgun pellets..." The photographs (Plates

1-5) were taken in Kuwait. The following

letter reminds us of another problem in our

region—bird markets. The Editor]

The wild bird trade in the Kuwait
bird market
There have been a number of recent

assessments of the trade in wild birds in

the Middle East (Bachmann 2010, Stanton

2010) and we carried out an investigation to

shed some light on this illegal activity in the

Kuwait bird market. The survey (Table 1)

provides a snapshot of the range of wild birds

sold in this market (Plates 6-9).

The bird market is situated in the Al-Rai

area of Kuwait city and is part of what is

known as the 'Friday' market. It started near

to the old sheep market and developed into

a weekend market run by pet owners who
sell pigeons, chickens and cage birds. The

municipality intervened and made a building

to include licensed pet shops and a covered

open area used by pet owners who only sell

during weekends.

The birds sold include many cage birds

imported from Europe, South America and

southeast Asia. However, many wild birds

caught in nearby countries {eg Iran, Iraq,

Syria) are imported into Kuwait for sale in the

bird market. These wild birds include raptors,

quail, sandgrouse, larks, Hypocoliuses and

bulbuls.

Birds used in falconry such as Sakers

and Peregrine Falcons are trapped during

their autumn migration or smuggled from

neighbouring countries and are usually kept

in private houses where they are announced

to interested parties and sold in an auction

where the highest bidder gets the bird. There

is a municipality falcon market situated

behind the bird market— it is unmonitored

and whoever owns a falcon can sell it without

any documents. However, this falcon market

was not included in our survey.

Weekly visits were made to the bird

market on weekends, Friday/Saturday, from

1 January to 30 May 2010. Only one weekend

Plate 6. Little Bittern Ixobrychus minutus, 24 January 2009,

Kuwait bird market. © Ouda Al-Bathali

Plate 7. Eurasian Stone-curlews Burhinus oedicnemus, 8

January 2010, Kuwait bird market. © Ouda Al-Bathali

Plate 8. Pharaoh Eagle Owl Bubo ascalaphus, 7 November

2009, Kuwait bird' market. © Ouda Al-Bathali
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Table I. Species, total number of birds counted and number of occasions a species was seen during che Kuwait

bird market survey, weekends I January-30 May 2010. lUCN Red List Categories: NT, Near Threatened; VU,

Vulnerable.

Species

Common Quail Coturnix coturnix

Eurasian Wigeon Anas penelope

Garganey Anas querquedula

Eurasian Teal Anas crecca

Pink-backed Pelican Pelecanus rufescens

Eurasian Griffon Vulture Gyps fulvus

Short-toed Snake Eagle Circaetus gallicus

Western Marsh Harrier Circus aeruginosus

Pallid Harrier Circus macrourus

Montagu's Harrier Circus pygargus

Dark Chanting Goshawk Melierax metabates

Levant Sparrowhawk Accipiter brevipes

Eurasian Sparrowhawk Accipiter nisus

Northern Goshawk Accipiter gentilis

Steppe Buzzard Buteo buteo vulpinus

Long-legged Buzzard Buteo rufinus

Steppe Eagle Aquila nipalensis

Eastern Imperial Eagle Aquila heliaca

Lesser Kestrel Faico naumanni

Common Kestrel Falco tinnunculus

Eurasian Hobby Falco subbuteo

Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus

Common Moorhen Gallinula chloropus

Eurasian Stone-curlew Burhinus oedicnemus

Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus

Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa

Eurasian Curlew Numenius arquata

V^ood Sandpiper Tringa glareola

Chestnut-bellied Sandgrouse Pterocles exustus

European Turtle Dove Streptopelia turtur

Laughing Dove Stignnatopelia senegalensis

Namaqua Dove Oena capensis

Common Cuckoo Cuculus canorus

Western Barn Owl Tyto alba

Pharaoh Eagle Owl Bubo ascalaphus

Lilith Owlet Athene noaua lilith

Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus

European Roller Coracias garrulus

White-throated Kingfisher hialcyon smyrnensis

Blue-cheeked Bee-eater Merops persicus

Eurasian Hoopoe Upupa epops

Red-backed Shrike Lanius collurio

Lesser Grey Shrike Lanius minor

Steppe Grey Shrike Lanius meridionalis pallidirostris

Woodchat Shrike Lanius senator

# birds ^ occasions remarks

3 I

4 I

I i

3 I

I I probably from Saudi Arabia

3 2 offered for sale at US$450

5 5

25 6

25 8 lUCN Status NT

I I 4

I I caught in Qatif, Saudi Arabia

I I

14 3

I I

8 4

1 I

2 2

I I lUCN Status VU

225 18 lUCN Status VU

963 23

13 5

I I

62 4

5 2

3 2

I I lUCN Status NT

I I lUCN Status NT

8 I

6 I

6 3

50 I origin unknown

50 I origin unknown

13 6

I I seller claimed it was captured in

Saudi Arabia

3 1

I I

5 2 lUCN Status NT

1 I

10 I

2 2

6 I

16 5

41 7

4 I
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Golden Oriole Oriolus oriolus

House Crow Corvus splendens

Rook Corvus frugilegus

Brown-necked Raven Corvus ruficollis

Hypocolius Hypocolius ampelinus

Calandra Lark Melanocorypha calandra

Crested Lark Galerida cristata

Black-crowned Sparrow-Lark Eremopterix nigriceps

White-eared Bulbul Pycnonotus leucogenys leucotis

Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica

Great Reed Warbler Acrocephalus arundinaceus

Afghan Babbler Turdoides caudata huttoni

Eurasian Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla

Garden Warbler Sylvia borin

Barred Warbler Sylvia r)isoria

Common Starling Sturnus vulgaris

Bank Myna Acridotheres ginginianus

Common Myna Acridotheres tristis

Eurasian Blackbird Turdus merula

Song Thrush Turdus philomelos

Rufous-tailed Scrub Robin Cercotrichas galactotes

2 I

40 2

1

17

1

3

197 7

36 1 probably imported from Iran

36 6

70 3

566 10 all chicks taken from nests

2 1

2 1

2 2 juvenile offered at KD30

200 8 offered at KD5 each

3 2

3 1

12 2

4 1

17

1

2

5

1

2

27 4 all chicks

Plate 9. European Rollers Coracias garrulus, 9 April 2010,

Kuwait bird market. © AbdulRahman Al-Sirhan

was missed, in January. Visits were brief,

moving through the market from one end to

the other though sometimes more time was

spent. Thirty-two visits were paid to the bird

market. We consider that the actual numbers

of wild birds sold in the market may well

have been much higher than the numbers we
counted. Initially, we submitted the results

of two short surveys to local officials but we
decided to continue our survey since their

response was negative.

We found 66 species of wild birds offered

for sale of which six are on the lUCN red

list. The species and numbers of birds are

presented in Table 1. Both species of kestrel

are sold in large numbers, reflecting the high

demand for these by young boys.

A detailed copy of our survey was

distributed to government bodies to attract

their attention into taking appropriate action.

It has yielded some fruits as tighter controls

and law enforcement have partially stopped

some of the illegal trade. Now we think this

survey might encourage other individuals in

the Middle East to do the same, so the picture

would become clearer and tighter controls

over the bird trade in the region can become

a reality.

References
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Reviews

Systematic Notes on Asian Birds

2010
British Ornithologists' Club Occasional

Publications No. 5

Softback. 148 pages, colour photos,

maps and sonograms.

£18.

Available from www.boc-online.org/

publications.htm

Edited once again by David Wells, but

emerging now under the BOC umbrella

after a four-year publishing hiatus, the latest

SNAB series contains ten contributions on the

nomenclature, systematics and type specimens

of Asian birds. The SNAB region embraces

Afghanistan and thus the easternmost limit of

OSME territory too. The undoubted highlight

of this issue for most readers will be Jochen

Marten's 75-page review of the leaf warbler

genera Phylloscopiis and Seicercus, which

covers (mostly as extralimitals) a handful of

taxa from our region, perhaps most notably

Green Warbler Phylloscopus nitidus and

Mountain Chiffchaff P. sindianiis. The former

is maintained as a subspecies of Greenish

Warbler P. trochiloides by Martens, who also,

unsurprisingly, treats P. lorenzii as a subspecies

of P. sindianus. There are occasional slips, for

instance in discussing Chiffchaff P. collybita

tristis, Martens states that mixed songsters

have been "noticed in the Orenburg region

of the northern Urals", when this locality

could scarcely be further south in the Ural

mountains, but generally Martens has done

an excellent job of synthesising our current

knowledge of the distribution, taxonomy and

vocalisations of most Asian leaf warblers.

Overall, serious students of Asian birds will

want the present volume close at hand.

Guy M Kirivan

Atlas of the Breeding Birds

of Arabia
Michael C Jennings. 2010.

Fauna ofArabia vol 25.

Hardback. 772 pages, 106 colour photos,

numerous figures and maps.

£159 from NHBS.
ISBN 978-3-929907-83-4

If you browse any recent atlas of the breeding

avifauna of a country or region, you are struck

by the vast scale of the enterprise, which

thought leads to the sheer scope of organising

such an achievement. Often, such atlases

have been inspired by forerunners organised,

compiled and printed manually, with the same

kind of teamwork always evident. However, a

typical early atlas differed in one respect: it

was inspired by a single individual, not a

committee or an organisation. Modem atlases

require from the outset the involvement of

many organisations and committees, making

it both unexpected and a delight to find

that the driving force for the Atlas of the

Breeding Birds of Arabia is one man's dogged

persistence. It has taken Mike Jennings over

a quarter of a century to initiate the project,

establish data collection and processing in this

way, all through his love of Arabian birds and

the land they inhabit. Yet when you consider

the immense undertaking required to survey

almost four million square kilometres of land

and its offshore islands, where relatively

little was known of its natural history, then

you might have considered him hopelessly

optimistic when he started. Fortunately, the

development of technology such as GPS and
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the advent of the rental car in Arabia helped

shorten the project considerably!

Now, Mike is shrewd, persuasive and
delightfully stubborn. Through his interest

in birds while in the Middle East, he had
already begun to meet people with whom he

would correspond and work with during the

ABBA project, perhaps the most serendipitous

being Effie Warr, who following a stint in

Sharjah, went on to work at what is now
the Natural History Museum at Tring, a

circumstance vital to the project's impetus. In

his search for relevant literature, his pursuit

of individual and historical records, the

recruitment of survey workers and the need

for a supportive publisher, Mike acquired a

web of contacts that eventually comprised the

army of people and organisations mentioned

in the Acknowledgements. You can learn

much from this section in a book; is the tone

grudging, dutiful or heartfelt? Suffice to say

that in ABBA, this section is well worth

reading on its own merits. In the preceding

preliminary matter, the author has provided

sound justification of the methodology

selected, essentially the best possible given

the resources and sheer size of the task,

but he also details how older records were

used or discarded. The recent exposure of

Meinertzhagen's compulsive fraudulence

tarnishes even his earliest work to some

degree, and so ABBA cites Meinertzhagen

only where supported by other authorities.

Clearly, the idea brought to mind at the

mention of a breeding bird atlas is one of

a helpful map and a useful text, preferably

within a standard overall format. I'll return

to that aspect a little later, but first I must

enthuse over a most welcome surprise. The

110 pages (and five chapters) that precede

the species accounts convey succinctly and

fluently more than 70 relevant factors and

issues, under the following headings: Aspects

of Arabian Ornithology, Factors Affecting

Bird Distribution in Arabia, Regional Bird

Communities and Habitats, and Conservation.

Often you acquire the sense that such

contextual matter has been cobbled together

as an afterthought in an endeavour to make

the book appear authoritative, but this is far

from the case here, where the presentation of

vital context achieves excellence. Here, you
will find well-chosen maps and illustrations

(many superb bird pictures), but most

importantly, excellent overviews of the

changes that have occurred at landscape scale

and their effects, of endemism, of the rise

in exotic species and the establishment of

feral populations, of geographic and climatic

influences, of important plants, of habitats and

of habitat changes, and of conservation issues

and of protection measures in state legislation

and implementation. These chapters contain

much to absorb and ponder.

Chapter 5 is concerned with the practical

aspects of presentation of information and

data in the species accounts, and if nits are

to be picked by other reviewers, it will be

under 'Nomenclature and taxonomy'. On first

reading, I confess I might have joined that

critical community, but having been slowly

through the 751 pages several times, I have to

say that the author's eclectic approach applies

in just a few cases and is not a problem. It

might cause readers a little more work at

times, but arguably that's no bad thing. Yes, I

found some minor quibbles, but few enough,

especially in the copy-editing, not to raise my
pedantic hackles. However, the high price

and the cover design are negative selling

points.

The map scale is of half-degree units,

divided into quadrats. Anything finer

would not fit into the book. The survey area

comprises Saudi Arabia, Yemen (including
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the Socotra archipelago), Oman, United

Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain and

offshore islands. The species accounts cover

273 current breeding and 24 past or highly

likely breeding species, most with generous

text, accompanied in selected cases by a useful

table. In addition to English and scientific

names, Arabic names are supplied for all

species. The layouts, with attractive species

vignettes, var}^ in length according to content.

Choosing location names at random from the

text, I found every one in the Gazetteer. The

species accounts reflect the intensity of the 40

surve}^ expeditions mounted by the author

and his colleagues; the descriptions of finding

birds convey immediacy. On the species

account maps, records prior to 1984 stand

out in red and post-1984 (when the author

carried out his first survey) in blue. The

three common dot sizes (largest first) convey

confirmed breeding, probable breeding and

presence or other records. Other symbols

are used occasionally. Two aspects bring

these species accounts very much to life: the

contextual habitat and behaviour information,

and the description of the effect of man-made
changes within the 25-year survey period.

How best to summarise ABBA then?

Although I find no difficulty in arguing that, if

there is such a thing as having a 'Magnificent

Obsession', Mike Jennings certainly qualifies

in this respect, he would be the first to pay

tribute to his army of helpers, colleagues,

contributors, sponsors and all those who
have encouraged him in the slightest way.

This book can rightly be expressed as a

monumental achievement, but its importance

is that it provides the first baseline for future

work, especially bird monitoring studies that

help measure habitat quality and quantify

changes to them. It will do much to encourage

other countries and areas in the OSME Region

to follow suit, but my immediate wish would
be for the Saudi Wildlife Commission to plan

for researchers to survey all of the remaining

remote quadrats. I would also suggest that

follow-up work be centralised on the internet,

much in the way that The European Bird

Census Council has done on its website.

Mike Blair

Nightjars of the World
Nigel Cleere. 2010.

WILDGuides, Maidenhead.

Hardback. 464 pages, 590 colour photos

and many maps.

£45.

ISBN 978-1-903657-07-2

As an impressionable young birdwatcher,

my seniors planted the idea in my mind that

photographic guides were inferior to their

paintings-based cousins. Even if this was

the case, photography has advanced beyond

recognition. Nightjars of the World instantly

dispelled any lingering doubts I may have

harboured about photographic guides. Even

before delving inside, the front cover set

the scene, capturing the imagination with

evocatively presented portraits of several

difficult-to-photograph and/or sought-after

species.

Caprimulgiform distribution, plumage,

general biology and taxonomy are dealt

with first, clearly and very readably. The

summary range maps for different families/

subfamilies present the reader with an

interesting overview of the distribution of

the major groups of Caprimulgiformes. The

early mention of the ecological significance of

plumage type (cryptic, variegated or spotted)

provides a valuable point of reference when
reading the species accounts. And whilst the

details of Caprimulgiform taxonomy might

not be to everyone's taste, this is covered

clearly and understandably.
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The stated aim of the book is to present

an easy-to-use guide to identify nightjars

and related birds. The well-organised layout

and generous use of space for photographs

and maps in the species accounts certainly

go a long way towards achieving this aim.

The vast majority of the photographs are

of astonishingly high quality, especially

considering the subject matter; the few that

are not still provide a very useful reference

to the least-known members of the group.

Bearing in mind that it is usually only possible

to scrutinise the plumage details of nightjars

at rest or in the hand, it is entirely fitting

that the vast majority of the images depict

roosting birds. Having said that, efforts have

been made to include flight shots where

appropriate, Nacunda Nighthawk Podager

nacunda being a good example.

Identification notes are succinct, picking

out the key features of males and females

(and immatures where known), rather than

repeating what is shown by the photographs.

A minor criticism is the lack of any attempt

to describe the jizz and/or mode of feeding,

both of which constitute important clues

to field identification for several species.

Subspecies are dealt with by way of citation

and, in some cases, photographs; Middle

East enthusiasts may be disappointed to find

that no photographs of the eastern races of

European Nightjar Caprimulgus europaeus are

included, these races instead being treated

thus: "Medium-sized, variegated greyish-

brown [nominate], sandy-brown (plumipes) or

greyish (unwini) nightjar."

The maps are large, detailed and generally

very easy to interpret. Considering the ample

space afforded to them though, a reminder

of the key would be a useful addition for

migratory species with multiple subspecies,

in particular Lesser Nighthawk Chordeiles

acutipennis. This, however, is an extremely

minor point; they are a welcome 'breath of

fresh air' compared to the black-and-white

and/or markedly smaller offerings in several

broadly comparable publications.

The introduction closes thus: "By

providing a tool to help identify nightjars,

frogmouths, potoos, owlet-nightjars and the

Oilbird it is hoped to stimulate greater interest

in finding, observing and studying these

phantoms of the night." Anyone who opens

Nightjars of the World cannot fail to be inspired

by the contents. Sales support the BirdLife

Preventing Extinctions programme and there

can be no more personally satisfying way to

contribute to this crucial initiative than by

purchasing this remarkable book.

Nick Moran

Breeding Birds of the United

Arab Emirates
Simon Aspinall. 2010.

Environment Agency-Abu Dhabi.

Hardback. 241 pages, colour photos and

maps throughout, four tables.

ISBN 9948-408-22-5

This is the second English language edition

of Simon Aspinall's book (1996, Hobby
Publications Liverpool/Dubai) on the status

and conservation of the breeding birds of

the UAE. An Arabic edition, revised from

the English first edition, was published in

2004. Although there are many similarities

in organisation and layout, the page size of

the book has increased considerably. The

1996 edition has 20 pages of colour photos of

birds placed together half way through the

book whereas the current book has colour

photos on most pages and they are usually

reproduced at a large scale. One reason for

obtaining the book is for these photos, they

are excellent and different from those in

the new UAE checklist (2010, Sandgrouse

Supplement 3).

The book contains various introductory

materials, a section on conservation activities
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in the UAE, a list of priority breeding species,

an annotated list of areas of importance to

wildlife and a gazetteer. The bulk of the book

is the species accounts, on pages 35-202. These

deal with all native breeding species of the

UAE plus 'naturalised' breeding species. Most

of the accounts follow a standard sequence,

as that of the 1996 edition, namely an

introduction, 'Present knowledge', 'Gazetted

sites' and 'Threats and actions proposed'.

'Present knowledge' provides details of the

status of the species in the UAE, updated to

2009, followed by an estimate or guesstimate

of the UAE breeding population size. The

Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Arabia Project

map for the UAE "updated here with all

available records up to and including 2005"

is presented plus a status summary for

the Middle East. 'Gazetted sites' are those

formally documented as important for the

species. Following the species accounts are

sections concerning potential natural colonists

and escapes and introduced species that are

not free living/self sustaining.

The book does have a few problems

that another round of editing would have

corrected. Surprisingly, the author's name is

misspelt on the front cover and dust jacket,

but luckily not on the title page. Figure 3 is

missing the comparison of total number of

breeding species by ABBA square to 2005. No
key is provided for the different circle sizes on

the ABBA maps and Tables 2-4 are missing.

If you are interested in the ornithology of

Arabia, however, you need a copy.

Peter Cowan

Birds of the Middle East.

Second edition

Richard Porter & Simon Aspinall,

illustrated by John Gale, Mike Langman &
Brian Small. 2010.

Christopher Helm.

Softback. 384 pages, 176 colour plates.

£29.99

ISBN 978-07136-76020.

The excellent field guide to the Birds oftheMiddle

East by Porter, Christensen and Schiermacker-

Hansen has been the standard field guide for

birders visiting the OSME region since its

publication in 1996. We now have a second

-'>'nion AspinaH

edition, so how does it compare? Firstly, there

are some obvious differences. For this edition,

authorial mainstay Richard Porter has been

joined by Simon Aspinall. Steen Christensen

sadly died in 2008 and Per Schiermacker-

Hansen "sensibly decided to go travelling

instead". The team of artists is reduced by

one, with Andrew Birch 'departing'.

However, the most striking change is that

the layout of the book is now a much more user

friendly one, with the text and map for each

species facing the relevant plate. Clearly this

is a significant improvement, saving the time

it takes to flick between the relevant text and

illustration. The overall number of plates has

increased from 112 to 176 and many images

have also been re-arranged to accommodate

the new design. Some plates have been split

into two {eg nightjars Caprimulgus) with

the benefit being to permit reproduction of

the illustrations at a slightly larger scale.

Illustrations retained from the first edition

have not always been enlarged and there are

a few quite empty-looking plates, but better

this than to have the sometimes over-crowded

plates that have characterised guides to some
other regions. Most of the illustrations are

retained from the first edition, but there are

quite a few completely new ones whilst others

are reproduced from the Birds of the Horn of

Africa (Redman et al 2009), also published

by Helm. The new illustrations are largely

successful and improve those that they

replace. In particular, the Phylloscopus and

Hippolais/Iduna warblers represent significant
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improvements, and the new nuthatch (Sitta)

depictions are also pleasing. I'd like to

have seen even more of the retained plates

updating. For example, the Acrocephalus have

always seemed a little 'overweight' to my eye,

but overall the standard has been improved

and this continues to be a very good set of

plates.

The number of species and recognisable

subspecies covered has increased by over 130,

with occurrences of species genuinely new to

the region and taxonomic changes responsible.

The continued inclusion of species that are

now considered doubtful members of the

Middle Eastern avifauna {eg Giildenstadt's

Redstart Phoenicurus erythrogastriis, Asian

Dowitcher Limnodromus semipalmatus) may
surprise some but, as the authors point out,

they remain reasonable candidates for future

occurrence and their inclusion is sensible.

The sequence, taxonomy and nomenclature

generally follow those adopted by the OSME
Region List (which in turn broadly follows

Dickinson (ed) The Howard and Moore Complete

Checklist of the Birds of the World). Although

the significant changes that currently affect

taxonomic thinking necessitate name changes,

unnecessary modifications to well-established

English names should certainly be avoided.

It is therefore pleasing that the authors have

avoided the temptation to meddle with those

vernacular names employed here.

The species accounts have been extensively

revised in order to include the most up-to-

date knowledge where possible, including

all significant taxonomic changes. This has

resulted in comprehensive coverage of recent

splits, so we now have full treatment of tricky

problems such as the identification of the large

white-headed gulls (up from three accounts to

eight here) and the separation of Sykes's Iduna

rama and Booted Warblers /. caligata, Red-

breasted Ficedula parva and Taiga Flycatchers

F. albicilla, and Turkestan Lanius phoenicuroides

and Daurian Shrikes L. isabellinus, among
others. It is also pleasing to see taxa that are

identifiable in the field, but for which there

is still some debate about whether they are

species allocated their own accounts, and thus

afforded more complete coverage. These are

included with a trinomial; examples include

Arabian Scops Owl Otus (senegalensis) pamelae,

Steppe Grey Shrike Lanius (meridionalis)

pallidirostris and Mesopotamian Crow Corvus

(comix) capellanus.

Although reproduced on a smaller scale

than before, the maps have been updated and

improved significantly. Gone are depictions

solely of the breeding range. We can now
easily distinguish between resident (green)

and migrant (orange) breeders. Ranges are

also mapped for species that 'just' winter

in or migrate through the region. With so

many species known in the region solely as

migrants and with the Middle East having

very prolonged migration periods, defining

the winter period, in the south of the region in

particular, is problematic. Thus blue hatching

defines the range of a bird during the passage

or winter seasons, with a simple note in the

text adding further clarification, which makes

for a 'happy' compromise.

The review copy is a softback. My
hardcover copy of the first edition has

endured well the rigours of nearly 15 years of

regular use. I am sure that my copy of the new
edition will not be in such good condition

after a similar period. However, the soft cover

is better suited to being slipped into a pocket.

I suspect the merits of hardback compared to

softback split opinion. Personally I'd prefer a

hard cover, but discussions with members of a

recent tour group I was leading suggests that

would be a minority view.

So, the question is, "if you have the first

edition, do you need to invest in the second

edition?" For me the answer is certainly yes.

The improved design, revised taxonomy,

updated text and illustrations, updated and

clearer distribution maps are all excellent

reasons to make sure you have the second

edition with you when you next venture into

the field.

Chris Bradshazo
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OSME News
Geoff Welch

OSME Summer Meeting 2010
The 2010 Summer Meeting and AGM, held at

the BTO headquarters in Thetford on Saturday

10 July, was bathed in glorious sunshine

and temperatures which created a genuine

Middle Eastern atmosphere. The 42 members

and guests that attended were treated to an

outstanding programme of talks starting with

Simon Busuttil giving an account of three

weeks fieldwork at two sites— Band-i-Amir

and Ajar— in north central Afghanistan in

2008. Despite much of the country being

off-limits for visiting birders, Simon showed

that there is still a great deal of research

and conservation work going on, much of

it coordinated by the Wildlife Conservation

Society. Two strong messages came out of

Simon's talk, echoed in other presentations

later in the day. Firstly, there is a serious lack

of data for many areas in Afghanistan (and

elsewhere in the OSME region) but reliable

data are essential for developing effective

conservation strategies, both for lobbying

governments to declare protected areas

and for compiling practical management
recommendations. And secondly, even the

remotest sites are coming under increasing

human pressure and therefore it is essential

that the needs of local communities are fully

integrated into future management plans for

sites so that management and protection are

sustainable.

The second speaker was Raffael

Aye speaking both for himself and his

co-investigator, Manuel Schweizer, who was
unfortunately unable to make the meeting.

His description of the discovery of the

hitherto unknown breeding grounds of the

Large-billed Reed Warbler Acrocephalus orinus

in the Badakhshan region of Tajikistan was
a real story of detective work. Following

the 'rediscovery' of the species in 2006 after

a bird was trapped in Thailand and later

analysis of the handful of museum specimens,

Raffael suspected that the 'reed' warblers he

had observed in the eastern river valleys of

Tajikistan could possibly be Large-billed Reed

Warbler rather than Blyth's Reed Warbler

A. diimetorum as he had originally thought.

He therefore made field visits to potential

areas of habitat and found 'reed' warblers

singing at three sites. He was able to trap

eight birds at three riverine woodland sites

but the biometrics, especially bill length, were

all at the upper limit of those reported for

Blyth's Reed and the lower limit for Large-

billed. However, all of the birds trapped were

consistently at this upper limit which seemed

strange so hopes that they were Large-billed

were rekindled. This identification was
confirmed by subsequent mitochondrial DNA
analysis of feather samples conducted by

Manuel Schweizer. Raffael pointed out that

even among individuals sampled at the same

locality, genetic diversity was surprisingly

high and interpreted this as the result of

secondary contact between previously

isolated or fragmented populations. Two
recently fledged young were also observed

at one site. Recordings of singing birds were

made but these have yet to be analysed to look

for consistent patterns which will, hopefully,

allow reliable identification of the species in

the field. The breeding range of the Large-

billed Reed Warbler is likely small and the

species' habitat is under intense pressure

from the collection of firewood and fodder.

Consequently, the Large-billed Reed Warbler

Plate I. Azzam Alwash (Chief Executive Nature Iraq

and OSME Vice-President) and part of his OSME
Summer Meeting audience. © Chris Lamsdell
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remains of considerable conservation concern.

More fieldwork is required to determine

where else the species may breed— the records

suggest that it could be present in Kyrgyzstan

and possibly Kazakhstan.

The first speaker of the afternoon was
Azzam Alwash, Chief Executive of Nature

Iraq and an OSME Vice-President, who
gave a spell-binding talk about the loss and

subsequent restoration of the marshes of

southern Iraq (Plate 1). His graphic account

of the systematic drainage and destruction

of these huge wetlands by the former Iraqi

regime, together with the displacement of the

indigenous Marsh Arabs, was heart-breaking

but this was tempered by his explanation of

how the marshes are being restored, despite

ongoing political and practical difficulties. The

speed at which the reedbeds and wildlife are

returning is amazing and recent fieldwork has

shown that the marshes already once again

support phenomenal numbers of wintering

wildfowl, including 46 000 Marbled Ducks

Marmaronetta angustirostris—more than the

previous total world population estimate!

OSME Chairman Geoff Welch summed up
Azzam' s talk in just three words—humorous,
passionate and inspirational— and it is

hoped that Azzam will be able to return

in a few years to give a further update on

the restoration of this globally-important

wetland. A documentary on the marshes

is being prepared by the BBC and will be

screened in the UK and America in late 2010.

The fourth talk of the day was a photo

safari by Graham Lobley which took the

audience on a mouth-watering journey from

the shores and coastal mangroves of the Red

sea coast of Saudi Arabia to the summits of

the inland Asir mountains via the Tihamah

plain. Each of the main habitat zones lying

between the coast and the mountains has

a distinctive flora and fauna which was

illustrated by a selection of Graham's stunning

photographs. Typical Arabian species that

can be found include Little Green Bee-eater

Merops orientalis, Chestnut-bellied Sandgrouse

Pterocles exustus and Pharaoh Eagle Owl Bubo

ascalaphus. Nine of the ten southwest Arabian

endemics including Arabian Wheatear

Oenanthe lugentoides, Yemen Warbler Sylvia

buryi and Yemen Linnet Carduelis yemenensis

together with several Afrotropical species

such as Bruce's Green Pigeon Treron waalia

and African Rock Bunting Emberiza tahapisi

can be found there. In addition to the birds,

Graham also highlighted a variety of other

wildlife that can be observed including many
endemic plants, several spectacular butterflies

such as Plain Tiger and mammals such as

Ruppell's Fox.

The final talk was by Geoff Welch
who gave an overview of the Central Asia

Important Bird Areas project which has

identified 219 sites covering a staggering 21

million hectares in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan

and Turkmenistan. In additional to explaining

how the sites were identified and giving a

taste of the bird riches they support, Geoff

explained how the project has already been

able to influence national legislation in

Kazakhstan to improve the protection and

management of protected areas, not just IBAs;

has established 11 bird clubs across the three

countries which is helping to develop the next

generation of birdwatchers and researchers;

facilitated the growth of the Association for the

Conservation of Biodiversity in Kazakhstan

(ACBK) from one member of staff in 2004 to

over 20 in 2010; and allowed the formation

of the Uzbekistan Society for the Protection

of Birds (UzSPB), the first bird conservation

NGO in the country. Both ACBK and UzSPB
have applied to become Partners of BirdLife

International.

In addition to the usual administrative

and financial items at the Annual General

Meeting, Melis Charalambides (Chairman of

BirdLife Cyprus) was elected as a new Vice-

President and Nick Moran of the BTO and

lately of the United Arab Emirates as a new
Council member. Colin Richardson and Sharif

Al Jabour retired from Council at the end

of their five year terms and were thanked

for their valuable contributions towards the

running of OSME. The other major item on the

agenda was the updated Constitution which

was adopted unanimously. This has now been

accepted by the UK Charity Commission and

is thus OSME's official governing document.

Thanks to Keith Betton
While writing the above account of the 2010

Summer Meeting, I realised, with, much
embarrassment, that this is the first write-

up of a Surrimer Meeting since 2008. Tlie
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main reason for my embarrassment though

is that as a result, OSME has never formally

expressed its thanks and appreciation to

Keith Betton who was Chairman from 2002 to

2008. While each Chairman brings particular

skills and experience to OSME, helping shape

the role and direction of the Society, Keith

made several outstanding contributions.

During his tenure, Sandgrouse underwent

a major redesign which not only took the

appearance of the journal to a new level

but enabled significant savings in design

and production costs freeing up money for

other activities, especially supporting the

Conservation and Research Fund (CRF). In

addition to such 'internal' savings, Keith was

extremely successful in increasing the number

of Corporate Members and attracting external

funding for the CRF, particularly from natural

history tour companies. This success was
reflected in the value of the grants provided

by the CRF which totalled almost £29 000

between 2003 and 2008. I would like to take

this opportunity on behalf of OSME to express

the Society's sincere thanks for everything

that was achieved or initiated under Keith's

chairmanship and to wish him continuing

success now that he is Chairman of the African

Bird Club which is now benefiting from his

knowledge and enthusiasm.

British Birdwatching Fair 2010
The OSME stand at the British Birdwatching

Fair at Rutland Water, UK, from 21 to 23

August provided the usual opportunity for

Council members and volunteers to meet

and chat with OSME members and others

interested in the birds and conservation

of the OSME region. This year the OSME
stand also hosted the 'launch' of Mike
Jennings's long awaited magnum opus— the

Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Arabia— and
we were pleased to welcome new OSME
Vice-President Melis Charalambides, the

Director of BirdLife Cyprus— see Plates 2

and 3. Fun (?!) was provided by a fiendishly

difficult bird identification quiz prepared

by Richard Prior. The highlight of the Bird

Fair for OSME, though, was Nick Moran's

victory in the annual Bird Brain of Britain quiz

which netted the magnificent sum of £1000

for the Conservation and Research Fund—
see overleaf.

Plate 2. Mike Jennings (right) handing a copy of Atlas

of the Breeding Birds of Arabia to Robert Prys-Jones.

© John Warr

Plate 3. New OSME Vice-President Melis Charalambides,

Director of BirdLife Cyprus. © John Warr
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Plate 4. Nick Moran (right) receiving the Bird Brain of

Britain award from Chris Packham. © John Warr

Bird Brain of Britain victory

One of the popular events at the Bird Fair

is the Bird Brain of Britain Quiz that taxes

the specialist and general ornithological

knowledge of a representative of each of the

four regional bird clubs. This year OSME
was represented by new Council member
Nick Moran, whose specialist subject was
Rare birds in the United Arab Emirates. After

each contestant had faced two Mastermind-

style interrogations by quiz master Chris

Packham, Nick was the victor winning £1000

towards conservation or research of a globally

threatened species in the OSME region (Plate

4). Well-earned congratulations to Nick— all

of your revision paid off!

Conservation and Research Fund
Given the boost to the Fund detailed above,

now is an opportune time to remind all those

carrying out or planning small scale projects

in the Region that OSME offers grants of up

to £500 towards conservation, research and

awareness-raising projects. Applications are

assessed three times a year and full details

of the application process and deadlines for

submission are available on the Conservation

page of the OSME website—www.osme.org.

OSME Raffle

The winners of the 2010 raffle to raise

additional funds for the Conservation and

Research Fund were:

1st prize D Merrie-Opticron BGA SE 8 x 42

binoculars

2nd prizeM Davies— £250 Naturetrek voucher

3rd prize I Barber— Country Innovations

waistcoat

4th prize F E Warr—Birdguides Breeding Birds

of the Western Palearctic DVD
5th prize J McMillian-A & C Black The Birds

of Turkey

6th prize J Rashid—Helm Birds of the Middle

East (second edition)

Congratulations to all of the winners,

thanks to the sponsors for generously

donating the prizes and thanks to everyone

who purchased tickets.

Gift Aid
Members who pay UK income tax can

increase the value of their subscription and

donations, at no additional cost to themselves,

by completing a Gift Aid form. This enables

OSME to claim £0.25 for each £1 paid (=

£5.00 on an individual membership) from the

government, money that can then be used

to support the work of the Society. If you

have not yet signed up for this, please do so

today. Forms can either be obtained from the

treasurer@osme.org or downloaded from the

About OSME page of the website.

OSME Summer Meeting and
AGM 2011
This year's Summer Meeting and AGM will

again be held at the BTO Fleadquarters (The

Nunnery, Thetford, Norfolk IP24 2PU, UK),

on Saturday 16 July. There is ample free

parking. The bus station is about 10 minutes

walk away and the railway station about 15

minutes. Road access is via the All London-

Norwich road, connecting with the A14 from

the north and Midlands. There are regular

trains on the Birmingham-Norwich line,

and also from Cambridge and London Kings

Cross. Full details of the day are given in the

enclosed programme.
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News & Information
Dnuvi Bahucr {compiler)

ARMENIA
Lesser Kestrel project update

Since 2006, the Armenian Society for the

Protection of Birds (Birdlife in Armenia) lias

been running a project to save the only breeding

colony of Lesser Kestrels Falco naumanni in

Armenia. In the 2010 breeding season a total

of 33 juveniles and 10 adults were ringed with

colour rings with alphanumeric and numeric

codes. Rings with alphanumeric codes have

been placed on the birds' right tarsi and those

with numeric codes have been placed on their

left tarsi. Any reports should be emailed to

armbirds@yahoo.com.

CYPRUS
E-newsletter launched

The first issue of the BirdLife Cyprus
e-newsletter, called In-Flight e-news, was
released in June 2010. This is an important

milestone in the new membership and people

engagement work programme that BirdLife

Cyprus is now implementing. See http://

birdlife.bpweb.net for more information.

Illegal bird trapping

The latest report from BirdLife

International details their continued

monitoring of illegal bird-trapping in Cyprus.

The team monitored bird-trapping activities

for the ninth year, September to November
2010. Autumn 2010 saw illegal bird-trapping

on a scale unseen since BirdLife's monitoring

work began nine years ago. Trapping levels

may still be lower than in the 1990s, but

the situation is extremely serious. The team

found a 75% increase in mist-net use and an

89% increase in limestick setting compared
to autumn 2009; autumn trapping levels have

been on the increase over the last four years.

The estimated death toll within the Famagusta
and Larnaca districts was around 1.4 million

birds. Non-selective trapping means that a

broad range of species are caught.

The report reveals mist-netting levels were

five times higher in the Dhekelia sovereign

base area, in the southeast of the island,

than in areas of the republic. As EU member
states, both nations have obligations under

the EU Birds Directive to protect birds, and

migrant birds in particular. BirdLife Cyprus's

Martin Hellicar says the island has now lost

significant ground in the battle against bird

trapping. He added: "The picture emerging

from this autumn is one of a bird-trapping

disaster unseen since we began monitoring

almost 10 years ago. Bird trapping is an illegal

indiscriminate practice that threatens many
birds of conservation concern, especially

migratory ones."

Tim Stowe is the RSPB's International

Director. Commenting on the rapidly

worsening situation, he said: "The fact that

more than five times the level of netting

activity was recorded on the UK's Sovereign

Base Area compared with the Cypriot

Republic is a major embarrassment for the

Ministry of Defence and the UK Government.

We know that some efforts have been made
to clear trapping equipment from the Base

Area, but this serious organised criminal

activity and annual carnage will only be

ended by increasing the level of arrests and

convictions."

The report says a priority area for action

remains the restaurants that provide the

economic impetus for trapping by buying

and serving ambelopoulia. Priority must also be

given to increasing enforcement resources on

the ground and changing public attitudes to

trapping and eating ambelopoulia. The report

calls for clear condemnation of trapping from

ministers and other key decision-makers and

opinion-formers to attempt to shift public

attitudes. For more information see http://

migration.files.wordpress.com/2010/12/final-

trapping-report-autumn-2010.pdf. (Source:

BirdLife Cyprus www.birdlifecyprus.org)
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IRAQ SOCOTRA (YEMEN)

Conference participation

On 15 July 2010, Korsh Ararat from Nature Iraq

gave a short lecture at the Sixth International

hole-nesting birds conference at Oxford
University, entitled Bird surveys in Kurdistan,

northern Iraq and some notes on hole-nesting

species. Korsh has been the lead person for the

Nature Iraq KBA surveys in Kurdistan that

have been carried out over the last three years.

They are building up a picture of the most
important sites for conservation in northern

Iraq. (Contributed by Richard Porter)

Sociable Lapwing team
The Sociable Lapwing Vanellus gregariiis field

team completed field surveys at potential sites

during the autumn in the centre and west of

Iraq. Unfortunately there were no sightings

of any Sociable Lapwings. The survey team,

however, carried out various other activities

including distribution of Sociable Plover

Awareness leaflets in Salah Ad Din and Anbar

provinces (Plates 1 & 2), which have most

previous reports of this species. (Contributed

by Omar Fadhil)

Plates I & 2. Distribution of Sociable Lapwing

Awareness leaflets in Iraq. © Nature Iraq

SGBP supports environmental
activities

The Socotra Governance & Biodiversity Project

has supported environmental activities on

Socotra to celebrate 2010 Year of Biodiversity

and the Arabic Environment Day. Activities

included a drawing competition for schools,

cleaning of Hadibo and Qalansiya, public

events and planting fruit trees. (Contributed

by Richard Porter)

SYRIA

Bald Ibis donation to Syria

Formerly thought to be extinct in the wild

in the Middle East, in 2002 researchers were

delighted when they discovered a tiny

population of Northern Bald Ibises Geronticus

eremita near the ancient city of Palmyra in

Syria, their last known refuge in the region. In

2010 there were just three wild individuals in

Syria left plus a newly reared juvenile.

The Turkish Government (Nature

Protection and National Parks) has donated

six semi-captive birds from Turkey which

have been taken to Syria in the hope they can

prevent the disappearance of the wild Middle

Eastern population. Two of these, juveniles,

have been fitted with satellite transmitters

and with expert help have been carefully

introduced to the wild birds in the hope they

will follow them and ultimately bolster the

precariously-small population. Meanwhile,

the Syrian General Commission for Al Badia

Management has built aviaries where the

remaining birds will be kept for breeding and

future releases of juveniles.

Two of the wild adult birds have been

fitted with satellite tracking devices, allowing

researchers to monitor their movements. A
team of biologists will also be attempting to

locate the birds on the ground, and to record

habitat details and ensure that no illegal

hunting takes place. This operation is the

result of a major international collaboration

of efforts between conservation NGOs,
governments, researchers, funders and

individuals. (Source: BirdLife International)
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Plate 3. Children at the Northern Bald Ibis day,

Palmyra. Syria. April 2010. © Roula Raya/SSCW

Family fun to help Northern Bald
Ibis in Syria

On 3 and 4 April 2010, staff from the Syrian

Society for the Conservation of Wildlife

(SSCW, the BirdLife affiliate), in partnership

with the General Commission of Al Badia

Management, organised a series of events

and activities centred around the critically

endangered Northern Bald Ibis and the other

wildlife of the protected area at Palmyra, the

last breeding colony of wild Northern Bald

Ibis in the Middle East. Over the two days,

two hundred children and parents learned

more about the unique wildlife of the area

through a combination of games, competitions

and cartoon characters. For almost everyone

attending, this was the first time that they had

experienced an event of this kind. Gaining the

support of local communities is essential for

the long term conservation of the ibis and its

habitats and it is planned that 'ibis days' will

become a regular event. This year's event was
supported by the Hans-Seidel Foundation.

(Contributed by Roula Raya, SSCW)

TURKEY

Bosporus count

For the first time birdwatchers in Istanbul

have organised themselves to do a complete

count of all migrating raptors passing through

the Bosporus. Between 15 March and 31 May
at least two birdwatchers were positioned on
the most relevant spot all day long counting

the raptors crossing the Bosporus on their

migration to Europe. A total of 188 000 raptors

were counted. See Dcr Falkc 57 (2010) for more

information.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Saker Falcon project supported

The Environment Agency-Abu Dhabi (EAD)

is working on an innovative project with the

Ministry of Nature, Environment and Tourism

(MNET) in Mongolia on an artificial nesting

programme aimed at increasing the wild Saker

Falcon Falco chernig population. The process

of placing 5000 artificial nests in 20 different

areas throughout the country has begun. It is

hoped they will provide nesting sites for up

to 500 pairs of Saker Falcons by the year 2015.

The boxes will be placed within a 25 000 km^

area, with each nest lying 1.5 km apart. This

project is being funded by EAD and resourced

by International Wildlife Consultants (IWC)

and their Mongolian partner, the Wildlife

Science and Conservation Center (WSCC).

Several of the artificial nests placed have

been fitted with a nest camera which records

continuously with the aim of establishing

how many Brandt's Voles and Mongolian

Gerbils are eaten by Saker Falcons and their

young. This information could be given to

herdsmen so they can see for themselves how
the increased numbers of birds of prey can

improve the degraded Mongolian Steppe.

YEMEN

Trip report online

A comprehensive 57 page report covering a

trip to mainland Yemen and Socotra in 2009

that includes species lists, birding sites, day-

by-day diary and many photos is available

online at http://socotra2009.blogspot.com.

(Contributed by Niklas Holmstrom)

REQUESTS FOR
INFORMATION

Request for Francolin feathers

The request is for feathers (collected on the

ground or taken from captive birds) of both

Black Francolin Francolinus francolinus and

Grey Francolin f. pondicerianiis. Feathers

should be air dried and stored in a plastic bag

without any chemicals. Keep feathers cool
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before shipping in a standard envelope— it

is important to provide precise details of

the location where the feathers were found.

Other samples may also be used {eg dry faecal

samples). If possible long feathers are better

than short ones; young feathers are better than

old ones. The priority countries are Palestine

(no samples), Lebanon (no samples), Syria

(two samples only) and Israel (a few samples

only). Samples collected in other countries are

also very welcome. The samples are required

for a PhD study on the molecular evolution

of the five Asian francolin species using also

DNA from museum specimens. Please send

samples to Filippo Barbanera, Department of

Biology, Protistology-Zoology Unit, Via A.

Volta, 6, 1 - 56126 Pisa (PI), Italy.

Lesser Spotted Eagle migration

A Lesser Spotted Eagle Aquila pomnrina that

had been fitted with a satellite tag in July 2009

was recorded crossing Bab-el-Mandeb at the

southeastern end of the Red sea on 8 October

2010. It wintered in Tanzania and migrated to

Ukraine in spring via the Caucasus mountains

east of the Black sea. It migrated south again

in autumn 2010 on almost the same route

and passed through eastern Syria into Saudi

Arabia. Following the well-known route of

Steppe Eagles Aquila nipalensis along the

eastern coast of the Red sea it arrived at the

bottleneck of Bab-el-Mandeb in Yemen. It

had waited two days for a tail wind before

crossing Bab-el-Mandeb.

Any records of Lesser Spotted Eagles

crossing Bab-el-Mandeb in spring or autumn
are sought. In spring 2010 a young bird was
tracked on the African side but did not cross.

Details should be sent to Bernd & Chris

Meyburg (BUMeyburg@aol.com). Further

information about the project can be found

online at www.raptor-research.de/pdfs/a_

sp 1OOp/a_sp 147_poster_Steppe_Eagle.pdf

.

OTHER NEWS

Atlas of the Breeding Birds of

Arabia

The Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Arabia

was published mid 2010. Many OSME
members have contributed to this impressive

book. With 772 pages, 106 colour plates and

many maps and figures it is packed with

information on Arabia's birds. The book was

produced as volume 25 in the Fauna of Arabia

series. For details on obtaining this book

please contact: Andrea Murdoch, Karger

Libri, International Subscription Agency

Ltd, Journals Administration & Book Series.

Phone: +41 61 306 15 23; fax: +41 61 306 15 67.

The general Karger Libri Website is www.
libri.ch/Default.aspx.
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Records in Around the Region are published for interest only; their inclusion does not

imply acceptance by the records committee of the relevant country. All records refer

to 2010 unless stated otherwise.

Records and photographs for Sandgrouse 33 (2) should be sent by 15 June to atr@

osme.org.

AZERBAIJAN
An Oriental Pratincole Glareola maldivariim

was reported at Shirvan national park on

22 May but the bird was rather distant and

identification could not be confirmed.

BAHRAIN
On 30 Nov a Long-legged Buzzard Buteo

riifinus was trapped and ringed at A'Ali

Agriculture farm and on 11 Feb a Greater

Spotted Eagle Aqiiila danga was at Hamalah;

Plate I . Sociable Plover Vanellus gregarius 20 November
2010, Hamalah experimental farm, Bahrain. © Brendan

Kavanagh

Plate 2. hversmann's Redstart Phoenicurus erythronotus

30 November 2010, A'Ali Agriculture farm, Bahrain. ©
Abdulla AlKaabi

quite a rarity these days. A juvenile Pied

Avocet Recurvirostra avosetta at Askar 6-7

Aug was the first since the late 1990s and two

Sociable Plovers Vanellus gregarius were at

Hamalah experimental farm 20 Nov, where

one was trapped and ringed (Plate 1). Over

140 Hypocoliuses Hypocolius ampelinus were

counted at an accessible staging post in Jasra 4

Dec. The first record of Eversmann's Redstart

Phoenicurus erythronotus this century was a

male at A'Ali Agriculture farm 30 Nov (Plate

2); the previous record related to an influx in

1990/91 of five birds. On 17 Nov three Reed

Buntings Emberiza schoeniclus were seen at

Hamalah experimental farm and is the fifth

record for Bahrain and the first since 1989.

CYPRUS
A Black-winged Kite Elanus caeruleus at

Bishop's Pool 1 Nov will be the third record

if accepted. The maximum count of Red-

footed Falcons Falco vespertinus this year was
210 at Phasouri plantations 15 Oct. There

was a good showing of Saker Falcons Falco

cherrug with singles at Bishop's Pool 27 Sep

and 9 Oct, Akrotiri 18, 20 and 27 Oct and

Akhna dam 25-26 Oct. An Egyptian Vulture

Neophron percnopterus at Akrotiri salt lake

29 Sep was the only record this year. With

less than 10 records in the last decade, the

autumn produced a good number of Levant

Sparrowhawks Accipiter brevipes with two

at Akrotiri salt lake 26 Sep, two at Bishop's

Pool 29 Sep and one Zakaki marsh 2 Nov. A
Baillon's Crake Porzana pusilla at Akhna dam
1 Nov was found dead 3 Nov; there have

been fewer than 10 records in the last decade.

The largest flock of Demoiselle Cranes

Anthropoides virgo was 87 at Akrotiri salt lake

26 Aug. There were good numbers of records

of Eurasian Oystercatchers Haematopus
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ostralegus this autumn with one Polis 13 Aug,

nine cape Kormakiti 1 Sep and two Galounia

islets 2 Sep and also a good showing of

Eurasian Dotterels Charadrius morinellus with

one cape Andreas 13 Sep and up to two at

Mandria and Paphos plain 4 Nov-28 Dec.

Great Snipe Gallinago media are very rare in

autumn so one Zakaki marsh 6 Oct and one

Phinikas, Asprokremmos dam 5-14 Nov are

notable records. Red Knot Calidris caniitiis

were recorded Akhna dam 23 Sep and Lady's

Mile 22 Oct; there have been fewer than 10

records in the last decade. Also of note were

records of Caspian Tern Hydroprogne caspia

Zakaki marsh 28 Sep and Larnaca coast 28

Oct-3 Nov and an Arctic Skua Stercorarhis

parasiticus off Polis heading south 24 Aug. A
Black-bellied Sandgrouse Pterocles orientalis

at Akdeniz lake, near Morphou, 19 Oct was
the 6th record in the last 20 years. Two Pied

Kingfishers Ceryle rudis were at Germasogeia

dam 14 Oct to year end.

The largest count of Red-backed Shrikes

Lanius collurio was 53 at Agia Napa sewage

works on 8 Sep. The seventh and eighth

records of Steppe Grey Shrike Lanius

meridionalis pallidirostris involved birds at

Mandria beach 9 Nov to year end and one

Akrotiri gravel pits 26 Nov and 16 Dec.

The first record of Hypocolius Hypocolius

ampelinus for Cyprus was one cape Greco

3-6 Dec; there appears to have been a broad

movement this winter with this species

recorded as a vagrant in several countries. A
Marsh Warbler Acrocephalus palustris at Agia

Napa sewage works 17 Aug was the seventh

record since 2000. Icterine Warbler Hippolais

icterina is a rare autumn migrant in Cyprus

so the following records are of note: one

Paphos coast 3 Aug, one Karpas peninsula 2

Sep, one Agia Napa 5 Sep, two Bishop's Pool

22 Oct and one there 1 Nov. Good numbers

of Barred Warblers Sylvia nisoria were also

recorded this autumn with one at Frenaros 22

Aug, one Agia Napa sewage works 27 Aug
and 12 Sep and two juvs Karpas peninsula 2

Sep. A Yellow-browed Warbler Phylloscopus

inornatus at Tala 25-26 Nov was the 10th

record and a Red-breasted Flycatcher Ficedula

parva at Bishop's Pool 2-18 Nov was also of

note. A female Bearded Reedling Panurus

biarmicus was at Zakaki marsh 26 Oct-3 Nov
and was the first record since 2004. There were

up to two Wallcreepers Tichodroma muraria

at Avgas gorge 23-24 Nov and one White

River cliffs 19-20 Nov. The excellent autumn
continued with a Rufous-tailed Bush Robin

Cercotrichas galactotes at Agia Napa sewage

works 17 Aug, a Caspian Stonechat Saxicola

maurus variegatus Zakaki marsh 26 Oct, and

Desert Wheatears Oenanthe deserti Akrotiri

salt lake 21 Oct, Larnaca sewage works 19

Nov and cape Greco 4-7 Dec. Six Eurasian

Tree Sparrows Passer montanus were seen

Karpas peninsula 16 Oct. A Yellowhammer
Emberiza citrinella at Trodos info centre 16

Nov was the 4th record for Cyprus since 2000.

A Richard/s Pipit Anthus richardi at Arodes

29 Aug was the only record this autumn of

this rare migrant. Five Eurasian Crimson-

winged Finches Rhodopechys sanguineus at

cape Kormakiti 27 Nov was the first record

for Cyprus. At cape Andreas there were

three Cinereous Buntings Emberiza cineracea

29 Aug and one male 6 Sep; the 10th & 11th

records since 2000.

Unseasonal winter records included up to

three Common Swifts Apus apus over Paphos

town from 23 Nov and December records of

White Stork Ciconia ciconia, Pallid Harrier

Circus macrourus, Wood Sandpiper Tringa

glareola, Whiskered Tern Chlidonias hybrida,

Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica, Eurasian

Hoopoe Upupa epops, Tawny Pipit Anthus

campestris, Isabelline Oenanthe isabellina and

Cyprus Wheatears O, cypriaca.

EGYPT
A juvenile (Arabian) Red-billed Tropicbird

Phaethon aethereus indicus was seen 23 Oct at

Ras Mohammed and 29 Red-footed Falcons

Falco vespertinus were recorded at the same

location 6 Oct. There were two reports of

Crested Honey Buzzard Pernis ptilorhyncus;

a juvenile was seen and photographed at

El Gouna golf course 3 Oct and one was

recorded from Luxor 4-5 Oct. There has

only been one accepted record so far, so

descriptions and photos are eagerly awaited.

A juvenile Greater Spotted Eagle Aquila clanga

exhibiting the typical features of fulvescens

was recorded in Oct from Ras Mohamad. Two
Bonelli's Eagles Aquila fasciatus were at Ras

Mohamad 10 Oct. Local fishermen confirmed

the long-suspected breeding of Crab-plovers

Dromas ardeola on small sandy islets off Marsa
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Plate 3. Bruce's Green Pigeon Treron waalia 3 January

201 I, Nile riverfront, Luxor, Egypt. © Steven R van der

Plate ^. African Mourning Dove Streptopelia decipiens,

29 December 2010, Abu Simbel, Egypt. © Kris De Rouck

Shaab south of Shalateen, describing perfectly

the nests and breeding behaviour in a colony

found summer 2010. There were two Collared

Plovers Charadrins tricollaris at Abu Simbel

29-30 Sep; the first records for Abu Simbel.

A Pin-tailed Snipe Gallinago stenura was
recorded from a sewage plant and pools,

southern Sinai, 5 Oct. There was a Namaqua
Dove Oena capensis at Ras Mohamad 6 Oct,

two at the old sewage plant, southern Sinai,

the following day and one at Sharm el Sheikh

8 Oct. A Bruce's Green Pigeon Trcnvi waalin

was seen and photographed 3 Jan 2011 at

the Nile riverfront at Luxor (Plate 3) and

will be the first record for Egypt if accepted.

Two African Mourning Doves Streptopelia

decipiens were seen and heard calling in Abu
Simbel 29 Dec (Plate 4); this is the first record

for Egypt and the Western Palearctic. A dead

bird photographed on 30 Oct by Ahmed
Badry Sayed (Elba protected area ranger)

on the coast at Adal Deeb was subsequently

identified as a Broad-billed Roller Eurystomus

glaiicuriis, the first record for Egypt.

A Hypocolius HypocoUus ampelinus was

observed 1 Dec on the coastal plain at Gebel

Elba; an Egyptian rarity. On 11 Oct at Ras

Mohamad a Great Reed Warbler Acrocephalus

arundinaceus and a Cyprus Warbler Sylvia

melauothorax were recorded. A Dusky
Warbler Phylloscopus fuscatus was seen and

heard 8 Nov at the 'Seven Sisters' monastery

near St Catherine's monastery in the Sinai

mountains and will be the fifth record for

Egypt if accepted. There was an early record

of a Fieldfare Turdus pilaris at St Catherine's

8-9 Oct. At the Fantazia resort, Marsa Alam,

1-2 Black Scrub Robins Cercotrichas podobe

were still present 5-12 Dec. A male Red-

rumped Wheatear Oenanthe moesta was at

Ras Mohammed in Oct and a male and a

female Rufous-tailed Wheatear Oenanthe

xanthoprynina were at Luxor 6 Dec. The second

Red-tailed Wheatear Oenanthe chrysopygia for

Egypt, a male, was at Gebel Elba 1 Dec

(the first also being from Gebel Elba). Four

Indian Silverbills Lonchura malabarica were

at the Gezera club, Cairo, 25 Sep and four

were recorded from the golf course at Ras

Mohamad 12 Oct; this is a rare introduced

breeder. Two Citrine Wagtails Motacilla

citreola were reported from Abu Simbel 29-30

Sept; there are fewer than 10 records for

Egypt. A Eurasian Siskin Carduelis spinus at

St Catherine's 8-9 Oct was an early record for

this winter visitor.

GEORGIA
Autumn records from Batumi raptor count

include c360 000 European Honey Buzzards

Pernis apivorus, 10 000+ Black Kites Milvus

migrans , 6000+ Montagu's Harriers Circus

pygargus and Pallid Harriers C. macrourus

(mostly C. pygargus ) and no less than 1000
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Rollers Coracius garnilus. An adult female

Crested Honey Buzzard Pernis ptilorhyncus

was also recorded. To see some record photos

and follow the rest of the project, visit www.
batumiraptorcount.org.

IRAQ
Once again Nature Iraq continued their

summer surveys to help identify Key
Biodiversity Areas. In April, May and June

over 40 sites were visited in southern, western

and central Iraq and some of the highlights

are given here. Red-crested Pochards Netta

rufina were proved breeding for the first time

in Iraq in the southern marshes and 593 adults

were counted. Ferruginous Ducks Aythya

nyroca were also discovered nesting at several

sites and 129 adults observed; whilst over 270

Marbled Ducks Marmaronetta angustirostris

were found—most appeared to be breeding.

Once again the endemic Basra Reed Warbler

Acrocephaliis griseldis was found in good
numbers and a total of 129 counted, many
in newly flooded marshes where the reeds

are successfully re-colonising. Similarly, the

endemic Iraq Babbler Turdoides altirostris was

present in many sites visited and a total of 93

observed. In various areas around the edge

of the marshes a total of 57 Hypocoliuses

Hypocolius ampelinus were found.

In the central and western Iraq survey

areas. Marbled Ducks were found at four

sites where they were probably breeding and

Slender-billed Gulls Chroicocephahis genei

were at 15 sites with a total count of 467 and

display and pairing were noted at one site.

Over 90 Armenian Gulls Lams armenicus were

counted but there was no evidence to suggest

breeding. Spur-winged Lapwings Vanellus

spinosus, White-tailed Lapwings V. leucurus

and Collared Pratincoles Glareola pratincola

were all found in areas where breeding was

suspected. Lesser Kestrels Falco naumanni

and a pair of Egyptian Vultures Neophron

percnopterus were discovered breeding well

to the west of their known breeding range

in Iraq. In the autumn, during Nature Iraq

searches for migrant Sociable Lapwings

Vanellus gregarius, a female Red-footed Falcon

Falco vespertinus on 14 October near Tikrit was

the first proven record for Iraq.

ISRAEL
A Cotton Pygmy Goose Nettapus

coromandelianus was at Revadim reservoir,

Judean plains, 17 Dec and will be the first

for Israel if accepted. A Brown Booby Sida

leucogaster was off Eilat's North Beach 12 Nov
onwards. It was a superb autumn for Black-

winged Kites Elanus caeruleus with one at

Nizzana 19 Aug into Sept and one at Hatzor,

coastal plains, 4 Sept. One was at Eilat 24 Oct

and one Nizzana all Oct. During Nov and Dec

there was an influx with around 12 records

in Nov including two together at Nizzana 13

Nov and Dec records from Ma'agan Michael

3 Dec and Tsor'a, Judean foothills, 18 Dec.

Most belonged to the Asian form vociferus. A
Bateleur Terathophis ecaudatus was reported

at En Hakhoresh, Heffer valley, 13 Oct. A
juvenile Audouin's Gull Larus audouinii was

at Ma'agan Michael 18 Aug and one north of

Acre 17 Nov. A Purple Swamphen Porphyrio

porphyrio madagascariensis was at Neve Eitan,

Bet She'an valley, 3 Jul and a White-tailed

Lapwing Vanellus leucurus at Mitzpe Ramon
26 Sep. A snipe, most probably Pin-tailed

Snipe Gallinago stenura, was at Gesher, Jordan

valley, 26 Dec, but Swinhoe's Snipe Gallinago

megala could not be eliminated (potentially

the 7th record for Israel). There was a good

show of Bar-tailed Godwits Limosa lapponica

with about 12 birds scattered around the

country during Sept. Terek Sandpipers

Xenus cinerea were recorded from Ma'agan

Michael 3-6 Aug, Nahshon, Judean plains,

14 Aug and KM20 saltpans, Eilat, 23 Aug.

Three Red Knots Galidris canutus were at

Ma'agan Michael 19-20 Sep, a Red Phalarope

Phalaropus fulicaria at Eilat KM20 saltpans 30

Oct-10 Nov with one off Jaffa 13 Dec and

one Ma'agan Michael 22-25 Dec and a Great

Black-backed Gull Larus marinus at Acre 22

Oct was a returning individual. There were

three autumn records of Oriental Turtle Dove
Streptopelia orientalis: one at JBO, Jerusalem,

17 Oct, one Revadim, Judean plains, 13 Nov
and one Eilat 18 Nov. A Pectoral Sandpiper

Galidris melanotos at Samar, S Arava, 1-9

Dec was the 9th record for Israel. On 6 Dec

a Lesser Crested Tern Sterna bengalensis was

at Acre.

A Steppe Grey Shrike Laniiis meridionalis

pallidirostris was at Tel Aviv 9 Nov. Two
Thick-billed Larks Rainphocoris clotbey were
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lingering in the central Arava 30 June and

there were up to 80 at Hameishar, central

Nege\', during Nov with small groups

throughout the Negev and Ara\'a. This is

a veT\' unusual occurrence as this species

is usually seen in spring and is likeh- to be

tlie result of last ^vinter's rains that produced

many seeds in the desert. It ^vas an exceptional

autumn for Oriental Skylarks Alauda gulc^iila

with 20 at Yotvata, 10 in the Bet She'an \'alle}^

and another 10 or so scattered round the

country during Nov. There was a male Black-

crowned Sparrow-Lark Ereinopterix uigriccps

at Yotvata, S Arava, 3-11 Nov. Hume's
Warblers Pln/Uoscopiis hiiinei were recorded

from Gush Halav, Upper Galilee, 1 No\' and

Tel Tsafit, Judean plains, 13 No\'. Tlie fifth

GreenWaibler PJiylloscopus twchiloides uitidus

for Israel was in the Eilat mountains 30 Oct

and a Menetries's Warbler Sylrin imjstacea

was trapped and ringed at Sde Boker 19

Oct. There ^vas a Cyprus Wheatear Sylvia

melanothornx near Rahat, north Negev, 23

Oct and another at Tel Aviv beach 31 Oct. A
Rose-coloured Starling Sturniis roseus was

at Nizzana 18 Oct. The third Eye-browed

Thrush for Israel was at JBO 16 Nov. There

were two autumn records of Rufous-tailed

Wheatear Oenanthe xanthoprymna: one Ein

Gedi 10 Nov and one Nizzana 19 Nov. A
Pied Wheatear O. pleschanka was reported

at Nizzana 18 Oct and further records came

from Ein Rimon, north Negev, where one ^vas

trapped and ringed 22 Oct, Lotan, S Arava, 30

Oct and Ne'ot Smadar, south Negev, 8 Nov. A
Black-throated Accentor Prunella atrogidaris

trapped and ringed at Netiv Halamed He,

Judean foothills, 8-11 Nov is the 2nd for

Israel; another was reported at Nafha, central

Negev, 12 Nov. A Siberian Buff-bellied Pipit

Anthus riibescens japoniciis was trapped and

ringed at Kalya, north Dead sea, 29 Nov and

one w^as at Eilat 22 Dec. A Red-fronted Serin

Serimis piisilliis was on mount Hermon 9 Jul,

Common Rosefinches Carpodacus en/thruuis

were at JBO 24 Aug and Mitzpe Ramon 23 Sep

and a Rustic Bunting Eniberiza rustica was at

Nizzana 5 Nov.

JORDAN
A trip 21-31 Dec produced a good selection of

birds, including the following scarce species.

One Steppe Buzzard Buteo b. vulpimis was

near the Dead sea and is out of season. A
Greater Spotted Eagle Aqitila claiiga at Al

Quweira is notable with just seven pre\'ious

countr\' records as of 2003, according to

Andrews' JBRC reports online. Four Common
Cranes Griis griis i\ew over the Baptism Site,

Su^vayma, and four Namaqua Doves Ooia

capeusis were seen in Suwa\'ma; both records

are out of the usual winter range. An Arabian

Warbler Sylvia Iciiavuclaeua recorded in Mujib

nature reser\'e, Wadi Um Ghreiba, was a bit

north of known range and a Desert Wheatear

Oenanthe deserti at Suwavma was also out of

its known winter range. A Citrine Wagtail

Motacilla citreola at Azraq was unseasonal. A
full list of birds from this trip can be found at

http://secureserver.securesites.net/pipermail/

birdtalk/2011-January/011129.html.

KAZAKHSTAN
Two Long-tailed Ducks Clangula hyemalis

were present on Karasor lake 11 Oct—

a

scarce migrant. A female Barbary Falcon

Falco pelegrinoides hunting in Aktasty gorge

to the south of Akzhar 16 Aug was the first

record for the northern Tarbagatay mountain

range. A first-winter Black-legged Kittiwake

Rissa tridaetyla at Taldykol lake 5 Oct was

the fourth record for Kazakhstan and the

first in north Kazakhstan. A Lesser Black-

backed Gull Larus fnscus was also present

on the same date; this species is only rarely

recorded. Three Heuglin's Gulls Larus

heuglini, with other gulls, between Koibagar

and Tyuntyugur lakes, Kostanay region, 14

Oct were also of note. There was a notable

irruption of Pallas's Sandgrouse Syrrhaptes

paradoxus into northern Kazakhstan this year

^vith regular records from Korgalzhvn and 97

in the Sarvsu valley 14-18 Jun. A male Grey-

faced Woodpecker Piciis canus was found

near Chapaevo, Ural river valley, 10 Aug. This

species is extremely rare in Kazakhstan except

in the Altai area. Several wintering Daurian

Jackdaws Corvus dauuricus in Bayterek,

Almaty region, 1-5 Dec were notable and

a male Red-fronted Rosefinch Carpodacus

puuiceus was seen near 'Kosmostanziya'

in the Zailiysky Alatau mountain range 9

Aug. Fieldwork in north-central Kazakhstan

resulted in northw^ard extensions in the known
breeding ranges of several species including a

pair of displaying Short-toed Snake Eagles
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Circaetus gallicus near Dzheskhazghan airport

18 Jun and a pair of White-tailed Lapwings

VaneUiiS leiicunis in suitable breeding habitat

near Karasu 10 May. Additionally, cl5 pairs

of Caspian Plovers Charadrius asiaticus were

found near Altybai/Akkum sands, with 10+

pairs near Zharykbidaik Zimovka, south of

Tosynkum sands, 17 and 18 May, these are

the first breeding records from the Turgai

lowlands for many years. Also of note were

56 migrating Eurasian Dotterels Charadrius

morinellus near Zban 11 May. Even higher

numbers were recorded in autumn with 80

near Emba 15 Aug and 220 on burnt ground

10 km south of Oktyabrsk 16 Aug.

KUWAIT
A juvenile Eastern Greylag Goose Anser anser

rubrirostris was at Jahra Pool reserve (JPR) 10

Dec and the first Red-necked Grebe Podiceps

grisegena for Kuwait was at Jahra East outfall

Plate 5. Pygmy Cormorant Phalacrocorax pygmeus,

5 December 2010, Sulaibiya pivot fields, Kuwait. ©
AbdulRahman Al-Sirhan

Plate 7. Hypocolius Hypocolius ampelinus, November

2010, Green island, Kuv^ait. © Mike Pope

27 Oct. A Black Stork Ciconia nigra was at

Sabah Al-Ahmed natural reserve (SAANR)
5 Sep (11th record). The second record of

Pygmy Cormorant Phalacrocorax pygmeus was

at the Sulaibiya pivot fields (SPF), 4 Dec-16 Jan

2011 (Plate 5) and an adult Socotra Cormorant

Leucocarbo nigrogularis at Kirhan 4 Sep. The

10th Sooty Falcon Palco concolor for Kuwait

was at JPR 9 Oct. A juvenile Crested Honey
Buzzard Pernis ptilorhyncus was at SAANR 24

Sep with another there 19 Oct and one at SPF

23 Oct (9th-llth records). A Black-winged

Kite Elanus caeruleus was at JPR 16 Sep and

one at Kuwait International golf course 6

Oct. A Shikra Accipiter badius was at Al

Abraq 17 Sep and another at SAANR 9 Oct.

A juvenile Bonelli's Eagle Aquila fasciatus

was at SAANR 8 Oct. The eighth Eurasian

Golden Plover Phwialis apricaria was at

SPF 4 Dec. Swift Terns Sterna bergii were

rediscovered breeding on Kubbar island— the

Plate 8. Eversmann's Redstart Phoenicurus erythronotus,

1 5 November 20 1 0, Tuiha, SAANR. Kuwait. © Mike Pope
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last breeding record there ^vas in 1987. Three

pairs of Swift Terns on nests with a single egg

\vere amongst the breeding colony of Lesser

Crested Terns Sterna bengnleusis. Another

four pairs were showing courtship behaviour.

There was a Pin-tailed Sandgrouse Pterocles

alduita at SAANR 15 Sep. Tlie seventh Stock

Dove Columha oeuns for Kuwait was at SPF

1 Nov and the eighth record was at the

same site 20 No\'-4 Dec. Another Stock Dove
was reported on 7 Dec at SPF. Tlie se\'enth

and eighth records of Rufous Turtle Dove
Streptopelia orientalis meena involved a juvenile

at JPR 14 Oct and a juvenile at SPF 18 Oct.

Two Ashy Drongos Dicrurus leucophaeus

were at Jahra farms 7-16 Dec (Plate 6) with at

least one until 27 Dec; the second record for

Kuwait. There were at least 40 Hypocoliuses

Hypocoliiis ampelimis on Green island 23 Nov
(Plate 7); good numbers were recorded during

the winter. A Dusky Warbler Phylloscopiis

fiiscatiis at Al Abraq 13 Nov was the second

record for Kuwait. There was a Yellow-

browed Warbler Phylloscopiis inornatiis 20

Nov at Al Abraq and a Hume's Warbler

Phylloscopiis humei, the third record if accepted,

at the same site 25 Jan 2011. A Mistle Thrush

Turdus viscivorus was at Al Abraq 13-20

Nov. The seventh and eighth Eversmann's

Redstarts Phoenicurus en/thronotus for Kuwait

were a male at Tulha (SAANR) 15 Nov to

at least 20 Nov (Plate 8) and a female at Al

Abraq Al Khabari 26 Nov. A White-crowned

Wheatear Oenanthe leiicopyga at SAANR 3-16

Oct Avill be the 15th record if accepted. An
Arabian Golden Sparrow Passer euchlorus of

unkno^vn origin was at Al Abraq Al Khabari

13-20 Nov. A Buff-bellied Pipit Anthus

rubescens was at SPF 16 Dec and will be the

13th record if accepted.

LEBANON
A notable find was a Little Bunting Emberizn

pusilla ringed at Aammiq marsh 23 Oct,

the second or third record for the countr\'.

A Citrine Wagtail Motacilla citreoln and a

Turkestan Shrike Lanhis phoeniciiroides were

present at Aammiq marsh 3 Sep and another

Citrine Wagtail at Aanjar marsh 4 Oct. Two
Desert Wheatears Oenanthe deserti were on
the slopes of Qomet as Saouda 27 Aug.

OMAN
Highlights included a Chestnut-tailed

Starling Stuniia inalabarica at Dawkah 11 \o\',

a first record for the OSME region; a first-\'ear

female Pine Bunting Emberizn IciicoccpJuiIos

at Qitbit 16-18 Nov, another first for Oman;
and four second records: a Lesser Yellowlegs

Tringa flavipes at Al Ansab wetland, Muscat,

9 Sep; a Dusky Warbler PJiylloscopiis fiiscatiis

Qitbit 17 Nov; a Brown Shrike Lanuis cristntus

Qitbit 1 No\-; and a Taiga Flycatcher Ficediila

albicilla at Al Balid Farm 16 Dec.

T\velve Greater White-fronted Geese

Auser albifivns and seven Ruddy Shelducks

Tadorna fcrruginea were at East Khawr 9

Dec. A single Sooty Shearwater Puffiiuis

griseiis was off Ras Mirbat 1 Jul. Wintering

Black Storks Cicoiua nigra are now fairly

regular in south Oman; single birds were at

Mughsayl 6 Nov and Wadi Darbat 7-14 Nov.

A coimt of 25 Western Marsh Harriers Circus

aeruginosiis 28 Oct at Sun farms (5F), Sohar,

was unusualh' high. Three European Honey
Buzzards Perms npirorus were at Salalah 29

Oct. There ^\ ere four Crested Honey Buzzards

Pernis ptUorJn/ncJuis and two Crested Honey
Buzzard/European Honey Buzzard hybrids

12 Dec at Salalah; expert opinion suggests

that reports of European Honey Buzzard may
relate to hybrids. A count of 350+ Egyptian

Vultures Neophron percnopteriis at Al Amerat

\vaste disposal site near Muscat 16 Nov is

high for the site; the\' were present ^vith six

Lappet-faced Vultures Aegypius trachielotos,

25 Steppe Eagles Aqiiila nipalensis, two

Greater Spotted Eagles AquUa clanga, two

Eastern Imperial Eagles Aquila heliaca and a

Bonelli's Eagle Aquila fasciatus, highlighting

Al Amerat's importance for wintering raptors.

A Lesser Spotted Eagle AqiiUa pomarina was

at Mughsa\1 6-11 No\' and t^vo-three Golden
Eagles AquUa chrysaetos were in the Qitbit-

Muntasar area in the first half of September.

Fahal island, off Muscat, is a stronghold for

Sooty Falcons Falco coucolor; 12 were there

31 Oct. A Saker Falcon Falco cherriig was at

Al Balid farm 8 Nov. A Corncrake Crex crex

was at SF 4 Nov. A WTiite-breasted Waterhen

Amaurornis phoenicurus was at Ayn Razat 13

Nov; one at Qitbit in the central desert 3-10

Dec was more unusual. A Baillon's Crake

Porzana pusUIa was at Qurm natural park,

Muscat, 15 Nov, with three at Mughsayl the
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same day. A Spotted Crake Porzana porzana

was at Wadi Darbat 12 Nov. A Common
Crane Grus grus at SF 16 Dec was a good
record for the site. Two Spotted Thick-knees

Burhinus capensis were at Qitbit 22 Oct. At
Qurryat a single Eurasian Stone Curlew
Burhinus recurvirostris 13 Nov was an excellent

record and a count of 400+ Black-winged

Stilts Himantopus himantopus 17 Nov was a

new high. A Spur-winged Lapwing Vanellus

spinosus was at Salalah sewage farm/Raysut

15 Nov. Four Red-wattled Lapwings Vanellus

indicus at Raysut 11 Dec were a surprise;

this species is normally associated with

north Oman. A Sociable Lapwing Vanellus

gregarius was at SF 4 Nov. Wintering Jack

Snipes Lymnocryptes minimus appear to have

established themselves in the newly flooded

western end of Qurm natural park, with up to

four present Nov-Dec. A single Great Snipe

Gallinago media at Muntasar 10 Dec was a

good find; this is a rare autumn migrant to

Oman. Seven Small Pratincoles Glareola lactea

were at Khawr Taqah 8 Dec. A Sooty Tern

Onychoprionfuscata was at Taqah 3 Nov. Forty-

eight Bruce's Green Pigeons Treron waalia in

Salalah 12 Dec and 27 Namaqua Doves Oena

capensis at SF 12 Oct were new maxima. A Pied

(Jacobin) Cuckoo Oxylophus jacobinus was at

Al Ghaftayn resthouse, central desert, 18 Nov.

A Didric Cuckoo Ghrysococcyx caprius at Ayn
Hamran 13 Dec was an unusually late record

for this summer visitor. At Qitbit there was

an Egyptian Nightjar Gaprimulgus aegyptius 1

Nov and a Little Swift Apus affinis 2-11 Sep.

Single Malachite Kingfishers Alcedo cristata

were at East Khawr 3-13 Nov, at Mughsayl

12-13 Nov and Khawr Sawli 15 Nov.

A Black Drongo Dicrurus macrocercus at

Al Ansab wetlands 9 Sep was the 5th record

for Oman. Hypocoliuses Hypocolius ampelinus

are much sought after by visiting birders;

the maximum count was three at Thumrait

in the second week of November with

singles at Qitbit throughout November and

December and at Muntasar 10 Dec. SF was

formerly irrigated more and the grassland

better maintained but it can still attract large

numbers of larks and pipits; a count 26

Nov yielded 300+ Greater Short-toed Larks

Calandrella brachydactyla, 150+ Crested Larks

Galerida cristata, 200+ Tawny Pipits Anthus

campestris, two Eurasian Skylarks Alauda

arvensis, 35 Water Pipits Anthus spinoletta and

seven Richard's Pipits Anthus richardi. Two
Savi's Warblers Locustella luscinoides were at

Mughsayl 20 Dec, one of which was singing.

Khatmah Milahah, near the UAE border, is a

stronghold in autumn and winter for Plain

Leaf Warblers Phylloscopus neglectus; a count

of ten there 20 Nov was notable. A Yellow-

browed Warbler Phylloscopus inornatus was
at Muntasar 3 Nov and a Paddyfield Warbler

Acrocephalus agricola at Qurm natural park

29-30 Dec. A Wattled Starling Creatophora

cinerea was at Qitbit 2 Sep and a Brahminy
Starling Sturnia pagodarum (10th record) was
there 17 Sept. One or two Black-throated

Thrushes Turdus (ruficollis) atrogularis were

at Qitbit 8 Nov-10 Dec with three at As Sayh,

Musandam, 5 Nov. A Dusky Thrush Turdus

naumanni at Qurm natural park 24 Dec was
the 4th record for Oman and a Mistle Thrush

Turdus viscivorus at Al Ansab wetlands, the

7th record. A White-throated Robin Irania

gutturalis was at Qitbit 10 Sep; this species is

more usually recorded from Musandam. A
Siberian (Caspian) Stonechat Saxicola maura

variegata was at Al Balid Farm 11 and 16 Nov.

A count of 80+ Isabelline Wheatears Oenanthe

isabellina at SF 11 Nov was a new record. Up
to six Blyth's Pipits Anthus godleivskii were at

SF in the first half of November. An Olive-

backed Pipit Anthus hodgsoni was at Qitbit

1 Nov. There were 200 Cinnamon-breasted

Buntings Emberiza tahapisi at Wadi Darbat

4 Nov and five Black-headed Buntings

Emberiza melanocephala at Dawkah 11 Sep with

two at nearby Qitbit the following day. A
Little Bunting Emberiza pusilla at Qitbit 16-18

Nov was the 8th record for Oman.

QATAR
A Black-winged Pratincole Glareola uordiuanui

at Irkayya farm (IF) 18-22 Nov (Plate 9),

a Yellow-browed Warbler Phylloscopus

inornatus on a farm 4 km west of Al Kharrarah

18 Nov, a first-winter male Ring Ouzel Turdus

torquatus at IF 29-30 Nov (Plate 10), a Pied

Bushchat Saxicola caprata at IF 14-16 Oct

and a first-winter Rustic Bunting Emberiza

rustica at Traina 16-18 Nov (Plate 11) were all

first (or first confirmed) records. An earlier

record for Amur Falcon Falco amurensis needs

amendment: the 2nd record for Qatar, 18 Dec

2009, provisionally aged as a juvenile, was an
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Plate 9. Black-winged Pratincole Glareola nordmanni, 18 November 2010, Irkayya farm, Al Rayyan, Qatar. © jamie

Buchan

Plate 1 0. First-winter male Ring Ouzel Turdus torquatus,

29 November 2010, Irkayya farm, Al Rayyan, Qatar. ©
Sameh Odeh

Plate I I . Rustic Bunting Emberiza rustica, 1 6 November
2010, Traina, Al Wakra, Qatar. © jamie Buchan

adult female. A juvenile Amur Falcon Falco

amiirensis at IF 31 Dec and a juvenile European

Honey Buzzard Pernis apivorus at Fuwairit 24

Sep were 3rd records. Rare species included

an adult male Merlin Falco columbariiis at

IF 17 Dec, an adult Short-toed Snake-eagle

Circaetus gallicus at Wadi Al Heshaimiya 23

Dec and three Sociable Lapwings Vanellus

gregarius at IF 14 Nov-18 Dec. There was a

Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus at Umm Al

Houl 25 Nov 2009. A Black-throated Thrush

Turdus {ruficoUis) atrogiilaris IF 21 Nov was the

2nd record.

SAUDI ARABIA
Regular visits to Sabkat al Fasl produced

the following interesting records: Purple

Swamphens Porphi/rio porphyrio seen

regularly with maximum 15; up to three

Greater Spotted Eagles Aqiiila clanga on five

dates; a Jack Snipe Lymnocryptes minimus 15

Oct; two Broad-billed Sandpipers Limicola

falcinellus 8 Oct; an Egyptian Nightjar

Caprimiilgus aegyptiiis 20 Aug; and a Citrine

Wagtail Motncilla citreola 28 Oct.

The following records are from a visit to

the Tihama, southwest Saudi Arabia, in July.

Up to four adult Helmeted Guineafowls

Numida meleagris were present on several

occasions near Shuqayri. This is a scarce

species in Saudi Arabia with a restricted range.

A Black-headed Heron Ardea melanocephala
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flying over Wadi Dhamat 12 Jul was the first

record for Saudi Arabia; this African species is

gradually expanding its range into southwest

Arabia. The first breeding for Arabia of

Glossy Ibis Plegadis falcinellus was confirmed

at the sewage lagoons near Sabya; three nests

with at least four well-grown young were
in an acacia tree on a small island, which
also held a colony of Cattle Egrets Biibiilcus

ibis. At least eight Greater Painted Snipes

Rostratula benghalensis were also present, the

first record for Saudi Arabia; there are no

breeding records for Arabia but the number of

birds present suggests that breeding is at least

possible. Pied (Jacobin) Cuckoo Oxylophus

jacobinus is usually considered a breeding

summer visitor to the foothills of southwest

Arabia; single individuals were seen twice

in lowland agricultural areas on the Tihama,

one associated with a colony of Riippeirs

Weavers Ploceus galbula. A Black-shouldered

Kite Elanus caeruleus was hunting over an

area of irrigated fields; this species is scarce

in southwest Arabia, with very few records

from the extreme southwest. Small numbers

of Singing Bush Larks Mirafra cantillans were

singing in bunded sugar cane fields; there

are very few records for the southwest. The

exotic Common Myna Acridotheres tristis was

common in and around Sabya, Abu Arish and

Shuqayri; it was previously unrecorded from

these areas.

Another visit to the southwest produced

the following: two Shikras Accipiter badiiis

at Raydah escarpment 11 Sep; Arabian

Woodpeckers Dendrocopos dorae at three sites;

two Violet-backed Starlings Cinnyricinclus

leucogaster at Wadi Talia; two Yemen Warblers

Sylvia buryi at Raydah farm 12 Sep; Arabian

Wheatears Oenanthe (lugens) lugentoides at four

sites; five Gambaga Flycatchers Miiscicapa

gambagae at Rijal al Alma 10 Sep and two

Raydah escarpment 11 Sep; and two Yemen
Linnets Crithaga menachensis at Jabal Sawdah

and three Raydah escarpment 10 Sep.

SYRIA
Late records included four Smew MergeUiis

albellus at Sabkhat al-Jabbul 16 Feb and a flock

of 90 at Basil lake (lower Khabur reservoir) 20

Feb; the latter observation, by far the largest

national count, suggests that the Smew, first

recorded in 2004, is a regular winter visitor

Plate 1 2. Eurasian Scops Owl Otus scops, 20 September

2010, Talila, Syria. © Tomas Haraldsson

to the north. Five Pin-tailed Sandgrouse

Pterodes alchata were seen 21 Feb at Rawda
lake; all records of sandgrouse are requested

as they appear to have declined calamitously.

A small flock of Long-tailed Tits Aegithalos

caudatus near Deir ez-Zor 25 Feb is the first

record from the Syrian Euphrates; the form

tephronotus is a widespread breeder in the

coastal mountains. Three Fan-tailed Warblers

Cisticola jiincidis at Khatuniyah lake (al-Hawl

lake) 20 Feb were the first for this site, on the

Iraqi border in the northeast; the distribution

of this species in Syria is little known. Two
Eurasian Tree Sparrows Passer montanus were

at Sabkhat al-Jabbul 18 Feb; this is another

species that is rarely recorded but probably

winters sparsely in the north.

There were, as usual, very few visits to

Syria by birders in the second half of the year.

Up to three Northern Goshawks Accipiter

gentilis were at Abu Qubeis in early Sep;

taken with the spring records, they indicate

breeding in the area. Four Red-wattled

Lapwings Vanellus indicus were at Khatuniyah

lake 18 Sep; the species may breed widely in

northeast Syria but the security situation in

the area makes visits difficult. A flock of five

Broad-billed Sandpipers Limicola falcinellus

at Jabbul 10 Sep is the biggest recorded from

Syria and possibly only the second record.

A single was there 11 Sep, with a White-

breasted Kingfisher Halcyon smyrnensis and

a 1st cy Sandwich Tern Sterna sandvicensis

(rarely recorded away from the coast). A
Eurasian Scops Owl Otus scops chased a

House Sparrow Passer domesticiis into the

offices at Talila 20 Sep and was released by
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hand (Plate 12). Two ringed Bam Owls Ti/fo

albn were disco\^ered east of Dara'a, southern

Syria; one was rescued from a pigeon-keeper

and released 27 Nov, the other was found dead

16 Dec. Both had been ringed as nestlings in

spring 2010 at different sites in northern Israel

cl30 km away. Three Spectacled Warblers

Si//t'/V7 couspicillnta were in Jebel Abdul Aziz

15 Sep; this appears to be a scarce species in

northern Syria. Southern Grey Shrikes Lanius

nieridioiialis were at al-Lajat, near Suweydah,

12 and 14 Mar. The status in Syria of shrikes

of the 'Great Grey Shrike' complex Lanius

exciibitor sensii lato is poorly understood; all

records (preferably with photos/descriptions)

are welcomed. This interesting new site also

held territorial Spectacled Warbler and Scrub

Warbler Scotocerca inquieta. Two Crossbills

Loxia recurvirostra at Abu Qubeis reserve 2

Sept are the first recorded for Syria— almost

certainly because the coastal mountains have

been very under-watched.

TURKEY
Notable autumn/early winter counts of

wildfowl were 50 Ferruginous Ducks Aythya

nyroca at igneada, Kirklareli, 6 Nov and 220

in the Kizilirmak delta 1 Dec, and 620 White-

headed Ducks Oxyiira leiicocephala Burdur

lake 10 Dec (Plate 13). A 'pelagic' 5.5 km from

Gocek, Mugla, 15 Aug produced a count of 300

Scopoli's Shearwaters Calonectris diomedea,

the largest number recorded in Turkey. Two
European Storm Petrels Hydrobates pelagicus

off Didim, Aydm, 6 Aug was the 5th record for

Turkey. A count of 210 Dalmatian Pelicans

Pelecanus crispus at Burdur lake 29 Nov was

of note. There were three records of Black-

winged Kite Elmius caenilcus at the end of

the year with two at Karkami§, Gaziantep, 6

Nov and singles at Kiziltepe, Mardin, 18 Dec

and the Goksu delta 25 Dec, the 15th to 17th

records for Turkey. A Little Bustard Tetrax

tetrax at Rize 26 Oct continued the recent

run of autumn/winter records from the Black

sea coast. Coordinated surveys of Sociable

Lapwings Vanellus gregarius in Erzurum, Mu§
and §anhurfa provinces produced a total of

6612 birds with 652 at Ceylanpmar 14 Oct

the largest flock. A late report of a Caspian

Plover Charadrius asiaticus at Yumurtalik

lagoons, Adana, 8 Apr appears to be the 12th

record for Turkey. A Whimbrel Numeniiis

phaeopiis in the Kizilirmak delta 1 Dec was

the first Turkish record for December; there

are two records from January. The 5th record

of Pectoral Sandpiper Calidris melanotos was

one at Gala lake, Edirne, 9 Oct. A Black-

winged Pratincole Glareola nordmanni at I§ikli

lake, Denizli, 2 Oct was the first for the

Aegean region. A Black-legged Kittiwake

Rissa tridactyla was at Terkos lake, Istanbul,

13 Dec, two Great Black-backed Gulls Lams

marinus in Istanbul 13 Oct and one in the

Kizilirmak delta 2 Sep; the latter species is

now almost annual along the Black sea coast.

The first confirmed breeding record of Boreal

(Tengmalm's) Owl Aegolius fimereus was a

fledgling photographed on Uludag 27 Jul

(Plate 14). Additional records of this species

were a male calling near Unye 5 Jun, an

exceptional count of five at Bolu 11 Jun and

four at ikizdere 14 Dec. A Wryneck Jyrjx

Plate 13. White-headed Ducks Oxyura leucocephala, 10 December 2010, Burdur lake, Turkey. © Nizamettin Yavuz
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Plate 14. Fledgling Boreal (Tengmalm's) Owl Aegolius

funereus, 17 July 2010, Uludag, Turkey. © Emin

Yogurtguoglu

Plate 15. Booted Warbler Iduna caligata, 5 September

2010, RIze, Turkey. © Emin Yogurtguoglu

torquilla at Suba§i, Hatay, 12 Dec was of note;

there are 12 previous winter records.

It was a good autumn for Great Grey

Shrikes Lanius excubitor with records from

Tuzla, Istanbul, 10 Oct, Bolu 24 Oct and 22

Nov, Istanbul 7 Nov and Kizilcahamam 19

Nov. The first Turkish records of Steppe

Grey Shrike Lanius {meridionalis) pallidirostris

were birds at Trabzon 8 Sep and Rize 26

Nov. A targeted visit to the Rize area in

early September produced two, possibly

three. Booted Warblers Iduna caligata 5-8

Sep, the 11th record for Turkey (Plate 15).

Five Spectacled Warblers Sylvia conspicillata

at Kirikhan, Hatay, 25 Dec were the first in

winter for Turkey. A Whinchat Saxicola rubetra

and a Red-breasted Flycatcher Ficedula parva

at Suba§i, Hatay, 28 Nov are the latest autumn
records for Turkey, though there are two

over-wintering records of Whinchat, in 1987

and 1994. Two Cyprus Wheatears Oenanthe

cypriaca were at the Goksu delta 1 Apr, with

one at Anamur 4 Apr, and a Desert Wheatear

O. deserti in the Kocagay delta. Bursa, 30 Oct,

the westernmost record in Turkey. Three

Richard's Pipits Anthus richardi in Milleyha,

Hatay, 17 Nov were of note, though this

species has been recorded at this site several

times in recent years. Single Little Buntings

Emberiza pusilla were reported from Suba§i,

Hatay, 13 Nov and Nizip, Gaziantep, 27 Nov;

if confirmed, these will be the first accepted

records for Turkey.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Outstanding records included the first

Wedge-tailed Shearwater Puffiniis pacificus

for the UAE, off Khor Kalba 12 Aug, and

the first Buff-breasted Sandpiper Tryngites

subruficollis, at Dubai pivot fields (DPF) 7-10

Nov (species number 443 on the UAE list). A
Red-crested Pochard Netta rufina at Al Ain

water treatment plant 30 Dec was the 12th

record. A Masked Booby Sula dactylatra was
off Khor Kalba 13 Aug (13th record). Three

Red-billed Tropicbirds Phaethon aethereus

flew over Dalma island 3 Dec. An adult Lesser

Flamingo Phoeniconaias minor at Al Wathba

lake 12 Nov until year end was the 7th record.

The Eastern Cattle Egret Bubulcus (ibis)

coromandus first recorded at Wamm farms

autumn 2009 and again spring 2010 made a

brief appearance at the same site 23 Oct; this

is the first documented record. Two Lappet-

faced Vultures Aegyptius tracheliotos were

at Dubai desert conservation reserve 30 Oct,

two at Al Ain 5 Nov and one at Wadi Helo

19 Nov, an immature Golden Eagle Aquila

chrysaetos was at Dubai desert conservation

reserve 29 Jun-3 Jul (24th record), a White-

breasted Waterhen Amaurornis phoenicurus

was in Sharjah university city 7-11 Nov (27th

record) and up to three Baillon's Crakes

Porzana pusilla at Green Mubazzarah 18 Sep-5

Dec (13th record). The long-staying Spur-

winged Lapwing Vancllus spinosus in Dubai

was last seen 31 Oct; one was on Sir Bani Yas

island 15-21 Oct (3rd and 4th records). One
Sociable Lapwing Vancllus grcgarius was at
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Ghantoot 3 Nen^ up to two at DPF 10-15 Nov,

one at Al Qua' a 10 Dec and one at DPF 24 Dec

to year end. Other notable waders included

a Eurasian Dotterel Chnrndriiis morinelliis on

Sir Bani Yas island 3-21 Dec (22nd record),

a Great Snipe GalUnago media at Wamm
farms 1 Oct (11th record) and a Black-winged

Pratincole Glnreola uordinmini at Wamm farms

3-6 Sep (19th record). A Sooty Gull Lams

hemprichii 10 Dec at Zaklier pools, Al Ain,

is a remarkable inland record— it was 110

km from the nearest coast. Up to 13 Brown
Noddies Anous stoUdus were off the Fujairah

coast 25 May-17 Sep with the highest count

on the last date. An Asian Koel Eiidyuamys

scolopaceiis in Jebel Ali 24 Nov-10 Dec was the

12th record.

The adult Bay-backed Shrike Lanius

vittatus was in Masafi Wadi with two juveniles

7 Jun-23 Jul; another adult was at Hamraniyah

fields 9 Dec. The first Hypocolius HypocoUus

ampelinus was a female reported from Dalma
island 22-23 Oct, a very early record; a

total of at least 97 birds was reported from

Dalma island, Sila'a peninsula. Sir Bani Yas

island and Lulu island 17 Nov to year end,

making it a very good year for this species.

A Dusky Warbler Phylloscopus fiiscatus was
well twitched and photographed in Safa park

29 Oct-1 Nov (5th record). A Ring Ouzel

Turdus torquatus was at Jebel Dhanna 14

Nov and a record 7 at Mercure hotel on

Jebel Hafit 9 Dec to year end (17th and 18th

records). Black-throated Thrushes Turdus

{nificollis) atrogidaris had a good season with

up to two birds in six locations 29 Nov
onwards. Eversmann's Redstart Phoenicurus

erythronotus had a very good winter, with one

male Emirates Palace 27 Nov, one male Dalma
island 2-4 Dec, one female Jebel Hafit 8 Dec

to year end, one female Dabb'iya peninsula

20 Dec and one female in Dubai 4 Jan 2011.

A male Pied Stonechat Saxicola caprata was
at Wamm farms 3-4 Sep (14th record) and

a female-coloured bird at Mirfa 2-3 Dec
(15th record and first in winter). A record 8

Mourning Wheatears Oenanthe lugens were
at Jebel Dhanna 14 Nov to year end. A Taiga

Flycatcher Ficedula albicUla on Sila'a peninsula

4-5 Dec was the 3rd record. Up to two Buff-

bellied Pipits Anthus rubescens japonicus were
at DPF 21 Dec to year end (19th record).

YEMEN
A late record concerns a ringtail Hen
Harrier Circus cyaneus seen from a ship in

the southern end of the Red sea, about 80

miles due west of Al Lubayyah, Yemen, 19

Apr; it crossed in front of the ship from west

to east (heading towards Yemen) at c08.15

h. An adult European Nightjar Caprimulgus

europaeus and one of three Spotted Eagle

Owls Bubo africamis in Hawf forest 27 Sep

were photographed; an African Scops

Owl Otus senegalensis was also present. A
Eurasian Stone Curlew Burhinus oedicnemus

was photographed with a trail camera on

the plateau above Hawf forest 15 Oct and

an Eastern Houbara Bustard Chlamydotis

macqueenii was photographed there 24 Nov.

Several interesting birds were seen in the

desert north of Al Ghaydhah 15-22 Nov. On
15 Nov a Lesser Kestrel Falco naumanni was
seen quarreUing with a Hobby Falco subbuteo

above the plateau at the head of Wadi Erba.

Two Cream-coloured Coursers Cursorius

cursor were at the mouth of Wadi Erba 17 Nov
with a juvenile Imperial Eagle Aquila heliaca

there 18 Nov. Eight adult and six juvenile

Egyptian Vultures Neophron percnopterus in

Wadi Marakhi 19 Nov were presumed to be

feeding on dried sardines used as camel feed.

Plate 16. Captive Barbary Falcon Falco peleghnoides,

12 December 2010, Al Jar, northern Tihama, Yemen. ©
David Stanton
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A male Hooded Wheatear Oenanthe monacha

was in Wadi Marakhi 21 Nov and a female

there next day. About 200 Steppe Eagles

Aquila nipalensis, mostly juveniles, were
around the chicken farms at 'Urba 10 Dec
with an adult Greater Spotted Eagle Aquila

clanga and 60+ Egyptian Vultures Neophron

percnopterus, mostly adults. A Hume's Owl
Strix butleri was heard on the morning of

11 Dec at Jebel Bura' protected area. At Al

Jar in the northern Tihama, 12 Dec, falcon

trappers had an adult and a juvenile Barbary

Falcon Falco pelegrinoides in their possession

(Plate 16) and three, possibly four. Collared

Kingfishers Todirhampus chloris were in the Al

Jar mangroves.
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